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If you’ve answered “yes” to any of these questions, this book is for you!
The authors relied on their joint 30 years of
experience as unilingual immersion parents as well
as their combined 33 years of work with other
parents, educators, and researchers as active
members of CPF.
The popularity of the book among both
parents and educators in Alberta inspired the
publication of this national edition, now available
throughout Canada.
Yes, You Can Help! is meant to be of
assistance not only during the first few years of
your child’s immersion education but right through
to graduation. It’s designed as a reference, to be
taken down from the shelf whenever new stages
are approached or new questions arise. We hope it
will help you put the “French” part of your child’s
education into perspective.

There’s no denying the vital role that you
play in your child’s learning. Today, more than
ever before, parents have access through books,
pamphlets, speakers, workshops, the media, and
the Internet to information on how to effectively
support their children’s education.
Like other parents, you are constantly being
encouraged to take an active role rather than leave
education entirely to the school system. However,
if you’ve chosen French immersion for your child,
you may be concerned that you won’t be able to
fulfil that supporting role. Recognizing the need to
provide parents like you with clear and complete
information about French immersion, Alberta
Education’s Language Services Branch and the
Alberta Branch of Canadian Parents for French
(CPF) collaborated to produce Yes, You Can Help!
A Guide for French Immersion Parents (1996).

You can help your child in French immersion!
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FOR MORE INFORMATION

We hope you will use this book to guide you
and your child throughout the “immersion years.”
Keep it handy and refer to it whenever a question
arises or you and your child enter a new stage of
his or her education.

Much has been discovered about teaching
and learning a second language since the inception
of French immersion in 1965. This book is of
necessity only a summary of the information now
available.

TERMS

Throughout the book we have suggested
sources of further information. These are mentioned after the various sections under
. Complete bibliographic

The terms and definitions on pages 8-12 are
given as they are used in this book.
It is not unusual to find different terms used
in different parts of the country for the same
education concept. For example, “continuing
immersion” is also known as “post immersion,”
“secondary immersion,” or even “extended
French.” “Secondary” may refer to grades 9-12 in
one province, grades 7-11 in another, grades 8-12
in yet another.

references for these publications can be found on
pages 137-145.
following each chapter provide
The
references and, in many cases, a further explanation.

PLEASE LET US KNOW

It is always wise to check with your school
or school district for an understanding of the terms
as they are used in your area.

We want to keep this publication as current
and relevant as possible. At the end of the book is
a response sheet. We encourage you to send in
your comments about the book and any suggestions you might have for future editions.
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French isn’t just a subject like math or social studies!
For those who are confused, here’s a guide to the French education
terminology now most commonly used in Canada.
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French programs
Terms used in this book (see page 3).
Core French - French taught as a subject for one period each day or a few times a week. This may
begin at any time from kindergarten to grade 10 (depending on the local school board).
The objective is to provide students with a basic knowledge of French (the depth of this
knowledge will vary according to the length and intensity of the program) and an interest
in and appreciation of the French culture.
Extended core - a program in which one or two subjects (e.g., social studies, physical education) are
taught in French in addition to core French. The core French program may begin at the
same time as or precede the extended core program by several years. The objective of
this additional exposure to French is to increase the students’ French language skills.
French first language (FFL) - a program taught in French for Francophone students (that is, children
who have at least one Francophone parent, as defined in Section 23 of the Canadian
Charter of Rights and Freedoms). The objective is full mastery of French as a mother
tongue, full fluency in English, and a sense of identity with and belonging to the French
community.
French as a second language (FSL) - a term most often used to include all programs meant to teach
French to non-Francophone children (that is, core French, extended core and immersion)
French immersion - a program in which French is the language of instruction for a significant part of
the school day; that is, several or all subjects are taught in French. Immersion is
designed for students whose first language is not French. The objective is full mastery of
the English language, functional fluency in French, as well as an understanding and
appreciation of the French culture. As with core French, the expected outcome in terms
of mastery of French is directly related to the total amount of exposure to and use of the
language.
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French immersion programs
Terms used in this book (see page 3).
Early - a program beginning in kindergarten or grade 1
Middle - a program beginning in grade 4 or 5. Middle immersion is the least common of the three
starting points.
Late - a program beginning in grade 6 or later, sometimes but not necessarily after a few years of core
French
Continuing - refers to the continuation at the secondary level of any of the above programs
Total - an immersion program which for the first few years utilizes French from 75% to 100% of class
time. English language arts may be introduced in grade 1, 2, 3, or 4. Even if the relative
amount of French decreases significantly in later grades, the early intensive exposure to
it gives this program its name.
Partial - a program which has less than 75% but at least 50% of class time with French as the language
of instruction (less than 50% is considered to be “extended core”). English language arts
is part of the curriculum from the beginning.

schools offering French programs
Terms used in this book (see page 3).
Dual track - a school in which both the French immersion and English programs exist side-by-side
Immersion centre - a school in which only French immersion is accommodated
Francophone school - one in which only the French first language program is accommodated
Triple track - a school with three programs (e.g., English, early immersion, and late immersion
programs)
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terms you might encounter
There are many other terms which you might encounter during the course of your
child’s education, whether he is in the French immersion or English program.
Additive bilingualism - refers to the acquisition of a second language which does not have a negative
impact on the individual’s first language and culture (see “subtractive bilingualism”)
Advanced Placement Program - an internationally-recognized high school program of intense study
which allows successful students to enter second-year university courses at participating
postsecondary institutions. The available courses include French.
Allophone - a person whose native or principal language is neither English nor French
Anglophone - a person whose native or principal language is English
Attention Deficit Disorder (ADD) - a condition in which the individual is unable to focus, is very
easily distracted, interrupts frequently, talks excessively (an individual with ADD may be
but is not necessarily hyperactive)
Aural - related to hearing
CÉGEP - Collège d’enseignement général et professionnel - a college program in Quebec which
follows high school and leads to either university entrance or the job market
Child-centred - refers to educational practices which focus on the needs of the individual child (see
“teacher-centred”)
Cognition - the mental processes by which knowledge is acquired
Combined class - see “multi-grade class”
Cooperative learning - learning by working in small groups on a common task
Dictée - an integrative test involving listening as well as writing (spelling) - Because in French many
words change according to the context (for example, the spelling of an adjective will
change to agree with the gender and number of the modified noun), it is traditional for
French spelling exercises to involve whole sentences rather than word lists.
Dyslexia - an inability to read or an extremely slow acquisition of reading skills; for example, dyslexic
individuals often reverse many letters or even whole words when writing (Note: most
reading difficulties are not due to dyslexia)
Elementary - the first half of a student’s grade school education, from kindergarten to around grade 6
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Exceptional students - those in need of special educational programs because of behavioural, communicative, intellectual, learning or physical characteristics
Fine motor skills - the ability to use small muscle groups (e.g., threading a string through holes, writing)
Francophone - a person whose native or principal language is French
Francophile - a non-Francophone who shows particular sympathy for the language, culture and
aspirations of French-speaking Canadians
Gifted and talented students - students capable of exceptional performance in one or more areas of
general intellectual ability, specific academic aptitude, creative or productive thinking,
leadership ability, visual and performing arts and athletic ability
Grammar - the rules governing the correct use of words within a language
Gross motor skills - the ability to use large muscle groups (e.g., walk, catch a ball)
Hyperactivity - excessive gross motor activity (such as running or climbing, an inability to sit still)
which is often haphazard, poorly organized, and not goal directed
Inclusion / integration - the practice of meeting with appropriate support the physical, intellectual,
social and emotional needs of students with exceptional needs in regular classes in
neighbourhood or local schools
Interference - incorrectly applying the rules or structures of one language to another language
International Baccalaureate - an internationally recognized two-year pre-university program for highly
motivated, academically oriented secondary students
Language arts - the subject which focuses on listening, reading, speaking, viewing and writing
Learning disabilities - deficits in cognitive processing of information via mechanisms such as attention,
perception or memory, for example. Learning disabilities are found in children of
average and above average intelligence and remain into adulthood.
Mainstreaming - see “inclusion”
Metacognition - the conscious awareness by an individual of the ways in which he is learning
Metalinguistic - the conscious awareness by an individual of the ways in which language works, and the
ability to manipulate language in the service of thinking and problem solving
Multi-grade class, multi-aging - a class involving students from more than one grade level
Oral - related to speaking
Peer tutoring - the practice of students assisting other students
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Phonics - refers to the principles that describe the relationships between sounds and the printed letters
and symbols of language
Secondary - the second half of a student’s grade school education, from around grade 7 to graduation
Semantic - having to do with the meanings of words
Split class - see “multi-grade class”
Subtractive bilingualism - refers to the acquisition of the socially dominant language which undermines
and perhaps even replaces the individual’s first language and culture
Syntax - the way in which words are used to form sentences, clauses or phrases
Teacher-centred - educational practices which are content-centred with little regard for individual
students’ needs and learning styles (see “child-centred”)
Transfer / transference - applying the knowledge and skills learned in one language to a situation in
which another language is used
Whole language - an approach in which ideas are first introduced as a whole, after which specific
language structures are taught in context and lessons are geared to meet the interests and
needs of individual students. Whole language does not exclude the explicit teaching of
grammar, spelling or phonics, but this instruction is undertaken in such a way that the
student understands its relevance, via teaching techniques best suited to the child.
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When making educational choices for their
children, more and more parents are recognizing
that knowing a second language is an important
skill in today's ever-shrinking world—and will be
even more important in their children's future.

Consider the many advantages!

Randall Litchfield of Canadian Business
Magazine has explained it this way: “In business,
having a second language is like having a second
soul. A real asset for Canada has proven to be the
ability of so many of its people to empathize with
people of other lands through language. The
demands of a globally competitive business
environment are such that a modern education
cannot be complete without significant language
training.”9

Knowing a second language can:
• increase your child’s personal pleasures such as
the enjoyment of literature, art, music, theatre,
travel and personal relationships;1
• increase your child's understanding of and
respect for other peoples and other
cultures;2
• help your child to understand more about
himself, his country and his fellow Canadians;3

Canadian journalist and author Dominique
Clift says: “The ability to step out of one’s self, as
it were, by means of a second language, enhances
the ability to assess one’s self in a more realistic
and effective way. Similarly, it becomes much
easier to discover the unconscious and crippling
assumptions that are often the product of cultural
blinkers. This is an extremely valuable asset in a
world where technology is relentlessly undermining old ways of thinking.”10

• give your child access to a larger pool of
information and to more educational and career
opportunities;4
• give your child a competitive edge in the job
market anywhere in Canada and in many other
countries.5
The process of learning a second
language can also:
• develop your child’s listening and learning
skills as well as self-discipline;

Heather Szpecht, a 10 year-old Calgary
student, put it this way: “Knowing both languages
means twice as much of everything, just like a two
for one deal! ... The two for one deal means you
can have twice as many friends, twice as many job
opportunities, and twice as many experiences.
And that all adds up to more fun for me!”11

• increase cognitive abilities, creating a more
flexible thinker;6
• enhance his knowledge of his first language and
improve his ability to communicate in it (your
child will be able to contrast and compare the
two languages, and will take his own less for
granted);

And 12-year-old Miranda Burns of Middleton Nova Scotia adds: “There are many practical
reasons why a second language is needed in the
world today, but one of the best is that it improves
the way you think about yourself.”12

• make learning a third or fourth language much
easier.7
“The learning of a second language is in itself
an excellent pursuit, not least because it develops
an appreciation of the act of communicating with
others, the subtleties that must be expressed in
words, the importance of listening,” says Professor
André Obadia of Simon Fraser University.8
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According to John Hewson of the Department of
Linguistics at Memorial University in
Newfoundland, “French and English are ... the
main languages of diplomacy on the global
scale. All embassies of all nations on
earth use either English or French, or
both, as languages of communication.”15
French is a relatively easy second
language for English speakers to learn
because of the close historical
relationship between the two
languages. Their alphabets and
sentence structures are very similar. In
addition, many English words come from
French or from Latin, a common root of
both languages.
This is not to ignore other languages.
Research in education has shown that mastery
of a second language can make it easier to learn
a third and fourth. Once a second language has
been acquired, “the sky’s the limit!”

French
is the natural
second language for
many Canadians
because it is so widely used and accessible
throughout the country.13 With French we have the
advantage of texts, references and library books
prepared for the Francophone market in this
country; large numbers of French-speaking
teachers; access to role models and activities in
Francophone communities as well as access to the
French media; and sufficient interest in the
language to support viable programs. It is far
more difficult—and in many communities
impossible—to offer this sort of intensive
instruction in any other language.14 In addition, a
knowledge of Canada’s two official languages
helps children to better understand the history,
development and politics of their own country.

An early immersion graduate
who lived for a year in Morocco as
an exchange student tells of thinking
in three languages. Having fun
commenting on the people around them
as they walked down a street in
Casablanca, she and a friend suddenly realized
that they had quite unconsciously been mixing
English, French and Arabic
in their sentences—choosing the words
or phrases which most exactly expressed their
thoughts.

French is spoken by about 128 million
people in 54 countries around the world. It is also
an official working language of the European
Economic Community, the United Nations, the
International Red Cross, the International Olympic
Committee, NATO, and many other organizations.
17

“Bilingualism: A Selling Point for Canada.”
Ethnologue web site at: <www.ethnologue.com>.
“French Immersion: So Much More Than a Language!”
“Learning French Makes a World of Difference.”
Linguasphere web site at <www.linguasphere.org>.
“Multilingualism: When There’s an Opportunity, Take It!”
Official Languages: Myths and Realities.
Proud of Two Languages (video).

1

“You can go see English and French movies, read English and French books, so you know about Shakespeare and
Molière, Steven Spielberg and Claude Lelouch.” - entry by Casey Shannon, Montreal, Quebec (age 13) in the 1994
“Write it up!/À vos crayons!” contest.

2

“Because I am learning about two different cultures in Canada, I now have a strong desire to learn about other
countries, cultures, and their languages.” - Adam Pillidge, Stony Plain, Alberta (age 12) in the 1993 “Write it up!/À
vos crayons!” contest.

3

“Imagine: young Canadians, speaking each other’s language, enjoying each other’s literature, films, songs,
understanding each other’s problems, hopes and dreams. How much richer this country would be! And how
peaceful and secure would be the future of Canada!” - Channah Weinstangel, Thornhill, Ontario (age 11) in the
1993 “Write it up!/À vos crayons!” contest.

4

For example, Janie Généreux, Educational Consultant: French for the Saskatoon Board of Education, reports: “At
grade 7/8 secondary parent/student information meetings, high school immersion students and former immersion
students now attending university consistently state that when they are doing research for a subject in English and
find that there are no more books on library shelves, they have the luxury of being able to continue, and thus not
panic, their research using French language materials.”

5

For example, in 1993, graduates of the Toronto Board of Education’s French immersion programs were surveyed.
In total, responses were received from 414 individuals who had graduated between 1981 and 1993. “When asked
whether knowledge of French had helped to get their present job, 26% of respondents said ‘yes.’ Significantly, the
largest ‘yes’ answer came from the full-time workers (36%). When asked whether they actually used French in
their present job, 35% of respondents said ‘yes.’ Again, the group of full-time workers record a significantly higher
‘yes’ response rate at 58%.” - “FSL: Learning French Matters in Toronto Schools.” Toronto Board of Education
and the Toronto Chapter of Canadian Parents for French, October 1993 (page 16).
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6

“The development of additive bilingualism and biliteracy skills entails no negative consequences for children’s
academic, linguistic or intellectual development. On the contrary, although not conclusive, the evidence points in
the direction of subtle metalinguistic, academic and intellectual benefits for bilingual children.” - “The Academic,
Intellectual and Linguistic Benefits of Bilingualism.” James Cummins. So You Want Your Child to Learn French!,
Canadian Parents for French, 1990 (page 91).

7

“We have found that an Anglophone who already speaks French will find it easier than a unilingual Anglophone to
learn not only a Latin language but also such very different languages as Arabic or even Mandarin. ... The wellknown psychological barrier simply disappears after learning a second language; hence the importance of bilingualism.” - Sandro d’Addario, Director General of Berlitz Language Centres of Canada as quoted in “Bilingual? Why
Not Trilingual?” Gilles LaFramboise. Language and Society, Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages,
No. 39, summer 1992 (page 32).

8

“Enseignement des langues : le Canada joue un rôle de chef de file.” André Obadia. La Presse, September 20,
1996 (page B3). (translation from French)

9

Commentary to Canadian Parents for French in 1992 and quoted in CPF’s “Learning French Makes a World of
Difference” public information campaign.

10

“Towards the larger community.” Dominique Clift. Language and Society, Office of the Commissioner of Official
Languages, No. 12, winter 1984 (page 65).

11

From her first prize entry in the 1993 “Write it up!/À vos crayons!” contest.

12

From her entry in the 1994 “Write it up! /À vos crayons!” contest.

13

23.3% of Canadians have French as their mother tongue. 936,510 Francophones live outside the province of
Quebec (Statistics Canada, 1996 census).

14

There are immersion or bilingual programs in other languages in some major Canadian cities, notably Montreal,
Toronto, Winnipeg, Edmonton and Vancouver. The students enrolled in these relatively small programs are often
from families in which the target language is spoken by the parents or grandparents.

15

Letter to the editor which appeared in the St. John’s Evening Telegram on April 18, 1992.
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French immersion has been described as
“the great Canadian experiment that worked.”1 As
with all great inventions, it was created to fulfil a
need and driven by those with a vision.

catalyst in the spread of this new concept in
second-language education.
Today, parents continue to be the major
driving force behind French immersion—
enrolling their children, supporting their children
and their schools, helping with extracurricular
activities, monitoring program quality and
promoting the program with governments, school
boards, other parents and the public.

In the early 1960s, Anglophone parents
across the country began pointing to their poor
knowledge of French as proof that the French
courses being offered in most English school
systems in Canada were not working. While a few
private schools offered better French programs,
more and more non-Francophone parents began to
demand improved opportunities for their children
to learn Canada’s other official language through
publicly funded school systems.

What began with a classroom of about 30
students in one community grew rapidly during
the ’70s and ’80s. Over a period of about 15 years
(from 1977 to 1992), French immersion enrolments increased by more than 650%! Today, it’s
the program of choice for more than 316,000 or
7.9%3 of eligible students, in hundreds of large
cities and small towns from St. John’s to Port
Alberni to Inuvik.4

By far the best known early experiment2 in
French immersion began in 1965 when, after a
two-year struggle, twelve parents calling themselves the St. Lambert Bilingual School Study
Group received permission from their very
reluctant school board to begin a French immersion kindergarten. This small group believed that
their children could learn French as a living
language without harm to their competence in
English. They also had the good sense to insist
that their fledgling program be carefully studied.

Canadian researchers, educators and parent
groups have gained respect worldwide and are
often called upon to share their experiences and
knowledge about learning a language the
“immersion way.” Today there are Canadian-style
immersion programs in many countries, including
Australia, Finland, Hong Kong, Singapore, Spain,
and the United States.

As encouraging research results were
released by McGill University beginning in 1969,
the word spread quickly and parent committees in
other communities began to demand French
immersion programs for their children. By 1977, a
nationwide support group called Canadian Parents
for French had formed and became a major

21

Canadian cities and towns
where French immersion
is offered (1995/96)
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Learning Through Two Languages: Studies of Immersion and Bilingual Education, pages 1-11.
The Bilingual Education of Children: The St. Lambert Experiment.
A searchable database of French immersion programs across Canada is available on the Canadian Parents
for French web site at <www.cpf.ca>.
Enrolment statistics are published annually by Canadian Parents for French in its report The State of French
Second Language Education in Canada.

exposed to a second language quickly develop
accentless fluency. This is seen, for example,
among children living in a foreign country who
have a nanny who speaks a different language or
whose parents use two different languages in the
home. Older children and adults have far more
difficulty learning another language and developing an authentic accent.

French immersion is a highly successful
approach to second language learning—an
effective way for your child to become functionally fluent in a second language while achieving
all of the objectives of the regular school program.
Designed specifically for children whose first
language is not French, the basic concept is
simple: if you can’t take the child to the language
(that is, have him live where the language is the
common means of communication), then bring the
language to him (that is, bring it into the school as
the primary means of communication). Although
immersion first began in Quebec, it should be
remembered that the parents who initiated the
program “felt that their lack of competence in
French contributed to and indeed was attributable
in part to the two solitudes which effectively
prevented them from learning French informally
from their French-speaking neighbours.” 5

Second, they consulted with various
experts, including Dr. Wallace Lambert of the
Psychology Department of McGill University and
Dr. Wilder Penfield of the Montreal Neurological

Stephen Krashen,
a well-known
professor of linguistics at the
University of Southern California
claims, “Canadian immersion
is not simply another successful
language teaching program—it may
be the most successful program ever
recorded in the professional language
teaching literature.” 6

The parents who first developed this
concept based it on a number of observations.
First, they knew that young children who are
24

Institute of McGill. This gave them insights into
the social-psychological and cognitive aspects of
bilingualism and the brain mechanisms underlying language functions.

“It is because
language
is operating as a real mode of
communication, a vehicle by which
a child participates in a real
event, communicating
with and for a real audience, that
French as the medium for this
communication must be and is
mastered by the child with
amazing rapidity.”8

Finally, they were confident that this home/
school language switch would have no negative
effect on their children’s competence in English.
After all, even though they were living in Quebec,
their children were submerged in English. Unlike
immigrant children whose home language is
overwhelmed and often replaced by the language
of their new country (“negative” or “subtractive”
bilingualism), there was no fear that French would
take precedence over English in the lives of the
immersion students (“additive” bilingualism).
Thus there are six characteristics which
define immersion programs:
1. the target language is acquired primarily by
using it for meaningful communication within
the school—that is, for instruction in other
subjects (math, social studies, science, etc.);

There are now many variations on the
immersion theme, with different beginning points
and relative amounts of instruction in French and
English. Whether you’re reading about research
results or hearing anecdotal reports, you should
clarify exactly what sort of immersion program is
being discussed (see the following graphs).

2. the students all begin not knowing the target
language and instructional strategies and
materials are designed with that in mind;

Early immersion begins in kindergarten or
grade 1. English language arts (ELA) may be
introduced as a subject in grade 1, 2, 3, or 4, with
grade 3 the most common level. The amount of
instruction in French ranges from 50% to 100%
for the first few years of school, from 50% to 80%
in the upper elementary grades. By grades 10 to
12 the range is even greater: from just one subject
in French (French language arts) to all subjects
except ELA being taught in French.

3. the target language is not the prevalent
language of the community;
4. the program begins with intensive instruction
in and via the target language by teachers
fluent in that language, with instruction via
the first language often increasing in later
years;
5. instruction of subject material is never
repeated in the two languages;

Middle immersion begins in grade 4 or 5,
with anything from 50% to 100% instruction in
French. It is the least common variation in
Canada, to be found only in some Ontario and
Prince Edward Island centers, Montreal, and
Yellowknife.

6. the program is expected to take several years to
achieve its objectives (in most cases these
objectives are defined at the end of grade 12).
Some authorities also note the strong role of
parents in establishing and supporting immersion
as a fundamental feature of the program.7
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VARIATIONS OF EARLY IMMERSION

More than 10,000 hours
of instruction in French
More than 8,000 hours
of instruction in French

Less than 4,500 hours
of instruction in
French

The proportion of instruction in French varies from district to district, and even from school to school. This chart
illustrates one of the early immersion programs in Canada providing the most accumulated hours
of exposure to and use of French, one providing the least, and, in the middle, the most typical program format.
(graph based on information provided to Canadian Parents for French for The CPF Immersion Registry 1996)

VARIATIONS OF LATE IMMERSION
Three years of
core French
(40 min/day),
then late
immersion –
about 2,500
hours in French

Two years of core French
(20 min/day), then late immersion
– about 3,900 hours in French

Just two examples of late immersion, preceded by core French.
(graph based on information provided to Canadian Parents for French for The CPF Immersion Registry 1996)
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to interact with their Francophone peers, immersion
was not designed to meet the specific needs of
Francophones. Students whose first language is
French have linguistic, educational, cultural and
personal identity needs different from those
learning French as a second language.

Late immersion most often begins in grade 6
or 7, but some school districts in British Columbia
have even offered a “late, late” program beginning
in grade 9 or 10. Again, the proportion of instruction in French can differ widely from place to place.
In all other aspects, immersion programs
follow the same curriculum as the regular English
program. Each province’s or territory’s goals of
education apply to all students, regardless of the
language of instruction.

Being surrounded by English 365 days a
year protects an English-language student’s first
language skills and sense of being an Anglophone
Canadian. However, that same environment
consistently threatens and often totally overwhelms the minority Francophone’s language and
culture (subtractive bilingualism). Research
shows that minority Francophone children can
become fluent in English even if it is only used at
school for one period a day.

Early French immersion is sometimes
labelled an elitist program. In fact, it’s a program
of choice, open to all children of the appropriate
age. With rare exceptions, there are no selection
criteria and no special fees for registration in early
immersion (except, of course, for private schools).
Public information meetings and program
announcements encourage all parents to consider
the program for their children.

French first language (FFL) schools as
recognized in Section 23 of the Canadian Charter
of Rights and Freedoms, are now available to
Francophone children in all nine provinces where
French is the minority language and in all three
territories. (In Quebec, English language schools
meet the needs of minority Anglophone children—see next page). FFL schools not only teach
all subjects (except English) in French, but also
allow students to study within their own linguistic
and cultural milieu. All activities are conducted in
French: administration, announcements and
assemblies, clubs and sports, report cards and
parent/teacher conferences, school councils and so
on. They become a focus of the Francophone
community and family life. Programs, activities,
communications and displays are designed to help
foster a sense of identity and belonging to the
French cultural and linguistic communities.

On the other hand, it’s not unusual for
students interested in late immersion to be
required to meet specified academic standards or
obtain a teacher’s recommendation. (For more
information, see pages 38 to 41.)
While most French immersion students are
from English-speaking homes, a small but
growing number come from homes where neither
English nor French is the primary language. These
students are learning English and French as their
second and third, or even fourth and fifth languages.

In the early days of French immersion, English and
French-speaking students sometimes shared
“immersion” classes. While this arrangement was
viewed by most immersion parents as positive
because it gave their children a built-in opportunity
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Quebec because many parents have found that
other forms of French second language instruction
being offered in the English schools do not
provide their children with a sufficient knowledge
of French to live and work as full participants in
Quebec society. On the other hand, while there is
no restriction on English-speaking students
attending French schools, these schools cannot be
expected to meet the linguistic, educational,
cultural and personal identity needs of
Anglophone students.

In Quebec, because English is the minority
official language, the Canadian Charter of Rights
and Freedoms applies to English-speaking
students and their education in English. The
teaching of the second official language—English
to the majority (French) student population and
French to minority (English) students—is mandatory in Quebec. Over the last several years there
have been significant improvements made to both
areas of second language instruction and some
new teaching models have been initiated.9

Quebec was the birthplace of French
immersion (see page 21). Today, French immersion is available in about 40% of English schools
in Quebec; more than one third of English
minority students are registered in immersion. (In
Quebec, students whose mother tongue is neither
French nor English must attend the schools of the
majority official language: French.)

French immersion has long been a popular
choice among English-speaking families in

“Multilingualism” and “Multilingualism: When There’s an Opportunity, Take it!”

In a typical French immersion kindergarten
classroom, the teacher uses French all of the time,
speaking in English only if a student’s health or
safety is at risk (in which case the student will be
taken aside for a private conversation). Gestures,
mime, pictures and objects are used to help the
children understand. Songs, poems, storytelling
and choral speaking as well as routines or
sequences of activities (such as beginning every
day with a “bonjour” ritual and then calendar and
weather routines10) are also used to help familiarize students with words and ideas and to encourage their earliest attempts to speak the language.
Very quickly, through watching and listening, the
students begin to recognize words and phrases,
responding appropriately. They begin to sing

For your child, learning French the “immersion way” will be much the same as learning his
first language. When he was a baby, you talked
and gestured while he watched and listened. Soon
he began to associate your words and gestures
with objects, actions and feelings. Before long he
said his first words, and you were so pleased he
was “talking” that all his gibberish and mispronunciations were exciting. He continued to watch
and listen, gradually learning to repeat and imitate
more acceptable speech as you praised his efforts.
He gradually moved from single words and
phrases to sentences, and so it went.
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along, join in the choral speaking and pepper their
sentences with a few French words.

In their report on a study comparing the
reactions of children beginning immersion and
English kindergartens, researchers Sandra Weber
and Claudette Tardif explained, “The fact that not
understanding the teacher’s language seemed to
be only a minor nuisance to the children could
indicate that children are more tolerant of
ambiguity than are adults. Even in their first
language, young children are accustomed to not
understanding everything adults say. In addition,
they do not feel as socially awkward about not
understanding as adults might in a similar
situation, nor are they as reluctant to ask for help.
Not knowing everything, relying on adults and
asking lots of questions are part of the socially
accepted role of being a child. ... At the beginning
of the year, the immersion kindergarten children
often told us that they didn’t understand French,
but they were adamant in asserting that they did
understand the teacher, who spoke almost
exclusively in French. ... For most of the immersion students, the second-language feature quickly
became a natural, normal aspect of classroom life,
something they just took for granted.”11

Do you remember how you taught your child
to say “thank you” when given something? In the
immersion classroom, the teacher says “merci”
each time a student gives her an item. When she
hands something to a student, she also says
“merci” and indicates that he’s to imitate her. It
doesn’t take long, especially because he’s already
aware of the concept of thanking someone, for him
to realize that in this setting (the French classroom)
and with this person (the teacher), when he’s given
something, he should say “merci.”
Immersion students learn to be good
listeners. From the beginning, they have to pay
very close attention to the teacher (at least, closer
than do students taught in their first language).
They must attend not just to words but also to
gestures, body movements, intonation and
expression. In addition to these clues, they pick
up on the similarities between certain English and
French words (e.g., “banane” and “banana”). The
students are also sensitive to the teacher’s
responses to what they do and say.

In all other aspects an immersion kindergarten is the same as an English kindergarten. The
same kinds of themes and concepts are introduced
and the same activities are carried out. The only
exception is the inclusion of some aspects of
French-Canadian culture.

The teacher also listens and observes
carefully to verify what information the students
possess and understand. On this basis, she
consciously adapts her speech and classroom
activities to assist the children.

At home you might hear your child using
some French sounds and words as he plays. He
might sing some of the French songs he learned at
school. However, don’t be surprised or worried if
he doesn’t utter a single French sound at this
stage. French is the normal language of communication at school, but quite unnatural at home.

For the first couple of years, the students are
not expected to speak French at all times—there’s
absolutely no prohibition against students
speaking in English. Rather, they’re given
positive encouragement to try out the new
language. When they make mistakes, the teacher
doesn’t say they’re wrong, but instead uses
repetition and role modelling just as you did when
your child was a baby.
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One father, convinced his daughter wasn’t
learning French because he never heard her
use it at home, asked to sit in on her kindergarten class. When he arrived back home after just
an hour, he explained, “I got bored because I
didn’t understand a word the teacher said.
But those kids! They clearly understood
because the teacher was always smiling at them
and saying, ‘très bien!’ They were all speaking
some French, joining in the songs, and generally having a good time. I’m sold!”

•

•

a young child’s vocal structures
are more flexible than an adult’s,
making it easier to develop an
authentic accent;
young children have not yet
developed psychological and
attitudinal barriers against the
acquisition of a second language;
•

all the children are in the
“same boat”—and often
help each other.

Using PET scans
(positron emission
tomography) to follow
the brain’s consumption of
sugar, the energy that cells use to
Early immersion has been called a “gentle”
carry
out their work, neurologist
introduction to a second language because:
Harry Chugani of the University
• the teacher addresses the class in French,
of California - Los Angeles
measured the activity level of brains at
but understands and responds to English;
all ages, from infancy to old age.
• 5 and 6-year-olds love to learn by repetition,
“There was a big energy spurt between the
mimicking and so on;
ages of 4 and 10, when the brain seemed to glow
like a nuclear reactor, pulsating at levels 225 per
• young children’s communication needs are not
cent higher than adult brains. Learning a
as complex as those of adults;
foreign language, math, a musical instrument—
anything is easy during this time. Put a child
• young children are
in a foreign country and he learns the
more tolerant of
language fluently while his parents struggle
ambiguity than adults
and have an accent. ...”
and don’t feel as socially awkward as we do
“‘Who’s the idiot who decided that
when something is not understood;
youngsters should learn foreign
languages in high school?’ Chugani
asks. ‘We’re not paying attention to the
biological principles of education. The time to
learn languages is when the brain is
receptive to these kinds of things,
and that’s much earlier, in
preschool or
elementary school.’ ” 12
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in to French sentences interspersed with some
English by Christmas of grade 1.
As students progress and their knowledge
expands, the teacher introduces new vocabulary
and language structures. At first this is done
incidentally while talking about plants, animals,
the seasons, families and so on. Later it’s done
methodically as more complex subject matter is
introduced. The teacher is constantly on the alert
for occasions where language development can
occur effectively.

A few school boards do not begin their early
French immersion program until grade 1. If in
grade 1 most or all of the students have had no
previous exposure to French, the principles
outlined above still apply. In this case the teacher
will probably delay the introduction of reading
instruction until the students have developed a
good foundation in French (see “When do
children learn to read?” on page 69).

Teachers use various techniques to help
students develop accuracy and express their
thoughts clearly. Spend time in a French immersion classroom and you’ll often hear the teacher
repeating what a student has said, making
corrections to a word or pronunciation, or even
offering another way to say the same thing. The
teacher will also frequently ask questions which
encourage a student to expand a statement or
express an idea in more detail. This is, of course,
in addition to the analytic teaching of vocabulary,
grammar and syntax.

It’s not unusual for children to join the
program in grade 1, usually because the family
recently moved or only recently learned about
French immersion. Some boards use their
remedial teachers to work with these children in
the early stages. In other cases, a Francophone
teacher’s aide or an official language monitor (see
page 129) is available to spend some time on the
students’ language development. Teachers
encourage the other children to help their new
classmates.

Various strategies are also used to encourage
the students to speak in French instead of English.
For example, there might be an “English chair” in
the room. When a child doesn’t know a word, it’s
permissible to use English but only if sitting on
that chair. The other students or the teacher then
help him out. Tokens or points are also sometimes
used. Whenever a student hears another student
use English (except, of course, if sitting on the
special chair), he can give that student a token. At
the end of each month, those with no tokens
receive a small prize or a special privilege.

On the other hand, it’s extremely rare for
child to enter an early French immersion
program after grade 1. Factors which
must be considered in making such a
decision include the child’s academic
ability, second language aptitude, motivation
and work habits as well as the motivation and
commitment of the parents, the size of the class
and the experience, ability and willingness of the
teacher.

Throughout an immersion program, teachers
take advantage of occasions when language
development can occur effectively and naturally.
School or community activities such as field trips,
drama presentations, choirs, public speaking and
exchanges are frequently used to enrich language
learning. These occasions also introduce students

As a general rule of thumb, children who
participated in an immersion kindergarten (half
days) will have gradually switched from English
sentences with French words and phrases thrown
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to the history and culture of French-speaking
people, helping to give meaning and a “real-life”
importance to the language (see page 89).

and pre-writing activities to familiarize the
students with any new vocabulary and structures
they will encounter.

An immersion classroom is often noisy, with
lots of talking, music, films, visitors and interaction: you can only learn a language by using it!

The first math and science concepts are
introduced in early immersion just as they are in
the English program. The ideas presented at the
primary level are very concrete and easily developed with the use of visual aids and hands-on
activities. Teaching techniques and materials
which encourage peer interaction and activityoriented learning continue to be used throughout
all immersion grade levels to allow for daily use of
the language by all students. By the time they are
being exposed to more theoretical concepts, they
have developed a very good understanding of
French and a functional use of the language (see
page 34).

Immersion
students don’t
learn to translate;
rather, they
acquire two
distinct labels
for one concept. At home, your
child will call the little animal that purrs
“a cat,” at school, “un chat.” He may not be
able to answer the question, “How do you
say ‘cat’ in French?”—while he can tell
you what the teacher calls it!

For example, one educator explains this in
relation to discovery-oriented hands-on activities
in science education: “They are contextualized in
the ‘here and now’; students are actually working
with concrete materials. Because of this, they can
more easily comprehend meanings and negotiate
these with the teacher or with other students if
necessary. During these activities, students are
making observations, descriptions and predictions
using meaningful vocabulary. They are elaborating explanations, arguing about data, interpreting
and presenting conclusions. In the course of a
single lesson, they are using a number of language
functions. They are using the language in meaningful oral or written situations. Students are
developing their competence in French as well as
developing the many dimensions of scientific
literacy.”13

Just as speaking is based on listening and
understanding, so are reading and writing based on
speaking. By the time literacy skills are first
introduced in the immersion classroom (see page
69), the children have a good beginning knowledge of the French language. The teacher builds
on this knowledge using a variety of pre-reading

French immersion is an upward spiral: the
more the children hear and read the language, in
all subject areas, the better they will understand it;
the better they understand it, the more successful
they will be in all subject areas.
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According to the Canadian Education
Association, “No educational program has been so
intensively researched and evaluated in Canada as
has French immersion. The effects of the program
on the acquisition of French-language as well as
English-language skills and the academic achievement of French immersion students have been well
documented, and research shows that the program
works.”14

Brunswick. Following is a very brief summary of
the research into the outcomes of early French
immersion.

Researchers usually measure success in a
language by looking at the various skills involved
in communication: listening, speaking, reading and
writing. Then, through studies of carefully chosen
groups, they compare French immersion students
with their peers in other French second language
programs, such as late immersion or core French,
and with Francophone students. Some studies also
compare them with other criteria, such as using the
federal Public Service Commission’s language
exams.

Most commonly cited are the hundreds of
empirical studies (those which compare carefullychosen groups and control for variables such as IQ
and socioeconomic status) done in Ontario
(particularly by the Modern Language Centre of
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and
by several of the larger school boards), in the
Montreal area, in British Columbia and in New
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While French immersion programs have been
subjected to much careful study, they have also
been the target of criticism over the years.
Much has been constructive and has led—and
continues to lead—to improvements in the
program. However, some of the criticism is
based on misconceptions or questionable
studies, while other reports have quoted valid
research, researchers and other supporters
of French immersion out of context. Parents
and educators are urged to read with care.
For some sources of information, see the
section beginning on page 137.

public service exams. Immersion students
themselves have recognized their weakness
and have rated themselves less confident in
speaking and writing than in listening and
reading.15 This is a normal progression in the
learning of any language—very few of us can
speak or write our native tongue to the same level
of refinement as the material we are capable of
understanding.
The late W. Russ McGillivray, a well-known
French immersion educator, explained it this way:
“They [the students] are aware of their deficiencies
and most immersion graduates criticize the lack of
choice of options in secondary school and the lack
of opportunities to use French. However, they also
admit that they do not watch much French TV nor
take many opportunities of reading or speaking
French outside of school.”16
Studies of the various French second
language programs clearly show that the more
exposure students have to French and the more
they use it, the better their communication skills
and the greater their confidence in their ability to
use the language. In fact, rarely if ever are
immersion and core French programs compared
any more, as the results are so dramatically
different.

Early total immersion students soon
understand what they hear and read. By grade 5 or
6, when tested on topics to which they have been
exposed either in or out of school, their listening
comprehension is similar to that of their
Francophone counterparts. The development of
reading comprehension does not lag far behind. In
other words, they will not be familiar with as wide
a range of topics as native speakers of French, but
if they are acquainted with the specific vocabulary
associated with a subject, they understand almost
as well as Francophone students of the same age.
By junior high, their spoken and written
French is quite functional. They are well able to
communicate factual information, thoughts and
ideas but they do make some errors in grammar
and syntax. Students do not reach native-like
competence by the end of grade 12 but do achieve
a high level of functional fluency (see “Will my
child be completely bilingual?” on page 41 and
“Can’t the school do it all?” on page 48). They
should be able to score in the highest or second
highest levels on federal government

One of the most common worries of French
immersion parents is how well their children will
do in English—after all, there’s little point in
learning French if their English suffers.
The results of 36 years of studies undertaken
from St. John’s to Victoria are clear and consistent:
early total immersion students tend to lag behind
English-program students in the more technical
aspects of the language (e.g., capitalization and
spelling) only until they have had a year or two of
English language arts. By grade 5 or 6 (even if
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language than did the non-immersion group.
Researcher Gerald Neufeld suggests that, “While
much work remains in this area, the idea that the
acquisition of a new language can promote poetic
use of one’s own mother tongue is provocative and
certainly worth further scrutiny.”19

this subject has not been introduced until grade 3
or 4), they perform as well as their Englishprogram peers.
Some students are reading before they start
school; some will begin on their own to read in
English once they have acquired this skill in their
second language. Others need some specific
instruction, but the “transition year” English
language arts teachers can build on what the
students already know about reading (see page
71). Researchers Sharon Lapkin and Merrill
Swain of the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education explain, “It seems clear that once
literacy skills are well established in one language,
they transfer readily and rapidly to the other
language.”17 Swain adds that the students’
constant exposure to English in the home, in the
community and in the media is a factor in this
success.18

In a recent review of research on the effects
of second language learning on first language
literacy skills, authors Monique Bournot-Trites
and Ulrike Tellowitz concluded, “The loss of
instructional time in English in favour of the
second language has never been shown to have
negative effects on the achievement of the first
language. … One can confidently assume that
cognitive abilities acquired in the learning of one
language can be put to use in the acquisition and
proficiency of the other language. In many studies
first language skills were shown to be enhanced,
even if instruction time in [the students’ first
language] was reduced in favour of [second
language] instruction.”20

Further, many studies have found that from
late elementary on, early total immersion students
often outperform their English-program counterparts in some English skill areas. It’s speculated
that enhanced abilities in a student’s first language
may be the result of a greater awareness of
language in general and the ability to compare and
contrast the two language systems. Also, immersion students receive a “double dose” of language
arts as compared to English-program students.

Naturally, parents and educators are also
concerned that immersion students might have
difficulty learning academic material when it’s
taught in French, or have difficulty transferring
that knowledge to English. The scores of studies
that have looked into these students’ mathematics,
science and social studies achievement all
conclude that early total immersion students do as
well as their English-program counterparts. While
their productive skills (speaking and writing) take
longer to develop, their comprehension of French
(listening and reading) very quickly reaches the
level needed to receive instruction via that
language.

One study explored the longer-term effects
of immersion programs on what was termed “high
level psycholinguistic functioning” in English (that
is, language ability that is unlikely to surface in
standardized achievement tests administered in
school). Results showed equal proficiency
between the English-speaking university students
who had completed an early immersion program
and those who had attended a regular English
program, except in the area of figurative and
metaphoric use of language. In this area the
immersion group showed a dramatically higher
understanding and use of figurative (poetic)
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home), learning the classroom rules about how to
behave, adjusting to the demands of an unfamiliar
schedule and way of doing things—these seemed
to be the real challenges in both the regular and
immersion classrooms.”23

“In addition,” researcher James Cummins
reports, “they [early total immersion students] are
able to transfer their knowledge from one language to the other. For example, when mathematics is taught through French, early immersion
students perform equally well whether tested in
English or French.”21

Immersion and second language study seem,
in fact, to enhance some aspects of students’ social,
psychological and intellectual development.
Thinking and problem solving skills, for example,
may actually be strengthened by intensive
exposure to a second language. This could be the
result of an increased understanding of how
language works, a greater sensitivity to linguistic
meaning and greater cooperation between the
hemispheres of the brain.

Several provinces now require students to
write annual achievement tests. For many years,
grade 3, 6, and 9 students in Alberta have written
such exams in mathematics, science, and social
studies. In all three subject areas, French immersion students regularly show levels of achievement
that are higher than the provincial levels for tests
written in English. While it is important to
understand that this is not a comparison of
equivalent groups,22 these results do serve to
reassure us that immersion students are, as a
whole, very successful learners.

Students do not lose their cultural identity in
an immersion program, but rather seem to
maintain a strong sense of their own identity while
developing a sensitivity towards other peoples and
cultures. In particular, studies have shown that
French immersion students develop a greater
affinity for Francophones and recognize more
readily both the fundamental similarities and the
significant differences between Canada’s two
official language groups than do regular program
students.

Language and academic achievement aside,
parents want to be sure their child’s immersion
experience will be positive in other ways.
Studies have found no evidence of emotional or social difficulties linked to a child’s
immersion experience. The gentle introduction to
French in the early years of an immersion program
(see page 28) helps to build students’ confidence
and ability to understand what is going on.
Stresses experienced by children are often found to
be related to factors other than immersion. In their
study of kindergarten students, Weber and Tardif
reported, “We were very surprised at just how
easily children adapted to the situation. ... If
anything, it was the school-specific rather than the
language-specific aspects of the classroom
experience that seemed to pose a challenge to
some of the children: separating from parents,
getting used to the concept of recess (not going

Naturally, parents are concerned about
making the right choice for each of their children,
and one that is suited to their family situation.
Researchers have found that immersion students
with a variety of difficulties—from learning
disabilities to low intelligence to behavioural
problems—will do as well academically as they
could be expected to do in an English program,
provided they receive the same assistance as
they would if enrolled in the English stream.
Studies also indicate that immersion is not likely to
be the cause of learning difficulties; the same
problems would arise in any educational setting
(see “But my child is ...!” on page 102). Any
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student who can learn to communicate in his first
language can acquire a second language through
the immersion process.

sion student. A parent who is very nervous about
the program, is negative about French, or has
unrealistic expectations can undermine a child’s
motivation to learn. On the other hand, parents
who are confident and well informed are also
likely to be able to work with educators to solve
any problems their children may encounter.

The provision of equivalent assistance is
fundamental to making early French immersion
suitable for all students. Thus, the outcome for
certain children may be poor unless they receive
ongoing specific assistance to meet their unique
needs:
• those whose development in their first
language is weak (e.g., understanding, oral
expression and vocabulary are not well
established), and

In concluding this summary of the research
pertaining to early French immersion, remember
that many factors play a part in the overall success
of any educational program: school setting,
teachers, student motivation, parental support and
involvement, curriculum and resource materials, to
name just a few. For French immersion programs,
other factors such as the percentage of French
offered at each grade level and the level of
administrative support can also influence the
degree of success. Generally speaking though,
much can be learned about the success of the
program through controlled research studies.

• those who have severe auditory processing
difficulties (e.g., hearing impairments,
difficulty discriminating between similar
sounds, difficulty remembering or imitating
what was just heard).
Researchers and educators also recognize
parental support and commitment to the program
as important factors in the success of any immer-

“French Immersion: How It Works.”
“French Immersion: The Success Story Told by Research.”
“Intensity in French Immersion: Courses in French at the Secondary Level.”
“Intensity in French Immersion Programs.”
Learning Through Two Languages: Studies of Immersion and Bilingual Education, chapters 2, 3, 4 and 7.
“To Err is Human.”
“What’s Wrong With Errors?”
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Late immersion was first introduced by the
Peel County Board of Education in Brampton,
Ontario in 1971.24 The program is now offered in
at least one or two centres in every province
except Saskatchewan.

Calgary student Michael Bradford explains,
“No matter how many times they [the teachers]
explained something, and no matter how many
times we still didn’t understand a certain concept,
they rarely seemed to mind, and they never made
us feel humiliated. ... [The students] soon became
fast friends and were often able to help one
another.”25

While much of the previous section is
relevant to late immersion—especially “Further
development of the language” (see page 31) and
“What about the other subjects?” (see page 32)—
obviously there are differences.

Unlike early immersion, late immersion
involves the use of written French from the
beginning to speed language acquisition. As well,
the late immersion students have more highly
developed first language skills that can be transferred to the second language situation.

Those differences begin long before
September. Parents make the choice of early
immersion for their children, but the decision to
enter late immersion is ultimately the students’,
with their parents’ support. This means that late
immersion students tend to be academically strong
and highly motivated. Often they have been
recommended for the program by their teachers.
Some districts have established entrance criteria,
but most rely on the parents’ judgement and the
students’ self-selection.

A British Columbia guide for parents of late
immersion students describes the process as
“successive approximation.” “In other words, they
will make mistakes, but ‘the more they try, the
better they get.’ ”26
The focus quickly broadens from the
survival level (“Est-ce que je peux aller aux
toilettes?”) to the vocabulary and grammar needed
to begin to tackle the various school subjects.
Thereafter, the students’ competence in French
develops not only during the French language arts
period but also by using it in meaningful ways to
study math, social studies, science, etc. (see the
graphic on page 33).

The attributes that stand exchange students
in good stead are also very helpful for novice late
immersion students: tolerance of ambiguity and
change, a willingness to take chances, enjoyment
of challenges and the ability to laugh at oneself.
The communication needs of young
teenagers are more complex than those of fiveyear-olds, and the academic demands of school are
greater in grade 6, 7, or 8 than in kindergarten.
For this reason, late immersion begins with an
initial period of concentration on language
development, the length of which will depend on
the students’ prior study in core French and the
intensity of the immersion program. To get across
meaning, the teachers depend a great deal on
pantomime, props and visual aids, and the students
are encouraged to help each other.

As with early immersion, the receptive skills
(listening and reading) will develop first, the
productive skills (speaking and writing) more
slowly. However, older students can move
through academic material more quickly, there is a
much more intensive focus on language development at the beginning of the program and these
students are highly motivated—so the acquisition
of the language proceeds much more quickly in
late immersion.
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A booklet produced by the Nippissing
District Roman Catholic Separate School Board in
Ontario explains, “The courses taught in French
are usually parallel in content to those in the
English section. However, during the initial phase
of the late French immersion program when
students have limited French-language skills, the
teacher must concentrate on important concepts,
language structures and vocabulary expansion.
Some of the detailed content will therefore be
omitted and, where possible, integrated in later
units of study. This situation decreases substantially after the first year or two.”27

“Don’t be concerned about your English
suffering because of your French. I found that my
understanding of the parts of speech actually
improved when they were pointed out to us in
French.”

A new school, new classmates, new
routines, the need to be closely attentive every
minute, the constant groping for words, extra
homework—all of this can make the first few
weeks and even months of late immersion tiring
and stressful. A student needs to expect this and
know that it is normal (and get enough sleep).

The research into this program is not as
extensive as that on early immersion, since it is
somewhat newer and less widely available.
However, studies have shown that, within two or
three years, late immersion students appear to
achieve as well as both early immersion and
English program students in English language arts
and the content subjects.29

“Most importantly, have fun with your
French! It’s easier to cope with if you enjoy using
it.”28

You need to acknowledge your child’s
feelings and frustrations and to understand his
anxieties, offering an interested ear and a broad
shoulder. (Since people encounter these kinds of
stresses periodically throughout life, this is an
opportunity for you to help your child develop
ways of coping.)

Comparisons of French skills at the end of
high school are less clear. Some studies have
shown no differences between early and late
immersion students, while others have indicated
some significant differences which favour the
early immersion students. It has also been noted
that late immersion students tend to have less
authentic accents than their early immersion
counterparts.30

Michael Bradford offers this advice for
students beginning late immersion:
“Don’t be afraid to ask questions. If you
don’t understand, pester your teachers until you
do. They should be glad to help you.”

A post-secondary follow-up study of former
immersion students in the Ottawa area found that
early immersion students showed more confidence
in their abilities in French, consistently rating their
listening and reading skills higher than did late
immersion students. Early immersion students
also reported lower levels of anxiety while using
French and a more frequent use of French.31

“Have no fear of making an error. Everyone’s bound to make mistakes, so learn from
them—that way you’ll never have to worry about
the ones you’ve already made.”
“Try and apply your new language in
conversation and writing. By seeing how and
where everything fits together, your comprehension will improve.”

These findings are not surprising. Early
immersion students are exposed to French within a
broader range of contexts: the language of the
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young (the way a teacher addresses a kindergarten
child can be quite different from the way one
addresses a 13-year-old), the language of play, the
language of a wide variety of school activities.
For those who begin later on, language development is almost exclusively through the course
content (social studies, math, etc.).

As was noted in reference to early immersion, many factors play a part in the overall
success of any educational program: school
setting, teachers, student motivation, parental
support and involvement, curriculum and resource
materials, to name just a few. For all immersion
programs, the more exposure students have to
French and the more they use it, the better their
communication skills and the greater their
confidence in their ability to use the language.

Former early immersion student Erin Gibson
illustrates the difference this way: “When all the
high school immersion students went to a French
play, everyone understood the story and got the
message, but the early immersion students enjoyed
more of the jokes.”

Comparisons of early and late immersion
programs must be made cautiously because of the
differences between them and between the
students involved. It’s not enough to view results
only in terms of the variations in instructional
time—the two groups’ developmental levels and
scholastic abilities must also be taken into consideration. Also, while for early immersion parental
interest is the key to both participation and initial
student motivation, late immersion students are
self-selected according to their own interests and
previous academic experience. Late immersion
students have less time to acquire a broad knowledge of French and undergo a less “gentle”
approach to language learning, but they tend to be
exceedingly keen and determined to learn.

Research has not yet clarified the implications of combining the early and late immersion
students for the last few secondary years, as often
happens. Many are concerned that this forces
teachers to simplify their own use of French and to
lower their expectations of the students’ language
production, thereby retarding the early immersion
students’ language development. Others complain
that blending the two groups results in many late
immersion students leaving the program because
they can’t keep up. It’s a question well worth
consideration.
Birgit Harley of the Modern Language
Centre of the Ontario Institute for Studies in
Education has found that relative second language
proficiency among late immersion students is
positively correlated with IQ scores—a finding
which does not apply to the performance of early
immersion students.32 Her colleague Sharon
Lapkin states, “Obviously it is a good idea to
provide the late immersion option for those highly
motivated, academically strong students. But to
provide only that option may deprive some of the
more heterogenous 4- and 5-year-old student
population of the opportunity to become bilingual.
Early immersion programs clearly provide access
to bilingual education for all students, and thus
constitute the most equitable form of bilingual
education.”33

Late immersion has proven to be an
extremely successful program, which results in a
high level of proficiency in French with no
negative impact on the other areas of a student’s
education. It is not so much an alternative to early
immersion as yet another opportunity offered to
Canadian students to learn a second language.
Steven MacKinnon, a graduate of the
Charlottetown, P.E.I., late immersion program,
sums up his experience: “I wanted to get a better
perspective and, I suppose, to enhance my career.
At first we were all a little wary, but soon we
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started having fun. I don’t think I really missed
anything by starting late.”34 (At age 24, Steven

became executive assistant to the premier of New
Brunswick, using English and French every day.)

Since 1965, early French immersion has
evolved from what was often a “bilingual”
program (partial immersion), in which half of the
time was spent in English, half in French, to “total
immersion.” This occurred because research done
throughout the country was consistent in showing
that no matter when English language arts was
introduced in the early years, the immersion
students were on a par with their English-program
peers in all skill areas within a couple of years (see
page 34). However, teachers and parents were not
satisfied with the students’ levels of achievement
in French. It was gradually realized that to
develop a very high level of competence in French
required more classroom time than was initially
assumed.

are using it in meaningful ways. The time spent in
mathematics, social studies, music and other
classes is also time spent learning French. But in
order to use a skill for real purposes, you must first
develop a certain level of competence. This is one
of the reasons for the initial intense exposure to
French in immersion programs: to bring the
students up to speed in the language so that their
academic progress in the other subject areas will
not be delayed.
Remember: although it seems like children
are in school for a long time, the average academic
year is about 950-1,000 hours long—that’s only
about 20% of a grade 1 child’s waking hours
during the year. The other 80% of the time is
spent exposed to English!

Immersion works so well because the
students are not just studying the language—they

Language learning is a lifelong experience. How well we learn even our first language
is influenced not only by our schooling, but also
by our experiences, maturity and the opportunities
we have throughout our lives to hear, read and use
language in all its forms—oral, written, casual,
formal, etc. The milieu in which we live (that is,
the language and culture most prevalent in the
community, workplace and media) is also an
important factor. For example, Francophones
growing up in the predominantly English-speaking
parts of the country find it difficult to achieve and

Early studies produced such positive results
that enthusiastic supporters of early French
immersion programs—parents and educators
alike—often drew the conclusion that French
immersion students would achieve native-like
fluency in French and become fully bilingual.
Many even thought children would achieve all of
this by grade 6!
We know now, through extensive study and
commentary by researchers (see page 33) and
personal experience with immersion students, that
these expectations were unrealistic.
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more than 63,000 waking hours surrounded by
English in and outside of school during these
years. Studies and program objectives now
closely link expected levels of competence in
French for second-language learners with the
intensity and frequency of time spent learning and
using that language.

maintain full fluency in French because of the
strong influence of the English milieu in their
daily lives. On the other hand, people in many
other countries more easily acquire second, third
and fourth languages because of the opportunities
to hear and use them in their communities.
Overall objectives for French immersion
are:

Several other factors also influence students’
success: student attitude and motivation, parental
involvement and encouragement, the use of
French outside of school in a variety of situations,
the quality of instruction, the curriculum—in other
words, the desire to learn and the quality and
quantity of opportunities to learn and practice.

• To enable students to achieve equivalent levels
of learning in the content of all subjects taken,
whether they are instructed in English or in
French.
• To enable students to achieve at a level in
English language arts equivalent to regular
program pupils within three years of beginning
instruction in that subject.

So, what can you realistically expect your
child to be able to accomplish after 13 years
(kindergarten to grade 12) of French immersion?
According to New Brunswick’s “Handbook of
French Second Language Programs”, an early
immersion program of at least 6,600 hours should
result in the following proficiency level:

• To enable students to become functionally
bilingual, that is:
- to be able and willing to participate easily in
conversation in French and English,
- to be able to take further education as
appropriate to their abilities and interests
with French as the language of instruction,
and

•

Able to participate as equal partners in all
conversations socially and at work.

•

Oral: able to speak the language with sufficient
structural accuracy and vocabulary to participate effectively in most formal and informal
conversations on practical, social, and professional topics. Vocabulary is broad enough that
rarely has to grope for a word; accent may be
obvious. Control of grammar good; errors
virtually never interfere with understanding
and rarely disturb the native speaker.

•

Reading: able to understand main ideas and
most supporting details of factual narrations
and descriptions.

•

Writing: able to produce text which expresses
needs and ideas clearly.35

- to be able to accept employment where
French is the language of work.
• To provide opportunities for students to gain
insight into the common attitudes and values of
the French-speaking community.

Early total French immersion students
spend, on average, less than 8,000 hours being
instructed via French from kindergarten through
grade 12 (see the chart on page 48), compared to
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immersion program of at least 3,750 hours should
result in the following proficiency level:
Late immersion varies in duration from five
to seven years, and in intensity from a total of
approximately 2,500 to 3,900 hours of instruction.
As for early immersion, many other factors also
influence a student’s success.

• Oral: able to satisfy most work requirements
and show considerable ability to communicate
on concrete topics of particular interest. Often
demonstrates advanced fluency, yet under
tension, language may break down.

According to New Brunswick’s “Handbook
of French Second Language Programs”, a late

• Reading and writing: able to read and write
French quite correctly.36

A parent of a young child interested in the sport of figure skating recently approached a figure skating judge with the following question: “If I buy skates, hire a
coach to give my child five lessons a week, register her for 15 hours of skating a week
and send her to spring and summer school, will she pass her gold medal test after 12
years of skating?”
Not wanting to set up unrealistic expectations in the parent, the judge replied:
“Those factors certainly represent necessary components before your child can pass
her gold test. However there are no guarantees. There are other kinds of variables
such as her motivation, the qualifications and training of the coach, the environment and her exposure to other skaters as role models, the way in which she uses her
ice-time, the quality of the skates and so forth which contribute to the eventual success of your child. She might indeed attain her gold medal and she might do it in less
than 12 years; she might attain her silver or bronze medal. But whatever the level of
her eventual attainment, she will be able to skate competently and will have benefited
by her involvement in the sport.”
... It would be comforting to be able to say that children will achieve the “gold
medal” of bilingualism at the end of a specified number of years of schooling. However there are many variables peculiar to each child and peculiar to the system as a
whole which enter into the question of expectations for eventual attainment of French
proficiency. All second language programs can be effective but that is not to say that
all programs produce the same results.37
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curriculum. There simply isn’t enough time for
teachers to expose students to the vast range of
information, ideas and experiences which are
essential to their intellectual, physical and emotional development. Success in school is strongly
influenced by activities in the home and community which stimulate a child’s imagination and
intellect, enhance self-esteem, teach good work
habits and provide motivation to learn and succeed
as well as a good foundation for academic learning.

Your child began learning the day she was
born, and you were her first teacher. Your responsibility doesn’t end on her first day of school!
What she does at home and in the community will
continue to be a vital part of her learning.
There are only five hours in a school day,
fewer than 200 school days in a year. Less than
1,000 hours are available each year to teach the

Late immersion: core French 4-6, 80% French 7, 60% 8-9, 38% 10-12.
Early immersion: 100% k-2, 80% 3, 70% 4-6, 60% 7-9, 38% 10-12.
(based on a 950-hour school year)

Time awake
(71,000 hours)

Time in school
(11,875 hours)
Early immersion
(7,900 hours)
Late
immersion

A comparison of just two variations of French immersion to a student’s in- and out-of-school
time (for more examples of immersion programs, see page 26).
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• belonging to a sports team or club can develop
cooperation and leadership skills;

In her book, Help! School Starts in September, Joan Craven suggests, “Think about your
child’s learning as a solid brick wall. You, the
parent, are the mason who wants to lay a firm
foundation, brick by brick. Every new experience
is one more brick.”

• a summer vacation is a chance to learn about
geography, history, and how to read a map; and
• doing chores teaches responsibility and selfdiscipline.

The quality of these experiences needn’t
depend on how much money you have, your
education or occupation, or having lots of free
time. Often, the things you do with your child
every day, just as a matter of family routine, are the
most important. For example:
•

having a young child help you load the
dishwasher or set the table can be a lesson in
organization and order; counting the forks
could help with math;

•

cooking or gardening together can spark
curiosity about scientific principles (why the
yeast makes the bread rise or how a plant grows
from a seed);

•

encouraging creativity can be as simple as
keeping a supply of paints, paper, glue and
fabric scraps within easy reach, or keeping the
cardboard box from the new fridge for budding
architects and carpenters to turn into a house,
garage or puppet theatre;

•

at any age, watching a TV program together
and then discussing it can help to develop
analytical and debating skills;

•

playing games of all kinds, at all ages (Perfection, dominoes, Clue, Scrabble, Monopoly) can
develop hand-eye coordination, observation
and reasoning skills, memory, vocabulary,
spelling and math skills;

•

while a trip to the zoo or museum is obviously a
wonderful educational opportunity, your child
can learn as much during a shopping trip
(Where do oranges grow? Why is a lot of sugar
or salt unhealthy? If 100 g costs 20¢, how
much would 200 g cost?);

In one family, the parents make a special
date with their children every “full moon
night.” On this special evening, no matter
what the weather, they venture out into the
countryside to explore. They study the
patterns of the stars, watch the northern
lights, and hold moonlit fishing derbies and
treasure hunts. Their children have learned
about the calendar, planning ahead, the
cycles of the moon, the seasons, and much
more. Their imaginations have been
kindled, and they are anxious to augment
their experiences by looking up facts in
books. They have an array of experiences to
draw on when it comes time to write or tell a
story at school. They all have great fun
together, too!

It’s also important for your child to have
many opportunities to experience language at
home. She needs to practice expressing her
thoughts, ideas and feelings. Sharing your thoughts
by “thinking aloud” as you go about routine tasks
helps develop her listening skills as well as
exposing her to new ideas and information. Good
development of oral and listening skills in her first
language is particularly important for a young
French immersion student who will be relying on
these as a foundation for learning her second
language.
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If you think about your daily routine and
family activities, you’ll soon realize just how much
you already do to help build that solid foundation

for your child’s learning. Keep up the good work
as she grows!

Help! School Starts in September, chapters 4-7.
The Basics of Success: How to Give your Child an Edge in School, chapters 2-7.
language: a French cartoon on the TV, a segment of
Sesame Street, a bit of French music on a
children’s tape or compact disc.
Be positive and casual in your discussions
about school: this isn’t a really big deal, but a
normal event for a child his age. Make too much
of going to an immersion program and he may be
surprised to arrive at an ordinary school!

The best advice we can give when enrolling
your child in an early French immersion program is
to prepare him for school just as you would if he
were entering the English stream, from ensuring
that he can manage his own jacket and shoes to
making him comfortable spending time away from
you. Anything you can do to familiarize him with
the school, the playground, the teacher (if possible
during the spring), future classmates (if you don’t
know any of the other parents, you should meet
them at a spring information/orientation meeting),
the route to and from school, and the routine he’ll
follow in the fall will make the transition that much
smoother.

Finally, do keep in mind that chronological
age and developmental age are not the same.
Children don’t all reach the level of maturity
necessary to handle the demands of school in
September of the year in which they turn five. A
child who’s not yet ready to learn will do no better
in French immersion than he would in an English
kindergarten. If you’re in doubt, consult with an
experienced kindergarten teacher and consider
waiting. One teacher says, “I always recommend
that children be put into grade 1 at the latest
possible date. It’s always easier to be the oldest
and most mature than the youngest and least
developed. Even a very bright child can be kept
interested and busy with enough effort, and without
an early entry into school.”1

Most, if not all, of the children in his class
will have no prior knowledge of French, so don’t
feel it’s necessary to put him in a French preschool
or daycare. On the other hand, it’s a good idea to
expose him to a little French beforehand so that he
can enjoy some familiarity with the sound of the

Help! School Starts in September, pages 11-28.
The Basics of Success: How to Give your Child an Edge in School, especially pages 5-47.
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The following tips will help get you started.
Remember that it takes time and patience to develop good habits, but they are easier to establish
when a child is young.
Homework—whether in the English stream
or a French immersion program—has three main
purposes: to finish work not completed in school;
to provide extra time on task; to help students
develop independent work and study skills. An
elementary immersion student is not expected to
have significantly more homework than other
students at the same grade level. A secondary
immersion student should compare her homework
load to that of others taking the same number of
course credits.

It’s a good idea to decide together on a place
to study. A desk and chair in a quiet corner of your
home might seem like an ideal setting to you, but
your child might prefer to work at the kitchen
table. Some children like the independence of
their own rooms; others work best near their
parents and family activity. Take into consideration his needs with regard to light, heat, background noise and posture (see “What about
different learning styles?” on page 57). Whatever
works best for him, it’s a good idea to have one
place in the house where your child regularly does
his school work.

Early in the school year, you should learn
from your child’s teacher approximately how much
homework to expect. Of course, there will be
variations from night to night, but if your child is
consistently spending far more or far less time than
expected, you should discuss this with the teacher.
Your child might not be understanding the work or
managing time effectively. Or she might be putting
far more into the assignments than required. It’s
also always important to advise the teacher if
something has kept your child from completing the
previous night’s homework.

Your child will need a consistent block of
time for study. It doesn’t have to be the same time
each day if you have to work around piano lessons
and soccer practice, but it’s best to plan the time in
advance. Some children work best right after
school; others need a break and prefer to wait until
after supper. If your child is in an after-school care
program, you may want to suggest that he do at
least some of his work there, if the atmosphere is
conducive, so that his evenings are less hectic.

Good study or work habits involve the
ability to organize and use space and time to the
best advantage—some of us seem to develop them
naturally, but most must be taught! Regardless of
the language in which your child is learning, you
can help him develop habits which will be vital to
his success both now and throughout his life.

Involve your child in the process of deciding
when homework is to be done. Young children
have not yet developed a good sense of time, and
usually are not able to consider individual activities
within the context of the rest of their lives. Draw a
grid with the days of the week across the top and
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be noted (club meetings, sports schedules, birthdays, and so on). As he receives larger assignments, teach him how to break them down into
sections to be dealt with one at a time, so that they
don’t seem so overwhelming. Not only will he be
more likely to use his agenda effectively, but you
will have taught him valuable planning and time
management skills which he can use throughout his
life.

the times down the left side in half-hour increments
from the time he gets up until he goes to bed. Fill
in the squares together: you’ll get a picture of his
life which makes it much easier to understand why
certain things need to be done at specific times.
Mark in school hours, sports and clubs, family
activities, favourite TV shows, music lessons and
so on. Then post the schedule in a prominent spot
in his room or on the fridge. As he gets older, he
can take more and more responsibility for preparing and following his personal schedule.
During his homework time, allow him
stretch breaks and treat breaks (the younger he is,
the more frequent): even adults find it hard to
concentrate for long periods of time. Help him
understand how to use these breaks to “reward”
himself for completing a certain portion of his
homework.

A hunt for a sharp pencil can take up a lot of
homework time! Be sure your child has the tools
to do the job: pens, pencils, erasers, pencil
sharpener, scissors, tape, paper clips, stapler, a
ruler, highlighter pens, lots of paper (scrap for
drafts, good for finished products) and so on. Why
not take him to the stationary store and let him pick
out what he needs—it’s a good opportunity to
discuss homework and to encourage him to think
for himself. These things can then be kept in a
desk drawer or in a basket or box stored where
they will be easily accessible during study time. If
he needs help understanding the passage of time,
put a clock or kitchen timer on his desk.

Many schools now produce a yearly
agenda—a booklet including a calendar of school
events for the year, pages to keep track of assignments and marks, etc. A great idea! But many
students don’t use their agendas well (or at all)
possibly because they haven’t developed the
required organizational skills. Showing your child
how to keep track of assignments (and his other
activities) early in his school career will stand him
in good stead when assignments increase and his
social schedule is busier.

Once the work is done, remembering to take
it back to school can be a big challenge for some
children. One suggestion is to set up a homework
shelf (or box) near the door through which he
normally leaves. When he comes home from
school, he can get into the habit of taking his
homework out of his school bag and putting it on
the shelf (or he could leave his school bag on the
shelf). Now he will be able to find his homework
when it’s time to do it, and by returning it—as well
as library books, notes to the teacher, permission
slips, etc.—to the shelf when he’s finished, he

A good way to start is to have him use the
agenda or choose a small coil notebook with his
favourite picture on the cover. Have him take it to
school each day and show him how to keep track
of the homework the teacher assigns and the date
it’s due. When he comes home, take an interest in
his notebook, talk over his assignments and their
due dates, help him plan a schedule for getting
them done, and discuss what other activities should
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The more you can do to teach your child to
be organized, consistent and independent in his
study habits, the better the whole family will cope
with school!

won’t forget to take it to school the next day. You
can put his lunch there, too, so you don’t have to
drop it off at school when you discover it still
sitting on the counter after he leaves!

Help! School Starts in September, pages 13-14.
Parents, Kids, & Schools: Establishing an Academic Success Team in Elementary and High Schools, pages
61-70.
Taming the Homework Monster - How to Make Homework a Positive Experience for Your Child
Teacher & Parents Together, pages 74-86.
The Basics of Success: How to Give Your Child an Edge in School, chapter 8.

months or years her fluency will exceed yours. Of
course, this is wonderful for her self-esteem, but
could be bad for yours if you’re sensitive to such
things.

Unlike the parents of the first French
immersion students, you have the advantage of
decades of research and experience. Not only have
educators made tremendous strides in understanding how to teach second languages, but parents
have learned how to foster second-language
development and how to cope when their children
are being instructed in a language that they (the
parents) don’t understand.

Because so many French immersion students
must be bused, some of your child’s routines may
be different from the ones you experienced during
your schooling. For example, immersion schools
often organize activities like clubs and intramural
sports during the noon hours rather than before or
after school. In order for your child to socialize
with classmates from other neighbourhoods, you’ll
probably find yourself planning with other parents
for friends to come home with her from time to
time, to be picked up by Mom or Dad after supper
and a joint homework session. Some schools

If you dislike having your young child know
more than you do, you’re a poor candidate for
French immersion parenting. Even if you studied
French for several years in school, you may soon
find her correcting your accent, and within a few
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facilitate this by circulating (with each family’s
permission) lists of names, addresses and phone
numbers.

question, and think they’re being asked for a
translation or a very detailed description. Ask
something more specific based on the pictures: “Is
it mainly about a boy or a girl?” or “What’s that
boy’s name? Is he the main person in the story?”
Or use a bit of reverse psychology: if the story is
clearly about a cow, ask if it’s about a horse.

Many unilingual parents have come to
realize that they have a distinct advantage over the
bilingual teacher! The incentive for learning a
language—whether it’s one’s first, second, or
tenth—is to be able to communicate, to be able to
exchange information. In the classroom, the
teacher most often asks about something he already
knows, and that the student knows he knows (e.g.,
in the beginning, the day’s weather or the result of
2+2; later, the reasons for the rise of communism
or the chemical composition of water). At home
you can have “real” conversations. When you ask
your child about a story she has just read in French,
she knows you’re not checking on her or testing
her: it’s a genuine question. When she has to
explain some of her homework to you (a math
problem or a scientific principle, for example), she
knows she has to organize her thoughts to give a
coherent explanation, because you can’t just read
her textbook instead. This is why some say
immersion “helps to build mental muscles”—the
students have many opportunities to “exercise”
their brains.

Ask questions that will help her develop the
ability to analyze and summarize. Remember
those book reports you did in high school: plot,
main characters, setting, conflict, resolution and so
on? You can elicit the same information with
simple, concrete questions. As she gradually
comes to understand these concepts, make your
questions more general.

To become fluent in a second language, one
must learn about the people who speak it and their
culture (see page 89). For this reason, children in
French immersion programs experience far less inschool exposure to English Canadian culture than
do the students in the regular English stream.
While this is usually a natural part of everyday
family life, immersion parents (like minoritylanguage parents) have learned to be more
conscious of this aspect of their children’s firstlanguage development. By sharing your childhood
experiences, reading fairy tales, nursery rhymes,
poems and stories, playing games, listening to
music, and generally by ensuring that your child is
exposed to your own traditions, folklore and
stories, you can be confident that she will develop
a strong sense of identity with her own culture.

You too will have to refine your use of
language. You may become concerned if your
child is unable to answer the question: “What’s
your book/TV program about?” Just remember
that she wouldn’t voluntarily be reading or
watching something that’s totally beyond her!
Young children often don’t understand this sort of
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Story problems (“If Johnny has three apples
and Janey has two, then how many ...”) challenge
many students, and can be even more problematic
when written in their second language. Again,
immersion parents have an advantage over
English-program parents: you can’t fall into the
trap of giving your child the answer or doing it for
her! Help her learn to focus on the exact meaning
of each word in the sentence. Teach her how to
draw little pictures or diagrams illustrating the
problem (a group of three apples and a group of
two apples ...). These are skills she must eventually acquire in order to deal with more complex
problems, so developing them early will give her a
head start.

There is one time when your lack of French
will be a definite disadvantage: when your child
must practice “la dictée” (spelling exercise).
Unless your accent is good, she’ll find it difficult to
have you read out the sentences for her. Many
immersion parents have resorted to the use of a
tape recorder: have her tape her weekly exercise
and then play it back to herself each night. In any
case, visual learners (see page 58) will also
la table
need to see the words in order to
practice them. While it’s difficult
to write a whole sentence from
memory, there are other ways to
practice those words which cause the most
difficulty. For instance, fold a piece of paper into
an accordion, with the folds running horizontally
across the page. Write the word or phrase on the
top section. Your child can look at it, then fold the
word under and try to write it on the second section
of paper, and so on.

By the time your child reaches the middle
elementary grades, she’ll be able to tell you just
what she’s learning and to receive explanations in
English even when the subject matter is taught in
French. Although immersion students can’t do
word-for-word translations (that’s a five-year
university course), she’ll certainly be able to ask
you for help with Archimedes’ principle or
multiplying fractions.

Math concepts are independent of language.
Children need concrete examples and experiences
in order to learn about numbers, sorting, classifying, sequencing, time, sizes (length, weight,
volume) and so on. For example, it’s much easier
to understand the concepts of adding, subtracting
or multiplying by using toothpicks or poker chips
than by just manipulating symbols on a page—and
there’s no reason not to explore these ideas with
your child in English. Immersion students quickly
acquire the vocabulary to deal with this subject in
both languages (minus is “moins”, plus is “plus”,
equals is “égale” or “font”). Ask your child’s grade
1 teacher to give the parents a workshop on
teaching mathematics, or suggest it as a topic for a
school parents’ council meeting.

When his daughter had real difficulties with her
grade 9 physics unit, one father was able to tutor
her despite knowing no French. The daughter
would read a short section of the text, not with
the objective of learning the concepts but in order
to tell her father what it was about. Between her
explanation and the diagrams in the text, he was
always able to determine which concept was
being presented, and then to explain it to her.
Her marks rose dramatically. As is the case with
peer tutoring, she probably learned a great deal
in the process of explaining the material to
someone else.
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publish materials in French—most of which are
available for free. For example, Environment
Canada might be an excellent source of information
for a science project.

Your child may sometimes have to rely on
English books when undertaking research for
various school projects. This is usually not a
problem if English references are only needed to
supplement French resources. However, don’t
forget that all federal government departments and
many other government and private agencies

Another growing source of French references
is the Internet. For some sites to get her started, see
“Internet” on p. 126.

“Helping Your Children” on the Canadian Parents
for French web site at <www.cpf.ca>.

A picture/word dictionary is a great way for
kindergarten and grade 1 students to develop
vocabulary and word recognition.

Once your child is settled in school, you’ll
need to consider some home reference material,
as he will require resources in both French and
English. Following are a few ideas to get you
started with your French collection. We suggest
you ask your child’s teachers for advice on what
will best support his learning needs at each grade
level. They might have other suggestions or may
be able to recommend some titles. Help and
advice might also be sought at a local French
bookstore, where the clerks may be used to
assisting immersion parents as well as
Francophones. French educational software is
also available (see page 131). Canadian Parents
for French newsletters and web sites often carry
the names and addresses of bookstores and
publishing houses that fill mail orders, and
sometimes order forms and discount offers are
included.

A good beginner’s French/English dictionary should be illustrated and have print that is
easy for the young reader to use. Look for one
that provides a context (shows how the word is
used in a sentence or phrase) both in English and
in French.
A good French dictionary is necessary for
everyday use. For the elementary grades, look
for one that divides words into themes such as
numbers, the home, clothing, sports, etc. Some
even come with a cassette to help with pronunciation.
Secondary students will find a French
dictionary with a small encyclopedia section
helpful. Other good features include lists of
Latin and foreign expressions, antonyms and
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definitions categorized according to usage and
language level.
You will also want a good, adult level
French/English dictionary such as the one you
might have used in high school.

For social studies, you will want to include
an atlas with geographical and topographical
terms as well as place names in French.
Immersion students learn very
early the value of a dictionary—
usually when a parent helps look up the
word for the next day’s show-and-tell
item!

By the time your child is in junior high
school, you will want to add resource books
listing French verbs and their various conjugations as well as spelling and grammar rules. A
good book of synonyms will help with writing,
just as a thesaurus does for English.

directions (“right at the first light, then left at the
big church, then...”)? Map-users and non-mapusers often have difficulty communicating (especially when they’re both in the front seat of the
same car…). Or have you ever tried to explain
something in a way that seemed absolutely clear to
you but completely mystified the other person?
There are many books which explain learning
styles and discuss the best study techniques for
different types. The following is only a brief
introduction to the topic.

Over the past few decades, education
specialists have come to understand that there are
many different learning styles. This awareness has
led to profound changes in our schools. No longer
do you see (especially at the elementary level)
children spending the whole day sitting quietly in
neat rows of desks, listening to lectures and doing
a lot of pen-and-paper exercises. Teachers now
understand that they must use a wide variety of
techniques to meet the needs of all of their
students.

Different people learn better under different
conditions. Some need quiet or even complete
silence, while others work better when there is
some background noise. Some need bright light,
others find it irritating. Some need to be in cool
rooms, others where it’s fairly warm. Some
concentrate better sitting up at a desk, others need a
more relaxed posture (on a bed or the floor).

An understanding of learning styles is also
very important for parents. Differences in the way
they learn—rather than differences in the language
of instruction—often cause confusion when a
parent tries to help his child with school work. As
a simple example, if you’re travelling to a new
destination, would you rather use a map or receive
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Some people tend to be persistent in
completing tasks, others have short attention spans
or give up easily if a problem is encountered.
Some of us need direct supervision, others are
more apt to take on themselves the responsibility
to complete tasks. Creative people tend to be
frustrated with strict guidelines, while others need
specific rules and structures. Some are more
motivated to learn than others—and all of us are
more motivated to learn what interests us than
what doesn’t. Some are capable of sitting still for
long periods of time, while others simply must
move about. There are individuals who can skip
meals or sleep and easily make up the loss, others
must adhere to routines, and still others need to
graze and nap. And we’re all aware that there are
night owls and morning people—it’s not true that
everyone best learns math if it’s presented first
thing in the morning!

Indicator, a test developed by psychologists Isabel
Briggs Myers and Katherine Briggs in 1962. They
divided people into sixteen types, according to the
way in which they deal with and feel about the
world around them. This concept is not only
helpful in understanding how people learn, but also
in dealing with personal relationships. Different
types have different interests, values and problemsolving techniques. One very simple illustration:
an “extroverted” person is interested in the outer
world of actions, objects, and persons, while an
“introvert” is more interested in her inner world of
concepts and ideas.
It’s also important to remember that young
children do not learn in the same way as teenagers
and adults. It’s generally accepted that around the
age of 9 or 10 we become more conscious of our
own learning and can deal with increasingly
theoretical concepts. For example, a 4-year-old is
taught to swim through games and activities
designed to help her get the feel of the water
against her body. She doesn’t think to hold her
breath when ducking her head, but learns to do so
instinctively. A 12-year-old novice swimmer, on
the other hand, will be told specifically how to
move her arms and legs and how to hold her head.
She’ll be conscious of the need to grab her breath
before going underwater. (By the way, learning
languages is a similar process—think about the
way a child learns her mother tongue as compared
to the way an adult immigrant learns a new
language.)

We all have different perceptual strengths as
well. Only about 30% of people learn well what
they hear (for example, in lectures). Many have a
stronger visual sense, while others need to use their
sense of touch, and still others need to experience
or use the information before it is learned. For
example, if you remember names but forget faces,
you’re more likely to be an auditory than a visual
learner. Do you remember where something is by
seeing it in your mind (its location on a page in the
newspaper, or on a particular shelf)? Then you’re
probably a visual learner. Is it difficult for you to
learn unless you actually do something with the
information; that is, do you find yourself often
saying, “let me try”? Then you may be a kinesthetic learner. Of course, we all learn best if more
than one sense is involved, but almost everyone
has one dominant sense for learning.

Finally, don’t forget that your child’s life
experiences are different from your own. For
example, your birth order may be different. You
may be a youngest child, while she’s the oldest.
Certainly the world around her is not the same as
when you were her age—how many 5 year-olds
had seen, much less used, a computer when you
were that age?

In addition to the physical, environmental,
social, emotional and sensory factors which affect
learning, there are different ways in which we
process and react to information. For example,
you might have heard of the Myers-Briggs Type
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All this diversity makes life fascinating—but
no wonder the old, formal classrooms worked
extremely well for some and very poorly for
others!

activities and study skills that are suitable for
various types of learners. Or if you’re one of the
many who don’t learn easily from books, suggest
that your school council bring in a speaker who can
explain these concepts. Observe your child and
yourself to get a sense of your individual strengths
and weaknesses, needs and tendencies. If your
child is young, try to initiate games, puzzles and
activities that best suit the way she learns. As she
grows older, you’ll be able to apply this understanding of learning styles when helping with her
homework—whether answering her questions,
explaining concepts, or showing her how to study.

You’ve probably learned by trial and error
(but perhaps not consciously) what works best for
you. Understanding your child’s strengths and
weaknesses will give her a head start—and give
you valuable insights into her particular needs and
the ways in which they differ from yours.
Where do you start? Find a book on this
topic that includes tests or checklists to help you
analyze learning styles as well as suggestions for

7 Kinds of Smart: Identifying and Developing Your Many Intelligences.
Growing Up Learning: The Key to Your Child’s Potential.
People Types & Tiger Stripes: A Practical Guide to Learning Styles.
Teaching Students Through Their Individual Learning Styles: A Practical Approach.

to do with the French part of the program—there’s
never any time to spare! This makes it even more
essential to do your own “homework” in advance
of the meeting. Here are some suggestions:
Most parents with children in school will tell
you that the time set aside for each report card
conference is very limited (after all, 30 students at
15 minutes each means 7½ hours of a teacher’s
time). It’s important for both parents and teachers
to prepare carefully in order to make these
meetings effective.
Immersion parent-teacher conferences can
be even more challenging. Compared to the
English stream, a larger proportion of parents tend
to take part, and they usually have extra questions
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•

Read over the report card carefully and
compare it to previous reports.

•

Talk to your child. Let him know that the
conference is an opportunity for you and the
teacher to discuss how to work together to help
him become a successful learner—it’s not a
“tattle tale” session. Find out what he likes or
dislikes about school, what he believes are his
problems and successes, how he feels about his
learning.

• Think about what you want to learn from the
meeting. Write down a list of your questions
and comments: don’t rely on your memory! (If
your list is very long, you may want to send it
to the teacher in advance of the meeting.) Be
prepared to give specific examples, especially
if you wish to raise a particular concern. Leave
a space after each question in which to jot notes
of the teacher’s answers.

•

Whenever you’re not sure what the teacher
means, ask questions or restate the comment.
For example, if told your child is often last to
finish a math assignment, you might say, “So,
he’s having more difficulty than the other
students in math.” You might be told that he’s
daydreaming, or going to too much trouble to
print the numbers very neatly. Don’t be afraid
to ask for specific examples.

• Time is precious: don’t waste it on small talk.

•

• Remember that you and the teacher need not
focus only on marks. This is an opportunity to
share information and insights into other
aspects of your child’s life which can influence
his learning. Here are just a few examples of
topics which might arise:

If told your child is experiencing a problem,
don’t take it personally. Ask the teacher
questions for more clarification to get to the
possible cause. Compare her perceptions with
yours or with those of his other teachers,
exploring possible reasons for any differences.

•

If there’s not enough time to discuss everything
that you think is important, make another
appointment with the teacher. So that you can
both be prepared, take a minute to develop a
list of the topics to be explored further—or do
so via a follow-up note or telephone call.

•

Go over your notes as soon as you get home.
Tidy them up to ensure that you’ll still understand them a few days or a few months later,
then file them for future reference. If something still isn’t clear or you think of another
question, follow up with a note or call to the
teacher.

•

Discuss the conference with your child, or, if he
attended with you, have a follow-up conversation about what was covered. Talk about both
his strong and weak points in school. If he
needs help, talk about what will be done to
provide this assistance, or what you can do
together.

From parents: What is meant by ____?
How much homework is expected? What testing
methods are used? Have there been any incidents
at school involving my child? Does he have good
work habits? Are there any missing homework
assignments? What do you see as his strengths and
weaknesses? How well does he work with the
other students? Did you know he is especially
interested in ____ / really seems to dislike ____?
You should be aware that our family ____ / my son
recently ____. Is extra help available? What can I
do at home to support his learning?
From the teacher: What is his attitude
toward school? Are there any physical or emotional problems we should know about? Does he
have any particular interests or skills? Have you
considered doing ____ to support his learning?
• Don’t be intimidated by jargon: always ask for
an explanation of any confusing word or term.
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Some schools now involve students in these
meetings. In one example, small groups of
students receive their parents in their classroom to
show their work and discuss their progress. For a
period of 30-60 minutes, the students and parents
work through prepared activities while the teacher
moves around the room, spending about 15
minutes with each family. This type of
conferencing answers many needs. Students take
ownership of their learning. They become aware
of the importance of work goals and develop
responsibility and leadership skills. Parents hear
directly from their children about learning objectives and see samples of work at the place where it
is done. However, don’t hesitate to request a
private meeting with the teacher if there is more
you want to discuss.

into consideration. Check that you have understood by restating a comment in your own words.
Ask for specific examples to help clarify a point, or
give specific examples if you believe the teacher is
not understanding you completely. If an in-depth
conference is needed because your child is
experiencing some difficulties, consider asking that
a bilingual principal or resource teacher take part
to assist with nuances of meaning.
Finally, remember that teachers are human
too! Some get even more nervous about these
meetings than certain parents. They’re also no
more perfect than you; they, too, can make
mistakes. Always remember that your objective is
for you and the teacher to become partners in
supporting your child’s education.

Misunderstandings can occur between two
people who speak the same language. Careful
listening is even more important when one or both
of the participants is using his second language. If
the teacher’s English is weak, or if you’re not
comfortable in either French or English, take this

One teacher always
tells parents, “I promise to
believe only half of what the children
tell me about their families if you’ll promise
to believe only half of what
they say about me!”

Help! School Starts in September, pages 118-120.
Parents, Kids, and Schools: Establishing an Academic Success Team in Elementary and High Schools,
pages 23-34.
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assist by suggesting some of the topics he might
cover—help him to see things from the unilingual
parent’s perspective.
Fifteen minutes during three or four report
card conferences a year is far from enough time to
establish good links between home and school.
Ongoing communication is important if parents
and teachers are to form an effective team. There
are so many ways to make this happen we decided
to present them in alphabetical order:

There have been very effective meetings
where for the first few minutes the teacher
treated the parents as students, speaking to
them only in French. When the parents
found that they could understand what the
teacher was saying—through body language,
pantomiming, pointing to visual aids, and so
on—they began to feel much more comfortable about their children’s experiences.

Help the teacher understand your needs. A
bilingual French immersion teacher (who might not
have children of his own) can’t always be “in tune”
with a unilingual parent’s perceptions of the
program. You can assist the teacher and the other
parents by helping him to understand any concerns,
feelings of helplessness, or sense of being “out of
touch” that you’re experiencing.

Especially during the first few years of
school, many teachers keep parents apprised of
their plans for the coming period. On a weekly,
biweekly or monthly basis, their newssheets
include information such as: themes for the
upcoming period (the weather, my family, etc.), the
major activities the children will be doing, word
lists or mathematical functions to be covered, and
requests for assistance (e.g., materials needed from
home for craft projects).

A teacher, especially at the kindergarten and
grade 1 levels, might invite parents to a special
class meeting early in the school year. A schoolwide meet-the-teacher night often doesn’t provide
enough time to introduce parents to the teacher’s
plans, teaching methods and requests for volunteer
assistance. Because the concept of immersion is so
new to them, parents particularly appreciate this
kind of session; however, a young teacher might
feel uncomfortable speaking to a group of adults,
especially if his English is weak. If this is the case,
why not suggest that a more experienced teacher or
bilingual principal help him out? You could also

When there is a need for ongoing home/
school communication, perhaps because your child
is experiencing a difficulty of some sort, a little
notebook that is used by you and the teacher on a
daily basis can be of real benefit. Each day the
teacher jots down his notes to you: homework
assignments to be done, observations of your
child’s work and/or behaviour (good as well as
bad!) and so on. That evening you review his
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notes, adding your own messages and comments
for him to read the next morning.
These events may be held during Education
Week, in the spring during registration, or to
culminate a school-wide theme. They’re a chance
for children to “show off” their accomplishments
not only to parents but also to siblings and grandparents—and for you to once again be “in touch”
with your child’s education.

Many schools hold such a session early in
the school year. It’s often a chance for your child
to introduce you to her teacher and show you her
classroom, desk and samples of her work. Sometimes the parents sit in their children’s desks to
hear a brief overview from the teacher of his plans
for the year, then go on to the gym or theatre to
hear from the principal. At the secondary level,
you might follow your child’s normal daily
schedule, moving from room to room for 10minute “classes.” Whatever the format, it’s an
excellent opportunity to begin your acquaintance
with the school, staff and even some other parents.
You’ll also pick up key pieces of information, like
how much homework to expect, school and class
rules, and so on.

Early each year, your school might ask you to
fill in a questionnaire designed to give the teacher
some background information on your child: family
make-up, any health or emotional issues, her
interests, sports, and hobbies, special likes and
dislikes, and so on. This isn’t designed to pry or
interfere, but to help the teacher see your child as a
whole person, build on her strengths, and be aware
of any areas of concern.

It’s sometimes difficult to keep on top of all
the mail we receive, but paying attention to school
newsletters is a good way to keep informed. Mark
important dates on your calendar right away, and
file the newsletters for future reference instead of
throwing them away.

Most schools have some form of council or
parents’ committee. These bodies usually provide
parents with the opportunity to have a real say into
school goals, priorities and policies—decisions
which can directly affect your child’s education.
Not taking part means leaving such decisions to
others.

Experienced parents will tell you about the
interesting effects of a mouldy old banana on a
school newsletter: be sure to check your young
child’s school bag each night! Older students need
to be reminded from time to time that these papers
are important to you, and must be delivered
promptly.

A school council might also host information meetings or workshops for its member parents,
with guest speakers on a variety of relevant topics.
In addition, its mandate can include fundraising for
extra school resources or student activities.
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collate, phoning to do, transportation and extra
supervision for field trips to provide, hot dog day
money to collect and count, a book fair to organize,
families new to the school to orient. As a volunteer, you’ll learn more about the ways in which
your child is being taught and get to know the
teacher and other school staff better. You’ll also
free the staff to spend more time focusing on the
students.

This is a booklet giving information on your
school’s policies, procedures and objectives. It
might also include an introduction to different
programs within the school, counselling services,
clubs or special activities for students, noon hour
and after-school activities. At the secondary level,
this sort of information is often included in a
student agenda or handbook which you should
borrow from your child to review.

Those whose French is good enough are
often invited to speak on their careers, hobbies or
other areas of expertise, or just to listen to the
children read.
If you can’t get to the school during the day,
let the teacher know that you’re willing to do things
at home (bake cookies, make posters, edit a
newsletter, telephone other volunteers, make
arrangements for a field trip). Your child will be
proud of your contribution to her class and see that
you think school is important. You’ll have more
contact with the teacher (if only by note or
telephone) and gain insights into school activities.

Ensure that the school office always has your
current home and (if applicable) work phone
numbers. Early in the year, send a note to the
teacher giving the same information and best times
to reach you. Let him know that you welcome his
calls or notes. Don’t forget that it’s hard to reach
teachers during class hours, so if you call, expect to
leave a message giving the times when you can be
reached.

Let the teacher know what time, energy,
talents and areas of interest you have to offer.
Consider volunteering for your school council,
either as an executive or committee member, or
assisting with a particular project. Remember that
a little bit of expertise can be just as valuable as a
lot of time

Parents whose French is weak (or nonexistent) may not be able to do much within the
classroom, but there are always materials to
prepare, books to shelve, copies to make and
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Help! School Starts in September, pages 111-118.
Parents, Kids, and Schools: Establishing an Academic Success Team in Elementary and High Schools,
pages 34-40.
Teachers & Parents Together, pages 19-44.
Your school board’s policies regarding school councils and your own school council’s bylaws, terms of
reference, or other guidelines.

1

“So, Johnny’s Report Wasn’t Wonderful!” Mary Jane Cioni. CPF National Newsletter 30, June 1985
(page 4).
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The most important foundation for reading
is established long before your child goes to
school. Educators insist there is nothing more
important that you can do for him than to establish
a love of books and an appreciation of the written
word.
Read to him often, and let him see you
reading and using books frequently. Expose him
to a variety of literature:

•

Ask for his opinion of something you’ve just
read to him. Did he like it? Why or why not?
Then talk about your own reactions to the
story.

•

Talk about the pictures.

•

Stop at some point in the story and ask him
what he thinks might come next. (When he’s
older, you might occasionally have fun
together making up alternative endings.)

•

Talk about any words he doesn’t understand.
(Reread the sentence or passage, study the
picture together, then encourage him to guess
the meaning.)

•

Ask him whether the story is fact or fiction,
then have him explain his answer.

•

Relate the story to personal experience, either
his or your own.

•

books with repetitive words and phrases that
he’ll begin to “read” along with you;

•

stories and poems about everyday experiences
which you can then discuss in relation to his
own life;

•

books that help explain events in his life;

•

books that expand his knowledge;

•

•

stories and poems that take him into another,
interesting world;

If he’s interested, encourage him to tell you
parts of familiar stories.

•

Encourage him to retell stories to someone else
in your house—or even to his stuffed toys.

•
•

material that’s just plain fun, like riddles and
silly rhymes; and,

Use books and other written materials
together. Look up something of current interest
(How did Hallowe’en get started? How do we care
for our new puppy? What should we see on our
holidays? How might we decorate a birthday
cake?) in a reference book and let him look at the
pictures while you read the section or instructions
out loud.

especially important for an early immersion
student, books that expose him to his own
culture.

Don’t wait until your child is reading to take
him to the library. A 3-year-old can attend story
time and browse with you; later you can teach him
where to find the books he wants and how to sign
them out.

Don’t stop reading to your child once he can
read. Continue to read aloud as long as he’ll let
you. Take the opportunity to expose him to
literature that’s a bit beyond his own ability. It’s

Discuss stories with your child. Encourage
him to become an active rather than a passive
listener.
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Just as it’s unfair to compare when two
children first walked or talked, it’s unfair to
compare when they first read a word or sentence.
You should be watching not for a magic age but
for reasonable progress (see “What are the early
warning signs?” on page 105). If your child has a
tendency to compare himself with his siblings or
friends, help him to focus instead on comparing
how he’s doing today with how he did yesterday
or last week.

also an opportunity to share some time together,
and to show that books can be as entertaining as
games and television.

“Some time between the ages of five and
seven most children:
• learn to recognize what many words say,
• make useful connections between sounds and
letters,

Remember that not every teacher introduces
the same concepts at exactly the same time; nor
will a teacher follow exactly the same schedule
with each class. She must constantly be evaluating
her current students’ needs and readiness to learn.

• realize that words on the page fit together to
make meaning,
• begin to read stories and books.

In the meantime, explain to the other adults
in your child’s life that he is in an early immersion
program and first learning to read in French.
Grandparents, cub and brownie leaders, Sunday
school teachers and others who might expect him
to read English materials should be asked to avoid
putting him in a potentially embarrassing situation
(just as they would a child who is experiencing a
delay in reading due to a learning difficulty). At
the same time, share with them your confidence
that within a couple of years your child will be
reading in two languages (and eligible for a cub’s
or brownie’s “translator” badge).

These are the traditional signs of ‘starting to read’.
Learning to become a more competent reader
continues on through the elementary school years,
and beyond.”1
By grade 6, you can’t tell which children
began reading at the age of 5 and which didn’t
begin until they were 7 years old. What’s important is that your child is exposed to appropriate
opportunities and is encouraged to read, and that
he doesn’t become frustrated and turned off by
being pushed too soon.
Some grade 1 immersion teachers focus at
the beginning of the year on developing the
students’ knowledge of French while continuing
with pre-reading activities. They proceed more
slowly with reading instruction than their Englishprogram counterparts. This is to ensure that the
students will be able to make sense of what they
read. Just as reading in one’s mother tongue
depends on the ability to understand and to use that
language orally, so must immersion students first
develop a basic knowledge of French. In the long
run, this minor delay makes no difference to the
students’ achievement—indeed, the more ready a
child is to learn, the more quickly he’ll progress.

If you were taught to read only by sounding
out the letters (phonics), you may be confused by
the way your child is taught to read. It’s now
recognized that people employ a variety of
strategies to make sense of all those squiggles on
the page, and that different people find different
strategies work better for them. For this reason,
children are taught several clues for identifying
words, including:
• recognizing by sight words that are seen often;
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•

•

•

using clues provided by such things as the
length or shape of a word, the beginning
letters, illustrations, or the meaning of a
passage to predict what the word might be;
looking for “root words” or familiar word parts
(endings, rhyming parts, etc.) to assist in
figuring out an unknown word;
sometimes skipping over an unknown word,
continuing on reading, and using the meaning
from the rest of the sentence to help identify
the unfamiliar word.2

This does not mean that phonics clues are
ignored. Your child needs to learn how to use the
sounds of the letters to figure out new words. It
means that phonics is not the only word-recognition strategy taught. It also means that from the
beginning, emphasis is placed not just on sounding
out words but also on understanding what is read.

Here are the differences between French and
English pronunciation that might be most obvious
to you as you follow along with your child’s
reading:
•

while there are significant differences between
the sounds of the vowels in the two languages,
the consonants are essentially the same;

•

h is always silent in French;

•

an s at the end of a word to indicate the plural
is silent;

•

qu sounds like k (not like kw as in quick);

•

th is pronounced t;

•

ch is pronounced like the English sh;

•

i is pronounced like the long English e (bee);

•

y sounds like yes even at the end of a word;

•

ou in French always sounds like group (not
out);

•

oy and oi sound like the wa in water;

•

au and eau have the long o sound (so);

•

ez has the long a sound (hay);

•

accents change the sounds of vowels:
e sounds much like the short English e (heck)
while é has the long a sound (hay);

•

stress falls on the last sounded syllable (ami
sounds like am-ee);

•

when a word begins with a vowel (or a silent
h), it is usually joined with the last consonant
of the preceding word—it will sound as though
your child is reading one word instead of two.

It’s not necessary to provide formal reading
lessons at home. You could confuse your child if
your approach is different from the teacher’s.
Also, if he hasn’t mastered French phonics, he
may not be ready to learn the sounds of the letters
in another language (English). Formal home
lessons also lengthen the school day, and change
your role and relationship with your child from
that of parent to that of teacher.
You should, however, encourage any
attempts he makes to read in English by answering
his questions and praising his efforts. You can
have some interesting discussions comparing and
contrasting the two languages3 (or three, if another
is spoken in your home). The incentive to read
English is extremely strong, so he’ll try when he’s
ready.
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high. Many children in French immersion will,
once they’ve developed some confidence with
reading in French, attempt to decipher highinterest English words without any prompting
from a teacher or parent. They usually apply
French sounds, but often, because of the context
and their familiarity with English, they’re quickly
able to determine the correct pronunciation
(“Nintendo” would sound much like neen-ten-do
in French).

In the meantime, you can make a very
significant contribution to the process of teaching
him to read by playing a variety of listening and
word games. The ability to identify similarities
and differences between sounds and the sequence
of sounds within a word is fundamental to both
reading and spelling. This ability is independent
of the language used; it’s not the name of a letter
but the sound that’s important. For example,
whether you call the second letter of the alphabet
bee (English) or bay (French), your child needs to
recognize the b sound wherever it occurs in a
word (but, tub, rubber). He also must be able to
differentiate it from similar sounds (but/putt, boo/
do). There are many activities that you can do
with your child during reading time at home, while
riding in the car, and in various stolen moments (in
waiting rooms and line-ups, while preparing
supper) to develop such important pre-literacy
skills. Games like I Spy (something that begins
with ssss), thinking of rhyming words, and making
up sentences with the same initial sound for every
word can combine real fun with serious learning.4

Both French and English are read from left to
right, both use groups of letters to form words
(rather than symbols, as in Chinese) and groups of
words to form sentences, and both use the same
alphabet. All of this makes it relatively easy for
children to transfer the skill of reading from
French to English.
When English language arts is introduced, the
teacher helps the children to build on what they
already know about reading and to gain confidence in their ability to read in English. She
guides them through the process of sorting out the
differences between the two languages that
“interfere” with this transfer. What she does not
have to do is start from scratch. Indeed she can
capitalize on the students’ previous experiences,
both as learners and as language users. As
explained on page 34, studies clearly and consistently show that within two years, the French
immersion students are working at the same level
as their peers in the English program.

It’s also very important to continue to read
to your child each day, and to discuss and enjoy
these stories together. Run your finger along the
sentences as you read them, so that he can follow
with his eyes and begin to recognize some words.
As he begins to express an interest in tackling
English, try reading aloud in unison. Sit side by
side with a book of his choosing. Match your
reading speed and the volume of your voice with
his as you read along together (it’ll take a little
practice). Have a prearranged signal for him to let
you know when he wants to try a passage on his
own, then wants you to join in with him again. As
he develops confidence with simple books, use
this technique with more challenging materials that
are too difficult for him to read on his own.5

For those students who are already reading
in English, the teacher’s task is to encourage and
challenge them to progress. This might include
using them as peer support in cooperative learning
situations.
What can you do? First, try to reduce any
anxiety your child might be feeling. Express
confidence that he will read in English and, if
necessary, reassure him that some confusion
between the two languages is perfectly natural—
and will soon pass (after all, within a few months

The motivation for children to read the language with which they are surrounded is very
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he’ll be able to read in two languages, while you
know only one).

•

because w and x are rarely used in French, their
sounds must be introduced;

Appreciate his beginning attempts at reading
in English and remark on his progress. Don’t
discourage him by being critical of mistakes, but
rather make him comfortable with taking risks.

•

additional sounds for the letter y must be
introduced;

•

the sound of qu as in quick must be introduced, as well as the sound of th;

•

there are several differences between the
sounds of the vowels;

•

because a silent e at the end of French words
often does not affect the pronunciation of the
word, the concept of an ending e changing a
vowel from a short to a long sound must be
explained (e.g., tap, tape)

•

the use of the letter r after a vowel in French
does not alter the sound significantly, so
English words such as bird, for, and church
will have to be emphasized; also, in English the
sound of an a is changed in combinations such
as al and aw.

If your child is encountering difficulties that
continue to cause frustration, do speak with his
teacher. For more information, see page 105.
Above all, continue to read to your child and
let him see reading as an everyday occurrence.
Here are a few of the differences between
the two languages (in addition to those mentioned
on page 70) that the “transition year” English
language arts teacher will help your child sort out:
•

the sound of the letter h must be introduced, as
it is not pronounced in French (don’t be
surprised if at first your child sounds hand as
and);

By grade 4 or 5, you’ll wonder why you
ever worried about reading in English! By that
time immersion students are more likely to do their
leisure reading in English rather than in French.6
Because reading is so fundamental to the development of language skills (vocabulary, grammar,
spelling, punctuation, etc.), this is a worrying
tendency. Graduates of the program explain that
even as early as grade 4, it’s easier to read in
English, as the students’ recognition vocabulary is
so much greater in their first language. Unfortunately, this is a downward spiral. The less
exposure to French, the more slowly their vocabularies grow, and the more tedious it is to read in
that language. Teachers do what they can to
promote independent reading in French by
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providing incentives, time to read in class, and
access to appropriate and interesting books and
other print materials. Here are a few ways you can
encourage reading in French:

• find books on subjects in which he is especially
interested, even if these are translations of
English books rather than original French
literature (don’t forget nonfiction, such as
books on a hobby, game or scientific topic);

• encourage reading: even if a small proportion
of his reading is in French, a confident and
active reader will get much more exposure to
his second language than a child who reads
little;

• look for materials which allow him to get
satisfaction from reading a small amount at a
time: short stories, magazines, comic books,
reference books.

Help! School Starts in September, pages 72-83.
Paired Reading: Positive Reading Practice.
Teachers & Parents Together, pages 133-137.
The Basics of Success: How to Give Your Child an Edge in School, chapters 4 and 5.
Many French/English dictionaries include introductions to French grammar and pronunciation.
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French. Where an apostrophe is used, it replaces a vowel because two succeeding vowels would make pronunciation difficult (e.g.,
qui il becomes qu’il).

It has often been suggested that French
immersion students do so well in English language
arts (see page 34) because their knowledge of their
second language is so good. This allows them to
compare and contrast the two systems in detail.
These students are conscious of language, and tend
to take it less for granted than do their unilingual
peers.

Gender: In French, all nouns have gender. This
means that every noun is preceded by le or
un (masculine the, a/an) or la, une (feminine the, a/an). The feminine form of some
nouns is indicated by an added final e (ami
and amie). In addition, the adjective must
agree with the gender of the noun, which
means a change to its spelling and sometimes
its pronunciation (e.g., le chien brun, la table brune). (An adjective must also agree
with the noun in number: les trois chiens
bruns.)

Another factor is the duplication of learning.
English and French are, after all, very similar
languages. Immersion students look at language
arts twice, from two different perspectives—we
should be surprised if this didn’t give them a bit of
an advantage!
You might be interested to know:
Abbreviations: In English, an abbreviation always
has a period, whereas, in French, the rule
varies. In French, a period follows an abbreviation only if the last letter is not included in
the abbreviation (e.g., Monsieur becomes M.
because the final r is not part of the abbreviation, while Madame becomes Mme without a period, because the final e is included
in the abbreviation. In English, we write Mr.
with a period despite the fact that the final r
of Mister is included).

Money is written differently (e.g., $1,000.45 would
be 1 000,45 $).
Numbers are written differently (e.g., 2,567.13
would be 2 567,13).
Paragraph structure: This is exactly the same in
both languages.
Possession: French does not use ’s to indicate possession, but instead uses de (of) (e.g., John’s
book, le livre de Jean).

Capitalization: Only the first word in a title (and, of
course, any name of a person or place) is capitalized (e.g., Society for Educational Visits and Exchanges in Canada is Société
éducative de visites et d’échanges au
Canada). The days of the week, months of
the year, and names of languages are not capitalized.

Punctuation: This is exactly the same, except that
you might see the symbols « » instead of “ ”
around quotations.
Sentence structure: This is essentially the same
in both languages. You might notice that
in French the adjective tends to follow
rather than precede the noun (e.g., the
brown dogs is les chiens bruns). Questions
are formulated in a slightly different fashion
(e.g., Do you speak? is Parlez-vous?) and
there are other variations. However, in both

Contractions: In English, letters are dropped and
replaced by an apostrophe for the sake of
brevity (e.g., don’t), but this is not done in
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languages, the concept of nouns, verbs,
adjectives, adverbs, clauses, etc. is identical.

Verbs: If you studied French, you will remember
that the verb system is more complex than
that of English; however, the students quickly
learn to use a verb reference book. (The good
news is that French spelling is far more consistent than English, with our many exceptions to rules and different sounds for the
same symbol.)

However, the French word for sentence
is phrase (pronounced fraz), so the English
language arts teacher must clarify the difference between the terms for a complete sentence and a sentence fragment.
Spelling: There are a few elements in addition to
those mentioned on pages 66 and 68 which
the English language arts teacher will work
to clarify:

As with English, one of the keys to developing accuracy in spelling, grammar and punctuation
is to be an avid reader and listener. Those who are
frequently exposed to good examples of a
language develop a sense of what looks and
sounds correct.

• The names of the letters g and j are reversed in the two languages. This can
cause confusion in dictations and spelling
when a child appears to be using the wrong
letter but is actually only confusing the
names.

The other key to correct writing is motivation. The student who really wants to communicate his ideas, thoughts and feelings—who sees it
as a personally meaningful activity—will be more
inclined to strive for accuracy.

• Likewise, the name of the letter i in French
is the same as the name of the letter e in
English.
• The letter q can be used alone in French
but never in English, where it must be followed by a u.

Many French/English dictionaries include introductions to French grammar and pronunciation.
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We all learn best what we want to learn. If
writing is of interest to your child, if she really
wants to communicate via pen and paper, she’ll be
motivated to develop the necessary skills. Help
her to perceive writing as an interesting, useful and
satisfying activity.

someone’s old typewriter, stencils for tracing large
letters. Don’t forget pencil sharpeners, erasers,
pencil grips to make pens and pencils easier to
hold (or wrap tape around them), liquid paper.
Your child might cut the wanted words out of
magazine headlines and paste them into sentences.
You’re limited only by your imagination—and
hers!

Here are some everyday activities which can
engage your child in writing:
•

helping you prepare your grocery list (if her
spelling is still very weak, she can copy names
from package labels);

•

writing “thank you” notes for birthday and
Christmas presents (a few at a time if your
child is very young—write yours at the same
time. If the recipient might not understand
because your child’s message is in French,
encourage your child to draw a little illustration
and/or provide an explanation in your own
note);

•

making her own greeting cards for special
friends and relatives;

•

preparing invitations for family get-togethers;

•

adding notes to your letters, and later writing to
relatives and friends herself;

•

helping you put together a family or personal
photograph album with written captions for the
pictures.

If you have access to a computer, consider a
simple word processing program (see page 131 for
information on French software).
An older child could be given her own
envelopes and even stamps. Encourage her to
write away for free samples or brochures on topics
of interest to her. Support efforts at accuracy by
giving her her own dictionary and, later, a thesaurus (see page 56 for more information on references). Consider finding her a pen pal (see page
130).

Make writing fun by providing a variety of
tools: paper of different sizes and colours, index
cards, cardboard from shirts and nylons, cut-up
paper bags, stick-on notes, graph paper, pencils,
pens with different colours of ink, crayons, pencil
crayons, felt markers, paint and brushes,
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And here are some ways to encourage
writing:

only develop with time. Gradually, she’ll try to
write more and more the way she hears and sees
the words. These temporary and invented
spellings are a natural progression towards
conventional spelling.

• most important of all, let your child see you
writing often, whether it’s letters, reminder
lists, thank-you notes, letters of complaint,
recipes, or work you’ve brought home from the
office;

The development of punctuation and
grammar skills will follow a similar course.
School lessons and frequent reading will move her
to greater and greater accuracy as well as complexity of thought. Keep a folder with some samples
of her work, noting the date on the back of each
item. Looking back from time to time, you should
see real signs of progress.

• write happy little notes to your child and place
them on her pillow or in her lunch—she’ll
come to understand the pleasure that receiving
a written communication can bring and she
may begin to write some notes to you (also,
“clean me” or “pick me up” notes in appropriate spots are a non-confrontational way to nag);

Word games like Scrabble, Spill ’n Spell,
crossword puzzles, and word lotto are wonderful
ways for children to improve their language skills.
However, you may need to delay introducing these
in English until after grade 3. If your French is
adequate, or your child has other French-speaking
children to play with, consider obtaining some
French versions. In the meantime, oral word
games are a fun way to extend her English
vocabulary. And memory games (such as Concentration and other card games) will help to develop
her ability to recall and visualize.

•. encourage relatives to write to your child and,
especially, to respond to her notes and cards.
Learn about the natural development of a
child’s writing skills. Your child will begin by
experimenting with letters she knows, often using
just one or two to represent a word—a good sign
that she’s beginning to really understand the
relationship between those squiggles on the page
and the words we speak. At this stage it’s quite
usual for her to write letters upside down and/or
backwards, as a strong sense of direction and order

Help! School Starts in September, pages 69-72.
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1

“Parents Ask about Language Learning.” Alberta Education and the University of Alberta, 1991 (page 2).

2

Ibid. (page 3).

3

See “As you watch your child read in French” on page 70, “The transition to reading in English” on page 71,
and “Writing: a paragraph is a paragraph” on page 74.

4

Some good examples are given on pages 59-66 in The Basics of Success: How to Give Your Child an Edge in
School. Sheelagh Schulze and Ethna Henning. Jesop Publishing, Airdrie, Alberta, 1994.

5

For more information, see Paired Reading: Positive Reading Practice. Northern Alberta Reading Specialists’
Council, 1991.

6

For example, in an article entitled “Reading for Pleasure in French: A Study of the Reading Habits and Interests
of French Immersion Children,” the authors report on the voluntary reading patterns of 127 Calgary students in
grade 5. Although they had not begun to study English language arts until grade 3, 85% said that they found it
easier to read in English than in French. They spent an average of 33 minutes a day reading English books,
comics, newspapers, and/or magazines outside of school, but only 4½ minutes reading French books and other
materials. - J. Claude Romney, David M. Romney, and Helen M.Menzies. Canadian Modern Language
Review 51(3), April 1995.
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Remaining in French immersion throughout
secondary school is important if your child is to
achieve a high enough level of French language
proficiency to feel at ease using the language in a
variety of situations, pursue further study with
French as the language of instruction, or accept
employment which requires the use of French.
While he may seem quite fluent to you by the end
of grade 6, 8, or 9, his skills will begin to deteriorate without continued exposure to and use of
French.

•

“Once muscles have been developed,
they should go on being exercised or
they will lose their strength. Whatever
your immersion experience may have been, if you
want to maintain or improve your French, you must
continue to use it.” This is the advice given to young
immersion students in French Immersion: The
Trial Balloon That Flew, a booklet published by
the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education as a
guide for students entering their secondary education.1

Secondary (“continuing immersion”)
programs vary widely across the country and at the
various grade levels, offering anything from one
French language arts course per year to a full
course load in French (except, of course, for
English language arts). Often what is offered,
especially at the senior level, is determined by
student interest and the commitment of students
and parents to the program at the high school
level—in other words, the number of students
willing to enrol in courses taught in French.

You made the initial decision to enrol your
child in early French immersion. By grade 6, he’ll
want to have some say in his education, and by the
time he’s ready to plan for senior high school, he’ll
likely have some very definite ideas about his
program choices. Whether to continue his studies
in French is one of them.

The objectives of a good continuing
immersion program should be not only to maintain
the level of French language ability achieved
during the elementary years but also to expand a
student’s competence in the language in keeping
with his increasing intellectual maturity, social
development and knowledge base. To meet these
objectives, a program should offer:
•

at least 50% of instructional time in French
each year, including some French studies in
each semester throughout high school;

•

a variety of language-rich subjects taught in
French. As well as French language arts, social
studies and the sciences, life skills courses,
drama, technology studies, and physical
education (with its greater emphasis at the
secondary level on rules and theory) provide
excellent opportunities for vocabulary and
language growth;

a good supply of French reference and
audiovisual materials, computer software,
textbooks and books for leisure reading.

We suggest you tackle this together. First,
review your original reasons for wanting your
child to learn French (or, if he’s in late immersion,
his reasons for entering the program). Talk
together about his own goals and plans for the
future. Look over the sections of this book which
discuss the value and benefits of knowing a second
language (see pages 16 and 86) and the realistic
expectations of an immersion program (see pages
41-43). Next, compare perceptions, yours as his
parent and his own as a student, of his competence
in French and the value of the experiences he has
had with the language so far. Many students begin
to feel insecure and frustrated at about this stage—
while their parents believe they are already
completely bilingual! Work together to put his
language learning into perspective. Then,
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investigate the opportunities available to him by
looking at high school course offerings, attending
open houses and information meetings, and talking
to school counsellors. Your encouragement and
confidence in your child’s ability to continue his
studies in French will be important as he explores
his options.

• not enough variety of courses offered in
French,
• taking courses in French makes the work load
too heavy,
• being locked into the academic stream in order
to take any courses in French,
• a preference for other specialized programs,
such as the International Baccalaureate (I.B.)
Program or Advanced Placement courses,
• satisfaction with their level of fluency in
French,

As you gather information and explore the
possibilities with your child, many questions and
concerns will no doubt arise. We’ve found that a
number of factors influence the decision to
continue studies in French and often tip the scale
in favour of other choices. Sometimes the local
continuing immersion program does not meet a
student’s needs (for example, the high school that
offers the International Baccalaureate program
may not offer any continuing immersion courses).
In other cases, however, lack of motivation, lack of
information, or a student’s and/or parent’s
misperceptions about studying in French in high
school are the basis of the decision.

• boredom with the program,
• concerns about program and teacher quality,
• pressure from peers,
• an unwillingness to attend the school offering
the continuing immersion program.
“... research has shown that in order
to retain a second language, it helps
to have learned as much as possible
to begin with. The level of proficiency that
learners reach has emerged as one key indicator
of their future level of retained proficiency…
Lack of use of the language does appear to lead
to a certain amount of decline for learners of both
higher and lower levels of proficiency, but the
corollary is that the more one knows of the
language, the less one stands to lose in proportion
to what was originally learned ... .”3

The loss of immersion students, particularly
at the senior secondary level, concerns educators
and parents who recognize that the full benefits of
the program require a kindergarten (or grade 1)
through grade 12 experience. A 1991 national
study conducted for Canadian Parents for French
by Nancy Halsall2 found that between 20 and 80
percent of immersion students left the program at
high school. The main reasons for doing so
included:

Here are some things you and your child
should know as you weigh the choices and
consider the above factors:

• the belief that better grades can be obtained by
studying in English,

• The belief that a student will achieve better
grades in high school if he studies in English is

• lack of opportunity to speak French in the
classroom and outside of class,
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a common misperception which has no
foundation in quantitative research.
•

•

transcripts indicate which courses were taken in
French; British Columbia also awards immersion graduates both English and French
versions of its graduation diploma. In addition,
your school board may be one of the many
which offer a certificate of achievement (or of
bilingualism) for students who have taken a
specified number of high school courses in
French.

Grade 12 immersion students in Alberta have
the option of writing provincial department of
education diploma examinations in the
language of their choice, either English or
French. This means that, for example, if a
student takes grade 12 social studies in French
he may, if he prefers, write the diploma exam
in English.
The concern that students who study mathematics and the sciences in French in high
school will be confused by English terms at the
post-secondary level is unfounded. Most
scientific and mathematical terms are based on
Latin or a person’s name and are therefore very
similar in both English and French (for
example, photosynthesis and la
photosynthèse, Pascal’s triangle and le
triangle de Pascal). Also, the French names
of chemicals more often correspond directly
with their symbols than do their English
names, making the periodic table easier to learn
in French and remember if he knows both
languages (e.g., the periodic symbol for iron is
Fe, iron in French is le fer). Immersion
students who have later studied math and
science in both languages report little or no
difficulty with terminology.

•

The only difference between the workload of
continuing immersion and other high school
students is the additional language course
(French language arts). Where the other
students choose a full course load (for instance,
taking complementary or optional courses such
as core French, German, or drafting), the
workload is similar.

•

Your child’s efforts in French should be
acknowledged. In many provinces high school
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•

The demand for well-qualified teachers has
resulted in more and better programs being
offered by Canadian universities specifically
for training teachers of French immersion.
Also, curriculum and classroom materials for
high school immersion courses are constantly
being developed and improved, providing
teachers and students with resources equivalent
to those used in the English program.

•

French language arts (FLA) is the intended
French course for immersion students entering
high school. These courses continue to parallel
English language arts throughout the secondary
years, refining the immersion students’ French
language skills and exposing them to French
literature. If your board or the school you
choose does not offer at least this minimum
opportunity for immersion students to continue
to study French, then check carefully before
choosing a core French course. Core French
high school courses have different goals from
FLA, and offer varying levels of French.

students, have a special section in the school
newsletter which raises awareness about the
immersion program, and involve both parents
and students in setting goals and celebrating
the successes of the program.
While some obstacles to choosing the
continuing immersion program are matters of
student or parent perception, others are administrative in nature. Some boards are finding creative
ways to improve their programs to better meet the
needs of students and encourage students to
continue their studies in French throughout high
school. Here are some of the things being done:

• Students can be provided with terminology
lists, giving the English versions for those
terms which are significantly different in
French. (Colin McInnes of Winnipeg reports,
“Of all my high school courses, only biology
has been affected by the transition [from
French], and it was very minor. It just takes a
bit to understand some of the new names for
certain aspects, like species/genre. Once you
catch on, however, it goes along smoothly.”)

• Many boards now promote their continuing
immersion programs by holding information
meetings for parents and special sessions for
students. Some schools have senior high
school immersion students visit younger
students to explain the program, talk about
other aspects of their school (such as clubs,
sports, and music programs), and answer
questions. In the spring, the senior students
may host an open house, providing an opportunity for younger students to tour the school,
sample classes, talk to the teachers, and meet
students from other schools in the district.
Such activities help students accept moving to
a new school and establish a supportive peer
group.

• Schedules can be arranged so that continuing
immersion students can take advantage of a
variety of complimentary courses. For
instance, one school offers a full year English
language arts course (rather than a one
semester course) for French immersion
students registered in its band program.
Courses offered in French are scheduled over
both semesters.
• Another innovation seen in a few senior high
schools is a combined French language arts/
social studies full-year course.
• Some senior high schools offer immersion
students the opportunity to take a “partial
International Baccalaureate” program while
continuing to study some subjects in French.4

• Trips, exchanges, or other out-of-school French
activities are arranged for young secondary
students to give them an opportunity to
experience the real-life benefits of their French
skills. This is sometimes all the encouragement
they need to continue their studies in French in
senior high. Some schools arrange such
activities for their senior secondary students as
an incentive to continue and as a way to
address their need to use and experience the
language.

• Some high school and elementary teachers
jointly organize events involving immersion
students. In one example, during workshops
involving oral practice and exposure to the
local Francophone culture, grade 12 students
serve as language models and even facilitate
sessions for their grade 7 counterparts. In
another, high school students present their
French language arts projects (such as fairy

• Some high schools hold regular meetings (“les
soirées”) with their immersion parents and
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tales they have written) to young students.
These sorts of activities serve to enhance both
the language learning and the motivation of
both groups of students. They also address the
need expressed by many high school students
for more opportunities to speak French.
•

•

Opportunities to continue studies in French
range from the usual French courses offered by
college and university language departments
through “immersion” university courses to
attendance at Francophone institutions in Canada
and abroad. Enquire about any particular accommodations made for immersion graduates; attend
“open house” sessions with your son or daughter
to learn more.

Distance education or use of the Internet
(“cyberhigh”) can give individuals and very
small classes the opportunity to continue their
studies of and/or in French.

There are also summer courses, exchange
programs and other opportunities available for the
further development of French skills or even to
acquire a third language.

Teachers are finding new ways, through
cooperative learning strategies, to involve
students in classroom discussions in French so
that they continue to improve their oral skills.
One example is the social studies simulation
exercise called “Lemuria” in which, over a
period of two to three weeks, students own and
run countries in cooperation with other
students. In the French adaptation, the official
language of the countries is French, and
countries are fined if their citizens speak any
other language.

Immersion graduates can maintain their
French skills by reading, hearing and speaking the
language through a variety of means. For many
ideas see “The Importance of French Outside of
School” (page 89) and “French Opportunities and
Resources” (page 119).
There are opportunities in the workplace as
well. Not only is there an obvious need for
bilingual skills in the service sector—hotel and
restaurant, travel and tourism, sales, clerical
support, telecommunications, etc.—but there is a
growing need in business, trade, financial and
technical industries because of an increasingly
global economy.

At the secondary level, just as in elementary
school, parental involvement and commitment are
essential to the success of French immersion. If you
or your child aren’t satisfied with the high school
program offered in your area, or if changes to the
program would encourage more students to continue,
make your concerns known to your principal, school
council and school board. Be prepared to involve the
students and to work with other parents for a better
continuing immersion program.

Joan Chielbelbein and Jennifer Lamb of the
University of Alberta’s Career and Placement
Services agree, and add that more and more
prospective employers are recognizing and
demanding the other skills that bilingual individuals possess, such as flexible thinking, problemsolving, and the ability to work and negotiate
easily with people from other countries and
cultures. In their experience, employers are
looking for individuals who are versatile, can
communicate with branch offices in Quebec, and
can travel or be moved into positions abroad. In
addition, Ms. Lamb stressed that technology and
languages go well together, such as in the computer software industry.5

While the learning of any language is a
lifelong experience, when your child graduates
from French immersion at the end of high school
he should have reached a level of proficiency that
will allow him to enjoy the benefits of bilingualism while continuing to develop his skills.
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A survey of graduates from one French
immersion high school in Saskatchewan asked
about their views on the program and subsequent
experiences with French. Of the 39 graduates, 78
reported having had special assignments or
employment such as in tourism, language monitoring, translation, working as a page in the House of
Commons, operating a switchboard, and so on.
Over half indicated that their French had somewhat or definitely helped them secure their present
employment.6

immersion graduates do have the French language
skills necessary to fill such a position.7
“We have traditionally thought of the
knowledge of other languages as keys
that would open doors and provide new
opportunities. It is still true. But another important
fact is becoming evident. The events which have
brought us together, both here and abroad, also
threaten to tear us apart. Breaking down barriers
of language and culture is a necessity and challenge
that awaits and confronts each of us. We may pursue a career that utilizes this knowledge on a daily
basis. Or we may simply require these insights and
this knowledge to go about our lives. One thing is
certain: knowledge of another language and culture
will enhance your career—and broaden every aspect of your life.” 8

A recent Ontario study related to immersion students’
preparedness for the workplace. It looked at the
private-sector position of customer services
representative, its bilingual linguistic requirements,
and the ability of immersion graduates to meet those
requirements. The results suggest that many

1

French Immersion: The Trial Balloon That Flew. Sharon Lapkin, Merrill Swain, and Valerie Argue. OISE Press
(co-sponsored by Canadian Parents for French), 1983 (page 17).

2

“Attrition / Retention of Students in French Immersion with Particular Emphasis on Secondary School.” Nancy
Halsall. Canadian Parents for French, 1991.

3

“Maintaining French as a Second Language in Adulthood.” Birgit Harley. The Canadian Modern Language Review
50(4), June 1994 (page 689).

4

For information on the I.B. program write to International Baccalaureate North America, 200 Madison Ave., Suite
2007, New York NY 10016, U.S.A., phone: (212) 696-4464, fax: (212) 889-9242, email: ibna@ibo.org, Internet:
<http://www.ibo.org>. Information on the Advanced Placement program can be found at
<http://www.collegeboard.org>.

5

Personal interview with the author.

6

“A Survey of Graduates from a Saskatchewan Immersion High School.” R. Husum and R. Bryce. The Canadian
Modern Language Review 48(1), October 1991 (page 138).

7

“Characteristics of the bilingual private sector job market with special reference to French immersion graduates:
Exploratory studies.” D. Hart, S. Lapkin, M. Swain. French second language education in Canada: Empirical
studies, S. Lapkin (Ed.). University of Toronto Press, 1998.

8

C. Edward Scebold, Executive Director, American Council of Teachers of Foreign Languages, in the foreword to
Careers for Foreign Language Aficionados and Other Multilingual Types. H. Ned Seelye and J. Laurence Day.
VGM Career Horizons, NTC Publishing Group, Chicago, 1992.
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As students move into junior and senior high
school, extracurricular experiences become even
more important. In most school boards, the
amount of time spent learning in French decreases,
and an increasing proportion of that limited time is
spent listening to lectures and reading texts. One
of the common complaints from graduates is the
lack of opportunities to speak the language during
the final school years. Also, as French is associated only with academic subjects such as mathematics, language arts and social studies, and less
and less with the world of teenage interests, the
students’ initial pride and enthusiasm often
wanes. Fun French activities outside of school
become increasingly important in motivating
students to continue their second language studies
and in exposing them to a broad range of topics
and social situations.

Just as your child’s education is not limited
to the time she spends in school nor to the
experiences she has there (see page 48), so her
French language development should not be left
solely to the French teacher. As successful as it is,
the immersion classroom is an artificial setting in
which to learn a second language. Children need
to experience French as a living language (unlike
Latin), to associate it with a broad range of people
(not just teachers), and to learn about the everyday
life and culture of their Francophone peers (not
only folk dances and chansons).
Just consider the amount of English—
vocabulary, structures, usage—that she learned
from you and from watching TV, going to the
circus, reading, participating in sports and
hobbies, and so on. To become well rounded in
both languages, your child needs French language
experiences outside of the school setting similar to
those she has in English.

Cultural exposure is an important part of
these experiences. “Culture is the general context
and way of life. It is the behaviours and beliefs of
a community of people whose history, geography,
institutions, and commonalities are distinct and
distinguish them to a greater or lesser degree from
all other groups.”
“Cultural content adds to the authenticity of
communicative teaching in two ways. Firstly,
speaking French is more than speaking English
with French words. There is a cultural context to
language which includes things such as regional
accents, gestures, proper social forms, niveaux de
langue [levels of language], sensitive values, etc.
The cultural dimension will make communication
truly authentic. Secondly, to communicate, one
must communicate about something. ... Cultural
themes are appropriate because they add to the
student’s preparation for effective communication
with Francophones.”2

“We call it French
immersion, but in
reality they are immersed in English, with a long
swim in French five days a week, ten months a
year. It takes children a long time to master their
first language, and although learning a second
language is faster, it will take them a long time ...
to acquire a true knowledge of French, the
knowledge of what ‘sounds
right’ in French. ... You can help your
children learn French in the same way
as you helped them to learn
English—by providing
experiences with
the language.” 1

When choosing French language activities,
remember to include those which will expose her
to the cultural aspects of language and to
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correct objects within a certain time frame. (When
you make the labels, don’t forget to include the
article, le or la, so that your child will learn
whether each noun is masculine or feminine.)

Francophone peers and role models, as well as
those which simply expose her to the language.
Just a little work and encouragement on your
part can make a significant difference to your
child’s attitude to and achievement in French. You
made a big decision when you enrolled her in
French immersion—don’t shortchange her by not
providing some out-of-school language and
cultural experiences. These need not be terribly
expensive or time-consuming. The following
suggestions offer a range of activities and are only
a sampling of the many things you can do to
enrich your child’s French language learning. The
French resource list beginning on page 119 will
give you even more ideas and information on
where you can track down many of the resources
mentioned below.

A Drumheller family has come up with a
solution to boring car rides. Depending on your
child’s age, have her say a word, sentence or
phrase in French. Then the rest of the family
guesses what it means and tries to repeat it. You’ll
be surprised to discover how much your child
enjoys stumping the family—while she becomes
less inhibited about speaking French. The game
seems to work because the children are able to use
their own words to interpret what is being
said. They are never put into a situation where
they don’t know the answer—and they enjoy
hearing their parents say “I don’t know!” for a
change.
When she’s a little older, introduce board
and computer games. Playing a French board
game with a French immersion friend can be a
great way for your child to spend a rainy Saturday
afternoon. Scrabble is available in French (and
can be played with the aid of a dictionary if
necessary), as are Monopoly, Careers, Clue, and
many others. A variety of computer games and
software is widely available for computer buffs of
all ages, so if your child spends hours glued to the
screen with mouse in hand, why not encourage her
to play one French game for every English one?

Including some French in your everyday
home life early on will help to make it a habit
throughout your child’s schooling. You’ll learn
some French, too—it can be fun and enriching for
the whole family!
Many of the best and easiest ways to enrich
your child’s French come from the same bag of
tricks that parents have always used. For example,
when she’s young, she can have hours of fun using
labels from cans and food packages. Scrapbooks
and collages can be made from the brightly
coloured pictures of fruits, vegetables and other
familiar products. She won’t realize she’s learning
vocabulary and spelling as she cuts and pastes!

Music can motivate anyone according to
Suzanne Pinel, a well-known Franco-Ontarian
children’s entertainer and recording artist. “By its
nature ‘music,’ and more specifically ‘songs,’
make learning the French language as easy and
pleasant as playing a game. ... Songs encourage
the acquisition of spoken French because they
develop aural and oral skills. ... Repetition of
French songs gives the child an opportunity to
pronounce sounds that do not exist in the English
language... .”3 They also provide a window onto
French culture. Tapes and music videos have been
developed especially for immersion students by

I Spy can be played in French. Make your
own game by printing on cards the French names
for objects in a particular room of the house
(here’s where your old high school French/English
dictionary will come in handy). Have your child
try to place as many labels as possible on the
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many Francophone artists. Family sing-a-longs
can be great fun while driving or while sitting
around the fireplace or campfire—ask your child
to teach you a few of her favourites to add to the
family’s repertoire. When she’s older, encourage
her to listen to popular French music by contemporary artists. (While secondary immersion
students know they’re quite capable of speaking
with French teachers, they’re often concerned that
they’d have little in common with Francophone
teens.)

social and cultural events she may want to take
in). Even comic books provide exposure to the
language for the more reluctant reader.

One family
has successfully encouraged
French reading by allowing
their children to read in bed
for half an hour before
lights-out each night—
if they read in French.

Watching a French video can be fun and
enriching at any age. The voices provide additional linguistic models and vocabulary is developed as your child uses the action on the screen to
help her understand. When she’s young, watching
one that’s a favourite in English (such as a Disney
story) will help with word recognition if the
language level is difficult.
Check local television and radio listings for
programs of interest. Older children can help read
the schedules. Begin with cartoons and Sesame
Street; when she’s older, encourage her to watch
hockey games in French (Mom or Dad can watch,
too!), music programs, quiz shows, even—as she
begins high school social studies—news reports.
Use the VCR to record programs scheduled for
inconvenient times.

Hiring French-speaking babysitters is
another great way to bring French into your home.
A Francophone sitter is an ideal way to provide
another French language model for your child,
someone who can talk, sing and read to her, and
even carry out the bedtime routine in French.
Older immersion students can also benefit from
the challenge by being responsible for providing a
French experience for your child—and they have
the advantage of knowing the little tricks that their
teachers used to get across meaning and to
encourage them to speak in French.

French reading materials are a must. Just as
her English literacy skills will be enhanced by
reading in English, so reading in French will
improve her vocabulary, grammar and creative
ability in that language. Unfortunately, once your
child learns to read in English, you’ll probably
find that she loses her enthusiasm for reading in
French (see “Encourage reading in French” on
page 72). Having a variety of French reading
materials around the house will help to rekindle
her interest. French books and magazines are
available for all ages and interests (including Harry
Potter fans). French newspapers may interest her
when she’s older and help with current affairs
study in school (they also advertise local French

Once you start investigating, you’ll likely be
amazed by the opportunities to hear and use
French within your local community or nearby.
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Sports clubs, dance and music lessons, cubs
and scouts, as well as brownies and guides may be
offered in French and provide a good opportunity
for immersion students to spend time with their
Francophone peers. Parks and Recreation
programs are sometimes offered in French, or can
be if enough interest is shown by parents and
children. Older children can become involved in
bilingual debating clubs. Science fair entries can
often be done in French. The Calgary Bar
Association includes French events in its annual
Law Day. And many children’s festivals as well as
film and drama festivals include French performances.

French summer camp is a wonderful way for
immersion students to have fun in the sun (or the
pouring rain, for that matter) and to practice their
French while school is out. Locally there are day
camps for elementary children which offer arts and
crafts, sports and games, music and stories, and
sometimes conclude with a campfire and sleepover. Summer residential camps are available for
older children. If you’re planning to travel or if
your children visit relatives in other parts of the
country during the summer, why not look into
camps in other provinces? If you’re headed for
Quebec, you’ll find a wonderful variety of
residential French camps for most ages and
interests. These are excellent ways to motivate
older students, while improving not only their
language skills but also their confidence in using
French.

French theatre, movies and concerts are
especially helpful in broadening the cultural
perspective of immersion students. Many
communities with large enough Francophone
populations offer a good variety of such entertainment.
Traditional celebrations such as Le Festival
de la cabane à sucre (the annual “sugaring-off”
party) and Carnaval (winter carnival) give
glimpses into French-Canadian history, folklore,
cuisine and joie de vivre. Non-French-speaking
members of the community are always welcome
but should be sensitive to the intent of the organizers to establish a French milieu. The more your
family enters into the spirit of these events, with
your child as your language guide, the more fun
you’ll all have!

Parents can go to camp, too. Family French
camps provide a campsite for the family tent or
motorhome and a day program for the children,
with the emphasis on fun and safety in the great
outdoors—in French. You can relax during the
day and enjoy the camaraderie and support of your
fellow immersion parents while your child is kept
busy. The evening campfires are great fun in both
languages.

Canadian Parents for French chapters and
other local immersion parents’ groups often
organize French activities for the whole family:
tobogganing and skating parties, Christmas parties
with Père Noël, summer picnics, concerts by
Francophone entertainers, family dances, and so
on. These are fun for all, with the added bonus of
giving the parents a chance to hear their children
using their French.

Travel can bring a language alive! A family
trip isn’t just an opportunity for your children to
hear and practice their French—they can write
away for brochures, practice reading French, and
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help the rest of the family plan your itinerary. Send
away to provincial tourism offices and Parks
Canada (see page 132) for information. There are
also guidebooks in the travel or French-language
sections of bookstores and libraries.

restaurants, and La Fête franco-albertaine, held
in various communities around Canada Day;
and
• Le Festival du bois in Coquitlam (just outside
Vancouver) each March.

There’s a multitude of attractions in Quebec,
of course: the winter Carnaval in Québec City,
with everyone’s favourite, Bonhomme Carnaval
(February); the historic sites of Québec City; the
sophistication of Montreal; La Ronde (the large
amusement park in Montreal); historic villages and
churches; and many different regions, from the
rolling Gatineau Hills to Gaspé, with its famous
Rocher Percé.

To find out the details about Francophone
festivals and events close to home or on your
travels, contact the appropriate Francophone
association (some publish booklets listing services
and things to do in French; see page 123) or
tourism office (see page 132).
All national parks and many provincial ones
offer information, pamphlets, tours and activities
in French. Look for museums, historical villages
and landmarks which might provide information
(including tours or tapes) in French.

But don’t forget the other provinces—
including your own! No matter where you go in
Canada there are opportunities to use French.
Here are just a few suggestions:
• Newfoundland’s unique French-Canadian
communities, such as Cap St-George on the
Port au Port Peninsula;
• the Acadian regions of New Brunswick, Nova
Scotia and Prince Edward Island, including the
Acadian Historical Village in Caraquet, N.B.;
the colourful village of Cheticamp on Cape
Breton Island, N.S.; and the rural communities
of P.E.I.’s western region;

There’s no better language experience than
being submerged in the everyday life and culture
of a native speaker. Exchanges offer the perfect
opportunity for older students and young adults to
round out their French skills while sharing in
family life, shopping, going to parties, and perhaps
attending school in a French community. A
number of organizations arrange exchanges of one
week to several months or a year in duration, for
individuals, groups or families in Canada and
abroad—take your pick! Some involve “paired”
students spending time in each others’ homes,
while others are one-way excursions. As a family
you can even spend time on a farm in Quebec,
living with a French-speaking family.

• La Semaine francophone each March in
Toronto and Le Festival franco-ontarien
throughout Ontario each June;
• the lively Festival du voyageur held in
Winnipeg each February;
• La Fête fransaskoise, usually held in August in
different francophone milieux, and tours of
Regina’s Royal Canadian Mounted Police
Museum;

Some schools and parents’ organizations
arrange class exchanges or trips. Fundraising
projects are often organized to help reduce the

• Alberta’s Peace River area where, in communities such as Falher and Donnelly, you will hear
French spoken on the streets, in stores and
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cost. These activities often help students make the
decision to continue their French studies in high
school or university. Group trips don’t offer all of
the language opportunities experienced during
exchanges, but they can be very worthwhile if the
organizers and chaperones encourage the use of
French and arrange for billeting in French homes

or activities with young Francophones. Information to get you started is provided in the section on
“French Opportunities and Resources” beginning
on page 120. Look under “Camps” and “Live,
study, and/or work in a Francophone environment.”

Canadian Parents for French local, provincial and national newsletters and web sites.
“The Value of Exchanges.”

1

“What parents can do to help students in immersion programs.” Vicky A. Gray, University of New Brunswick
(preliminary draft of a paper presented to the 1984 Canadian Parents for French national conference).

2

Syllabus Culture. Étude nationale sur les programmes de français de base. Clarence LeBlanc, Claudine Courtel,
Pierre Trescases. Association canadienne des professeurs de langues secondes, 1990 (pages xii and xiii).

3

“Learning French through Music.” Suzanne Pinel. So You Want Your Child to Learn French!, Canadian Parents for
French, 1990 (pages 37-38).
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encourage him to talk about school. Meet with the
teacher, and, if possible, observe the class in
action. Try to explain the teacher to the child, and
vice versa. Be tactful, because teachers often feel
threatened by complaining parents, and there
could be misunderstandings if the teacher’s
English is limited. If problems continue, consult
the principal and, if appropriate, determine
alternate solutions.

Many of us parents wonder if we’re doing
the right thing when we enrol our children in
French immersion, and our self-doubt escalates
whenever they seem unhappy. Our first reaction
may be to blame the program. This is unhelpful if
something else is the real problem—as is usually
the case. Blaming the immersion program might
delay dealing with the true cause of the unhappiness—and perhaps deny a child the gift of a
second language.1
If your child seems unhappy, how can you
get at the root of the problem? Considering the
following questions might help.

Every year begins with an adjustment
period. How long it takes depends on the child’s
personality and many other factors. Because
Francophone teachers come from many different
places, a child may have trouble understanding the
new teacher’s accent and turns of phrase (ever
been confused listening to an Australian?). Time
will solve this, so counsel patience. Meeting
people from other parts of the country and the
world is one of the enriching aspects of French
immersion.

In kindergarten, your child will be concentrating most of his energy on adapting to the
demands of school life. To him the language will
likely be incidental (see “The ‘gentle approach’ ”
on page 28). If he complains about not wanting to
go to school or not liking school, or seems
especially tired after school, chances are it isn’t
French immersion that is causing his upset. It
could be his separation from you, loss of his
daycare buddies, or getting used to the classroom
rules and routines which is upsetting him. Try
asking him about his day (for example, what he
likes doing, what he doesn’t like doing), and talk
with his teacher about how he’s settling in and
what you can do to help.

Or does he feel lonely, teased, or picked on?
A child’s self-esteem is of primary importance,
and, for many, friends can be one of the best parts
of attending school. If this is more than an
occasional worry, take action to head off long-term
problems. Invite classmates for visits and outings.
Since athletic ability is so important, boys especially need to develop some basic skills that others
will respect (however, don’t push a child to excel
in sports if that isn’t his “thing”). Girls seem to

Especially in the early grades, this is
vital. To understand what is bothering him,
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form cliquey friendship groups early, so a daughter
might need some morale-boosting if she’s feeling
left out. Continuing playground problems should
be reported to the school.

Find out whether this is a minor problem or
a major one that seriously interferes with learning.
All young children find it hard to sit still; only a
few have ongoing difficulty. A daydreamer might
be bright and bored. A slow worker might be
super-conscientious. If your child is doing fairly
well anyway, don’t worry.

Especially if your child is bused, he may
need more sleep, fewer extracurricular activities,
more high energy snacks in the morning. If you
can drop in or volunteer sometimes, he’ll be
thrilled and feel more secure. Young children also
need the security of knowing that someone will
collect and care for them if they become ill at
school.

On the other hand, a grade 1 student may
not be ready for the demands because of his
personality, background or maturity level. Or
there may be a learning disability that requires
diagnosis and help.
In any case of difficulty with school work,
cooperate with the teacher to find solutions. Try
not to make your child feel worried or pressured to
perform beyond his ability. Self-confidence is
essential for learning. If a child doesn’t feel
confident that he can succeed, he won’t even want
to try.

Or does he have symptoms of allergies and
environmental sensitivities such as chronic
feelings of tiredness, headaches, stomach aches, a
runny nose, sore throat or eyes, or “colds” that
drag on and on? Perhaps he’s bothered by
something in the school (dust, moulds, cleaning
products, duplicating fluids, chemicals from labs,
etc.). Consult your family doctor and/or an
allergist. Read about new research and suggestions—the public library is useful. Contact a
parents’ allergy association.

Home is the most important thing in a young
child’s life. If he’s worried or unhappy about that,
he won’t be able to concentrate on school work.
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way certain classes or subjects are being taught,
shortages of books or other supplies, and so
on. These are often the same sorts of problems
that could arise in the English program, and the
same advice applies. Work with others—the
teacher, the principal, other parents—to get them
resolved. Your school council or an active
Canadian Parents for French chapter can be very
helpful, so do your bit to ensure that one is there
when you need it.

Try to establish a home atmosphere where
feelings are shared and problems are aired. Make
it easy for your child to confide in you by being
available, interested and non-judgmental. Also,
don’t assume that what seems small and unimportant to you is the same for your child. To him, it
may seem huge. If you treat it lightly, he may stop
telling you things that you need to hear. You have
to play this one by ear, because overreacting is also
risky. Your child may simply want a sympathetic
listener and be horrified if you rush off to confront
someone, or otherwise “make waves.”
If there is a problem at home—such as a
serious illness, the death of a family member or a
well-loved pet, a separation—let the teacher know
so that she can take this into consideration when
dealing with your child.

Of course, you won’t face all these problems, but over the course of the years you may
meet some of them. No one ever promised that
parenting would be easy! But it is very rewarding.
If you keep the lines of communication open,
respect your child’s opinions, encourage independence, help when you can, and don’t give up on
loving, some day you’ll be the proud friend of a
bilingual adult—and the problems that once
loomed so large will almost be forgotten.

Of course, there could be a difficulty
connected with the actual school program, with the

The Basics of Success: How to Give your Child an Edge in School, chapters 6, 7, and 9.

1

This chapter is adapted from an article written by Margaret Fitch of Calgary. A mother who has seen five children
through the school system (early immersion, late immersion, and the English program), Mrs. Fitch has also taught
at the elementary level and been involved with preschool programs, a day care and an alternative elementary
school. The article first appeared in the CPF Alberta Newsletter 40, fall 1993.
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school, you might begin to ask yourself whether
participation in French immersion is causing or at
least exacerbating the situation. We hope this
section will give you the information you need to
resolve the problem.

Whether the local report cards use A/B/C
letter grades, E(xcellent) / S(atisfactory) / N(eeds
improvement), or another system, every parent
hopes to see his child attain his full potential as a
learner. In addition to all the other questions that
arise if your child experiences some difficulty in

The concept of inclusive education implies

In a nutshell, “inclusive education” means
that students with special needs are involved in the
regular classroom, and that teachers serve all
students through individualized learning. The
expectation is not that all students will reach the
same level of achievement at the same time, but
that each student is being challenged to reach her
own maximum potential

that:

It also means that teachers should be less
isolated in their classrooms, and that they should
have easy and ongoing access to other educators
and professionals for information and
support. There should be less duplication and
fragmentation of services and more of a team
approach to problem solving.
Varying degrees of inclusion are
recommended by the experts, from integrating
those with mild handicaps/disabilities (continuing
to deal separately with those with moderate to
severe handicaps/disabilities) to full integration of
all children. The trend in education, as in society
as a whole, is to recognize that children learn in
different ways and at different rates (see pages 5758) and that teachers must deal with them as
individuals. If that’s the case within the regular
English program, it should also be the case for
French immersion.
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•

the focus must be on the best interests of the
child: to provide all students, including those
with exceptional needs, with adequate education programs that meet their unique needs;

•

there must be encouragement and support for
the participation of special needs students in
regular activities within the family, the school,
and the community;

•

there must be provision for meaningful
ongoing student and parental input in programming and placement decisions;

•

there must be continuity in the programs and
services; and

•

learner expectations, resources, instructional
strategies, physical environments, and evaluation methods must be modified to meet
individual student needs.

kindergarten

-

your child often has difficulty expressing herself clearly in her first language
(that is, she can’t get her meaning across) or difficulty articulating some
sounds in her mother tongue2

grade 1

-

she has difficulty paying attention even for short periods of time

-

she is unable to echo words and phrases in French

-

very little letter/sound recognition

-

there is very little word identification

-

she has difficulty paying attention for extended periods of time

-

she often has difficulty understanding or recalling the information from a story
she hears or reads

-

she often has difficulty giving information about something she has just seen
or experienced

-

difficulty with phonetic analysis of words

-

she is still reversing letters

-

difficulty with phonetic analysis hinders comprehension

-

continuing unhappiness at school

-

ongoing behavioural or social problems

-

sudden changes in behaviour

-

obvious lack of confidence

-

a definite lack of interest in learning French

grade 2

grade 3

grade 4/5

at any time
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... for the youngest children in the class and
for boys to experience some delays in acquiring
readiness skills and academic skills (research
shows that some boys do not develop psycholinguistic abilities as quickly as girls).

... for children who are exceptionally
“bright” to be frustrated at first because they’re
used to understanding easily or to having their
curiosity satisfied quickly.

However, none of these mean that a child
should not remain in the French immersion
program. In fact, it might lead you and the teacher
to identify and deal with these sorts of factors
earlier than you would in the English stream.

... for some shy or anxious children to be
reluctant to participate in class activities. This may
at first slow the development of their French
speaking skills.

Whether you or the teacher first perceive that
something may be hindering your child’s academic
progress, the following is a general outline of what
should happen next.

achievement, and attitudes at home and at
school is a very important first step in narrowing down and identifying the most likely
source(s) of the problem.

1. If you’re the first to raise the question, make an
appointment with the teacher (if your child has
more than one teacher, you might request that
they all be involved). Give the teacher an
indication of the reason for the meeting, so that
she can be prepared for the discussion. Come
prepared to give examples which illustrate the
reason for your concern.

“Educational difficulties involve variables that are vague, abstract, and
‘within-child’ (cognitive processing skills,
intelligence, cooperation, motivation, verbal reasoning, etc.), yet also include variables such as teacher
skill, teacher style, parental support, external stimulation, and learning opportunity. Transitory influences such as mood, fatigue, illness, and personal difficulties also impact upon learning. ...
Learning is not determined solely by within-child
variables, but rather by a multitude of variables
within both the child and the child’s learning environment: teacher skills, teacher style, effective strategies, corrective feedback, classroom management,
peer relationships, class size, classroom dynamics,
parental support, etc. ... Academic problems may
in fact reside within students, but not to the exclusion of other variables. ... The notion that the student owns the problem, therefore fix or remove the
student must be dispelled.” 3

!

2. Whoever asks for the initial discussion, come
with an open mind. Remember that you and
the teacher see your child from different perspectives, in different types of situations.
Children tend to behave differently in group
situations and with their peers than they do at
home. You know your child better, but the
teacher works with children on a daily basis,
and knows the curriculum. The process of
comparing notes, of identifying similarities and
differences between your child's behaviour,
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3. You and the teacher should agree to a plan of
action, for both school and home. This should
include a timeframe and some objectives: what
you both hope these strategies will
accomplish. It might include gathering more
information, such as having your child’s health,
eyesight and hearing checked (be sure to let the
professionals know why this is being done) or
interviewing others with whom your child is in
regular contact (such as a club leader, sports
coach, or babysitter).

tailored just for him. (For more see “Help your
child to cope” on page 112.)
6. Even if you believe your child has made
significant progress, have a follow-up meeting
with the teacher to again compare notes. This
will allow you both to determine how to build
on your success.
If your strategies are not accomplishing what
you’d hoped, it’s time to do more
brainstorming. At this point, the teacher may
wish to ask other school staff to help develop
new solutions. This gives the teacher a pool of
experience and suggestions as well as some
new perspectives to draw on.

4. Keep a record of what was said and decided at
this and any further meetings. Consider setting
up a consistent schedule of meetings for
follow-up purposes. You may want to start a
notebook so that you aren’t relying on your
memory. Such a journal would also be useful
to note your observations of your child. You
are the one who sees your child day in and day
out, in a wide variety of circumstances. You
will be able to use these notes to provide your
child’s current and future teachers with a much
more complete picture than they will get during
ten months in a classroom.

7. Repeat steps #4 to #6.
8. If several strategies have been tried but have
failed to address the problem, it’s probably
time to have your child assessed according to
the referral procedure in place within your
school or district. You have the right to give
written consent for any formal evaluations to
be conducted.
The objective of assessment is not to label or to
place your child, but to provide additional
information on which to develop new
strategies. Assessment is meant to identify a
child’s needs and to determine how best to
address those needs. It should go beyond a
statement of his current achievement levels to a
diagnosis of the underlying problem and an
understanding of his learning abilities and
styles. Among the many areas which may be
tested are: long- and short-term memory,
auditory and visual processing and discrimination, reasoning skills, and so on.

5. Carry out your part of the action plan to the
best of your ability. Remember that your
moods and reactions will influence your child’s
attitude. Be positive whenever he’s anywhere
within earshot, keeping any concerns and
frustrations for times when he cannot possibly
overhear.
Speak with your child about the situation.
Listen to and acknowledge his feelings. Help
him to understand that he’s not stupid or
handicapped—that everyone learns at different
rates (for example, babies walk and talk at
different times), that everyone has different
strengths and weaknesses, that there are many
different learning styles, that the brain is an
extremely complex organ (just imagine all that
it does!). You, the teacher, your child, and
perhaps some other “helpers” are together
going to develop a set of strategies especially

9. Before your child is tested, speak with him
about this process. Make sure he understands
there’s no question of right or wrong, marks or
failure—that these are simply tools to help you
and his teacher have a clearer picture of how he
learns. The tests will help everyone understand
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how to build on his preferred ways of learning
and how to work on his weaknesses.

multifaceted. In the latter case, it could take
several months and the input of a number of
people before you fully understand how your
child can best be helped. You shouldn’t feel
discouraged as long as honest efforts to work
toward a solution are being made. Try to put
these difficult weeks into the context of his
whole life (remember when your first child had
that first ear infection, and how long the nights
seemed when you were walking the floor with
him? seems like a pretty minor incident now,
doesn’t it?).

10. The pattern of identifying, priorizing, implementing, and evaluating different strategies
should continue. As appropriate, a broad range
of supports may be involved: trained volunteers, other students (peer tutoring, cooperative
learning, etc.), teacher aides/assistants, special
education consultants, counsellors, doctors,
speech pathologists, and so on.
While some difficulties are relatively straightforward, others can be complex and

Because of the complexity of assessing any
individual, with the additional wrinkle of learning
in a second language, it’s usually necessary to use a
number of different tools and consider their
cumulative results. A number of diagnostic tests
designed specifically for French immersion
students are now available, but it’s perfectly valid
to do much of a student’s assessment in English, as
a large proportion of the information that you and
the teacher need is not language-specific. However,
it’s essential that the tests be interpreted by
someone with a good theoretical understanding of
the immersion approach, someone who’s able to

judge whether and to what degree the difficulties
encountered are caused by transfer and interference between languages or by the natural delays to
be expected during the first few years of instruction in a second language.
Always remember that such tests are simply
snapshots of specific aspects of your child. It’s
important to view them within the total picture of
his functioning which you and his teacher observe
on an ongoing basis.
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As we explained in the first section of this
book, research indicates that a student will do as
well in an early total immersion program as in the
regular English program if equivalent support is
available. In other words, it isn’t the language of
instruction that makes the difference, it’s (1) the
degree to which the program within a particular
school meets the child’s needs and (2) the extent to
which the family and teachers are supportive and
encouraging.

Remaining in the program (even if a grade
must be repeated) has the potential to offset your
child's difficulty by boosting her self-esteem: she
may be experiencing a problem in one area, but
her competence in French is already better than
mom’s, or an older sibling’s, or the
neighbour’s! In addition, your child is not being
denied the opportunity to acquire a second
language. When she graduates from school, even
if she’s not strong in some academic areas, she’ll
have the asset of a high level of fluency in French.

Learning difficulties occur with the same
frequency in French immersion as in the regular
English program. There are students with
dyslexia, attention deficit disorder, behavioural
problems, below average levels of intelligence,
and other barriers to learning who are doing well
in immersion—and becoming functionally
bilingual!

While it is usually preferable to provide
assistance in French, this isn’t always possible.
Don’t despair! Working closely with the immersion teacher, both you and a unilingual learning
assistance specialist or other professional can
make a tremendous difference. Remember that
most learning difficulties are not languagespecific. Once your child has acquired strategies
to overcome them, those strategies will be
transferred to the French setting when your child is
shown the connections. Likewise, behavioural or
social difficulties have nothing to do with the
language of instruction. In any case, good
coordination between the approaches used by you,
by the teacher, and by the specialist(s) is very
important.

It’s also important to remember that early
French immersion must not be considered an
enrichment program for a student who needs an
extra academic challenge. A child for whom other
aspects of education come easily will also quickly
develop competence in a second language. She,
too, will need extra assistance if she’s to reach her
full potential.
The decision to leave in or remove your
child from the immersion program must not be
made lightly or hastily. We hope the following
information will help you to make the best
decisions about your child's education should any
difficulty be experienced at school.

If you decide to hire a tutor to work with
your child out of school, it’s extremely important
to find someone who both understands and
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believes in the immersion program—whether the
services are to be provided in English or in
French. A unilingual specialist who strongly
believes that immersion is for all children will be
much better for your child than a French-speaking
specialist who’s convinced that only the best
students can cope with education in a second
language. An older immersion student, working
under the direction of your child’s teacher or
learning assistance specialist, might be another
option—and could seem less intimidating to your
child than an adult.

Switching out of immersion has the potential to damage your child's self-image. It may
even, in certain circumstances, compound the
difficulty your child is experiencing. However,
there are times when a transfer should probably
take place:

While providing the opportunity to continue
learning French, repeating a grade can give your
child a message of failure. Generally, however,
the lower the grade that is repeated (kindergarten,
grade 1, or perhaps grade 2), the less the impact on
a child’s self-esteem.
Once you’re confident that this is the best
decision, there’s a simple message that you need to
impart to your child, to friends and relatives, and
to other children and adults with whom she will be
in contact: repeating doesn’t mean failure, it
simply means she needs more time. Express your
pride in your child's accomplishments—both in
and out of school—(one of which may be the
ability to understand and speak French) and your
confidence that with time she will be a successful
student.

•

Leaving the program would give your child
access to critical services. For example,
transferring to a program which relies far less
on oral communication might be indicated for
a child with a serious auditory difficulty (such
as auditory processing problems or an inability
to differentiate between similar sounds) unless
consistent extra assistance can be provided to
deal with that problem.

•

If your child is not motivated and has a
negative attitude toward the program: it must
be remembered that she’ll learn little when she
doesn’t want to learn, no matter what her level
of ability.

•

If your or your spouse’s concerns about the
program affect your child’s motivation.

Some also believe that immersion is not
appropriate for an extremely small group of
children described as “cognitively and linguistically immature.”4 They are not learning disabled,
and seem to do well in kindergarten. It’s the
complexity of dealing with the academic demands
in a second language that exceeds their level of
development.

You’ll probably also need to be prepared for
comments from relatives or friends about the
effect of immersion on your child’s academic
progress. We hope the other sections of this book
will make you feel comfortable about affirming
that the French program did not cause your child
to repeat.

Whatever the reason for your decision, try to
evaluate your child’s perceptions of the transfer.
Your child may well express a sense of relief.
However, if there is a feeling of failure, you will
need to help her put the situation into perspective.
It’s not that there is anything wrong with her: there
was just not a good match between her needs (or
your family’s needs) and the immersion program
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want to do some role playing with your child to
help her learn how to deal with such a situation
(that is, how to ask the teacher to rephrase the
question). The immersion teacher should also be
able to provide some insights into the areas in
which your child might need some specific
coaching in order to ease this transition.

as it presently exists in your community. Show
your pride in her accomplishments—both in and
out of school—and your confidence that with time
she will be a successful student. If your child is
disappointed about not learning French, remind
her that there will be opportunities at the secondary level and even after high school to renew her
language studies.

Above all, remember that your child will
reflect your attitudes—so try to develop and
convey the attitudes that you want your child to
have. Whatever your decision, the next section,
“How can I help?” is for you.

You will want to ensure that the new teacher
has an understanding of your child’s needs and
strengths. It will also be very important that the
teacher have some understanding of the immersion
program. For example, you might wish to give her
a copy of “The transition to reading in English”
(page 71) and “Writing: a paragraph is a paragraph” (page 74). The teacher should be aware
that there could be occasions when your child
cannot answer a question because she is not
familiar with the English term rather than because
she does not know the concept. You might even

“Any decision to change the placement
of a child must be in the interest of the
child—not of the program, the parents,
or the teachers.” 5

You have the right to know:
• what types of testing have been done, the
results of those tests, and the meaning of the
results;
Effective communication between you, your
child, and the professionals can only help your
child to overcome the difficulty. Do whatever you
can to foster coordinated efforts—the worst thing
for your child is for you and the others around him
to be pulling in different directions.

• how often your child has been observed, by
whom, and what was reported;
• how your child behaves in various situations at
school;
• the information in your child’s school files;
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•

association such as Canadian Parents for French, or
a support group for parents of learning disabled or
gifted and talented children may be able to refer
you to tutors or specialists as well as providing
information and moral support (see pages 134136).

what strategies are being implemented to deal
with his difficulty (and by whom), and how
their effectiveness is being evaluated.

The school and any other professionals
involved need:
•

accurate information about your child’s
developmental history and his current
behaviour and achievements out of school;

•

to know of any relevant medical conditions;

•

to know of any other significant stresses in
your child’s life;

•

to know what steps you’re taking to help your
child.

The first step in helping your child to
maintain a positive outlook is to be positive
yourself. When a child is experiencing difficulties,
it’s common for his parents to feel inadequacy,
guilt, fear, and even grief. Your best weapons
against these feelings are facts: things are always
more frightening when you feel helpless and don’t
understand. Speak with others who are knowledgeable about your child’s type of difficulty. If you
don’t understand what a professional is telling you,
ask questions. Consider joining a support group.
Do some further reading.

You are your child’s primary advocate. If
you’re not comfortable with the information you
have received, you have the right to a second
opinion.

Don’t let the difficulty get out of proportion
within your child’s life. Ensure that your child has
enough time for rest, play and activities at which
he will experience success. And take the same
advice for yourself: it will be far more difficult to
establish a positive atmosphere if you allow
yourself to become angry or frazzled.

If you’re not satisfied with the support
provided by the school staff (including any
learning assistance or other resource people
involved), it is important for both parties to meet
to discuss their concerns and come to an agreement in the best interests of the child. Share your
concerns with the teacher. The school principal is
also available to meet with you and to hear your
concerns. If, after a reasonable length of time, that
does not lead to a resolution of your concerns, a
process for dispute resolution and more formal
appeal procedures are available. You should then
contact the school district superintendent. The
next step of appeal would be to the board of school
trustees. Finally, find out what your rights are
under your province’s or territory’s School Act.

Give your child strategies for dealing with
other children. Encourage him to talk with you
about any negative reactions of his friends and
classmates. Discuss what he might say or how he
might act in these situations—you might even
want to do some role-playing.
Don’t let the difficulty become an excuse.
Children can find a lot of reasons for not trying,
including both “it’s too easy” and “it’s too
hard.” Even if your child learns very quickly, he
still needs to understand all the steps and details, or
he’ll find himself in difficulty later in his
education. If your child has difficulty learning,

Parent groups can also provide assistance.
Your school council, a local immersion parents’
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ensure that the expectations of the work are
realistic for him, and then help him to believe that
he can do it.

Learn how to deal with stress, and teach your
child these techniques—they’re valuable life skills
in any case!

Speak with relatives and, if appropriate,
babysitters, club leaders, sports coaches, and
others with whom your child is in frequent contact.
Help them to understand what strategies you’re
using and how they can also assist your child.

Most importantly: give your child lots and
lots of love and honest praise.

7 kinds of Smart: Identifying and Developing Your Many Intelligences.
“A Changing Perspective: Meeting the Needs of All Students.”
A Guide to Understanding, Learning and Behaviour Problems in Children: for Parents and Others.
Help! School Starts in September, pages 63-67, 85-109.
“How Elitism Happens.”
How To Raise Children’s Self-Esteem.
Parents, Kids, & Schools: Establishing an Academic Success Team in Elementary and High Schools,
pages 71-91.
The Basics of Success: How to Give your Child an Edge in School, pages 67-78.
When Your Child Has LD*: A Survival Guide for Parents.

*(Learning Differences)
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For information regarding indications of learning disabilities or giftedness, contact the Learning Disabilities
Association of Canada (see page 136). In some provinces there is also an association for “bright children”.

2

Note that certain speech difficulties are actually helped when the child is given a fresh start in a new language and
is involved in a program which depends so much on aural/oral work.

3

“French Immersion Attrition: Implications for Model Building.” J. Linda Keep. Doctoral thesis for the University
of Alberta Department of Educational Psychology, 1993 (pages 239-240).

4

“Early French Immersion Programs May Not Be Suitable for Every Child.” Corrinne Wiss. The Canadian Modern
Language Review 45(3), March 1989 (page 526).

5

Learning Disabilities and Cross-Linguistic Interference in French Immersion: When to Transfer, When Not to
Transfer? Daniel Demers. Learning Disabilities Association of Manitoba and Canadian Parents for French Manitoba Branch, 1994 (page 4).
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A similar study conducted in Saskatchewan
in 1990 found that 86% of graduates were glad to
have studied in French immersion and would do it
again. 81% would “definitely” and 18% would
“possibly” place their own children in the program.3

Studies of immersion graduates confirm
their enthusiasm.1 A 1992 study of immersion
graduates in the Ottawa area reported that most
were highly satisfied with their immersion
experience and cited better job opportunities and
functional French skills as their reasons. Many
also noted a greater openness to other cultures. In
this study, 19 out of 21 grads said they would send
their own children to immersion programs, and
although most had been late immersion students,
68% said they would choose early immersion for
their own children.2

And when Duncan Nickerson, an immersion
graduate from Calgary, informally surveyed his
high school friends in 1992, they all agreed that
they would do it all over again and would have felt
deprived had they not been given the opportunity.4
Here’s what a few others have said.

What I remember the most about learning French is that it was fun. It involved a lot of singing and a lot of
games. – Heather Roxborough, Fredericton, N.B.5
I absolutely insist that the French immersion programs should be continued. If I have children some day, I want
them to be able to take advantage of this fantastic program. – Nicole Montpetit, Pickering, Ont.6
The trip was a big turning point in my consciousness about the program. Going over there [to New Brunswick]
and speaking French brought us together. We found out what French can do for us. –
Mike Baldry, Legal, Alta.7
The French immersion program is more than learning French: it’s opening your mind, exposing yourself to
different cultures and expanding your options. – Margaret Lilley, Sherwood Park, Alta.8
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Learning a second language is like seeing the world in another dimension. I delight in the fact that I am
bilingual—I speak English and French. … The resemblance of French to other Latin languages has allowed me to
learn Spanish and to understand Italian and Portuguese. – Claire Owen, Victoria, B.C10
In a sense I think it has made me feel more Canadian. Since I can now speak in both official languages and
communicate to both peoples, I feel that I am more able to understand their viewpoints, which is especially useful
in this time of possible national fragmentation. – Jeff Embleton, Fredericton, N.B.9
I think it’s important to be bilingual because it’s easier to get a job… You can travel to other countries and be
able to communicate with the people there. Also just knowing that you are able to speak and communicate with
other people who are bilingual should make you proud. – Aaron Moss, Saskatoon, Sask.13
I would like to tell people my own age that it is never too late to learn a second, third, or even fourth
language. The results are worth the trouble. – Nicole Montpetit, Pickering, Ont.6

The skills I learned in the French immersion program have allowed me to travel to such places as Ottawa,
Quebec, New Brunswick, Europe, and Cuba, where I talked to Fidel Castro (in French, of course). – Blake
Buemann, Kamloops, B.C.14
I followed the French immersion program throughout elementary and high school and I really feel that this
helped me to learn Indonesian. – Megan Thomson, Charlottetown, P.E.I.11
It’s more than conjugating verbs and learning vocabulary. It enables you to share and compare ideas with
people you never otherwise would have known. ... That alone justifies the 11 years I have spent in the French
immersion program. – Wai-ling Ho Ching, Coquitlam, B.C.15
It’s quite exciting to know that I have studied this language, am able to speak it, and that I can go to a country
where it is spoken and not have a problem communicating. It gives you a sense of confidence. – Nicole Regush,
University of Saskatchewan student13
Throughout the past five years, French has come in handy for me at the most surprising times. I feel a thrill
whenever I can conquer a situation due to this and I feel proud to come from a country that recognizes it as an
official language. I want to encourage these programs to continue so that we can continue to ignore international language boundaries. – Sheena Tieffel, Merritt, B.C.12
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1

The results cited in these three paragraphs are very similar to a number of other studies. See, for example:
• Follow-up Study of French Immersion Graduates: Provincial Results (1987-88 and 1988-89 graduates).
Manitoba Education and Training, 1991 (88% would recommend the program to others - page 22).
• “Senior Students and French - How Do They Rate Themselves?” W. Russ McGillivray. More French, s’il vous
plaît!, Canadian Parents for French, 1985 (80% recommended early immersion, 23% late immersion, and only
2% core French - page 89).
• “FSL: Learning French Matters in Toronto Schools.” Toronto Board of Education and Canadian Parents for
French - Toronto Chapter, 1993 (88% of the immersion students would make the same decision to enter the
program again - page 22).

2

“Immersion Outcomes: Beyond Language Proficiency.” Alina MacFarlane and Marjorie Bingham Wesche.
Canadian Modern Language Review 5(2), January 1995 (page 269).

3

“Saskatchewan French Immersion: Can we expect a second generation?” R. Husum and R. Bryce. CONTACT
10(1), February 1991 (page 9).

4

“They’d do it again!” CPF Alberta Newsletter 35, summer 1992 (page 1).

5

“Being Bilingual.” The state of French Second Language Education in Canada 2000, Canadian Parents for French
(page 33).

6

“The Voice of Youth.” Language and Society 47, Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages, fall 1994
(page 18).

7

“People aren‘t that different halfway across the world!” CPF Alberta Newsletter 37, winter 1992/93 (page 2).

8

In an interview with the authors.

9

“The Voice of Youth.” Language and Society 47, Office of the Commissioner of Official Languages, fall 1994
(page 19).

10

“CPF essay winners see a world of possibilities.” CPF National News 86, spring 2001 (page 2).

11

“French Immersion Helped Me Learn Indonesian.” Megan Thomson. CPF National News 66, fall 1994 (page 3).

12

“Making French Connections on an Exchange in India.” Sheena Teiffel. CPF National News 67, winter 1995
(page 5).

13

Quotes provided by Janie Généreux, Educational Consultant: French, Saskatoon Board of Education, Sask.

14

“French is more than another language.” CPF British Columbia News, June 2000 (page 3).

15

“Discovering Canadian Identity on The Beaches of Normandy”, Wai-Ling Ho Ching, CPF National News 67,
winter 1995 (page 5).
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1958 ..... first known immersion program began in the English-language West Island School Commission
in Quebec
1962 ..... the Toronto French School began its immersion program
1965 ..... the best-known (because of the intensive monitoring and research) early experiment in immersion
began in Saint-Lambert (near Montreal)
1968 ..... publication of the Education section of the report of the Royal Commission on Bilingualism and
Biculturalism
1969 ..... passage of the Official Languages Act and the appointment of the first Commissioner of Official
Languages
1970 ..... the first federal-provincial agreement to transfer money to the provinces and territories to
increase opportunities for first- and second-language education in the minority official language
(English in Quebec, French elsewhere), known as the “Official Languages in Education” (OLE)
program
1971 ..... the first late immersion program was initiated by the Peel County Board of Education in
Brampton, Ontario
1974 ..... the report of the (Ontario) Ministerial Committee on the Teaching of French (“Gillin Report”)
defined different levels of achievement which it said could be expected of various French second
language programs based on the number of hours of instruction
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1977 .....Canadian Parents for French (CPF) was founded at a Parents’ Conference on French Language
and Exchange Opportunties, held under the auspices of the Commissioner of Official Languages
the Canadian Association of Immersion Teachers / Association canadienne des professeurs
d’immersion (CAIT/ACPI) was founded
approximately 45,450 students in French immersion throughout Canada
1979 .....the first national parents’ handbook on immersion, So You Want Your Child to Learn French!,
was published by Canadian Parents for French
1980 .....the first edition of The CPF Immersion Registry was published by Canadian Parents for French
1998 .....more than 316,000 students in French immersion throughout Canada
1996 .....Yes, You Can Help! A Guide for French Immersion Parents (Alberta Edition) was first published
by Alberta Learning
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There are simply too many possibilities to list in this publication. Prices and addresses change.
Some are discontinued, and new ones are always appearing. However, every effort has been made to
include those well-established opportunities and resources which are of particular relevance to French
immersion students. If you are aware of any that have been missed, please advise the French Language
Services Branch of Alberta Learning (see page 135).
The following information does not constitute a recommendation by Alberta Learning.

Among the many who have produced audio and video materials especially for French immersion students as
well as doing school and community performances are:
CARMEN CAMPAGNE
JACQUES CHAUVIN
CHARLOTTE DIAMOND
JACQUES DUCHESNEAU (Jacquot)
KAETZ AND GLOVER
GÉRALD LAROCHE
ALEX MAHÉ
MATT MAXWELL
GILBERT PARENT
MARILYN PERINGER
SUZANNE PINEL (Marie-Soleil).
Check your local library, bookstores (see “Books” on page 120), educational children’s stores, and video rental outlets,
or see the list below. The “French Internet Address List” and the Canadian Parents for French web site,
<www.cpf.ca> (click on “Resources”) has links to many sources.
Sara Jordan, teacher and French immersion mom, has produced several entertaining audiotapes and
accompanying lyric and activity books to help children learn multiplication and reading skills, French vocabulary, the
French alphabet, grammar, and much more. They are available at many educational children’s stores and book stores.
For a free catalog contact JORDAN MUSIC PRODUCTIONS INC., Box 160, Station M, Toronto ON M6S 4T3,
phone: 1-800-567-7733 or (905) 938-9970, fax: (905) 938-5050, Internet: <www.sara-jordan.com>.
The OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF OFFICIAL LANGUAGES has produced an animated 10-minute
video for 4- to 7-year olds. The Magic Mural, or Le mur magique, shows that people can get along and do things
together even if they do not understand one another’s language. Internet: <www.ocol-clo.gc.ca>, phone: 1-877-9966368, mail: 344 Slater St., Ottawa, ON K1A 0T8,
The following are among the many distributors which will provide catalogues of their French audio and/or
video recordings. See also the book distributors listed on page 121.
HUG BUG MUSIC . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Recordings by Charlotte Diamond; suitable for preschool
650 Garrow Drive
and grades K-4.
Port Moody BC V3H 1H7
Phone: (604) 931-7375
Internet: <www.charlottediamond.com>
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ENTERPRISE GOODTIME TRAIN . . . . . . . . . Offers recordings by Alex Mahé.
39 Dayton Cres.
St. Albert AB T8N 4X5
Phone: (780) 460-9528
Internet: <www.alexmahe.com>
LES FILMS CRITERION PICTURES . . . . . . . . Distributes French versions of feature-length “Hollywood”
Internet: <www.criterionpic.com>
films for public viewing.
for regional contact information
MUFFIN RECORDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Handles recordings by Matt Maxwell.
RR 1, E-43
Bowan Island BC V0N 1G0
Phone: 1-800-668-6288
Internet: <www.muffineducational.com>
MUSIQUE ÉDITIONS-JACQUOT . . . . . . . . . . Has produced audio recording and at least one video suitable for
33 Ridgewood Rd.
immersion students in grades k-4.
St. Catherines ON L2R 3S4
Phone: 1-800-461-3644
Internet: <wwwjacquot.net>
NATIONAL FILM BOARD OF CANADA . . . .
Phone: 1-800-267-7710
Fax: (514) 283-7564
Internet: www.nfb.ca

Offers thousands of video and film titles. Borrow from the
collection at your nearest major public library or contact the NFB
to enquire about your closest “distribution partner” or to purchase
titles directly.

POSTER PALS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Videos by Suzanne Pinel. Audio tapes and CDs by Charlotte
Box 487, Smithville ON L0R 2A0
Diamond, Gregg LeRock, and Matt Maxwell.
Phone: 1-800-265-7754
Internet: <www.posterpals.ca>
RADIO-CANADA (CBC French network) . . . . . Videos, audio recordings, books, and program transcriptions.
Internet: <www.radio-canada.ca>

There are French book stores in all major cities in Canada, so check the yellow pages of your phone book or ask
your local Francophone association (see page 123) or Canadian Parents for French chapter (see pages 134-135). Many
also offer audio and video recordings, magazines, greeting cards, and even computer software.
Some schools or parent groups organize BOOK FAIRS at which parents and their children, perhaps with the
assistance of teachers, can purchase materials (it’s often done in conjunction with a special event or Open House).
Distributors offer discounts depending on the volume of sales, allowing the class or school to use the profits to add
materials for its library. In addition to the stores listed below, your school librarian or CPF chapter may have some
good contacts.
Classrooms across Canada participate in the SCHOLASTIC BOOK CLUBS/ÉDITIONS SCHOLASTIC (see
below). Children in grades K-3 order books from the monthly Arc-en-ciel flyers sent to the teacher (the flyers kindly
include brief English descriptions of the books). The program for grades 4-6 is called Clic!
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The following book distributors also offer online or mail-order services:
CENTRE FRANCO-ONTARIEN DE
RESSOURCES PÉDAGOGIQUES
290 Dupuis St.,
Ottawa ON K1L 1A2
Phone: 1-877-742-3677
Internet: <www.cforp.on.ca>

CLUB DU LIVRE PASSEPORT
JEUNESSE
300, rue Arran
Saint-Lambert QC J4R 1K5
Phone: 1-800-561-3737
Internet: <www.clubpasseport.qc.ca>

ÉDITIONS SOLEIL PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 847
Welland ON L3B 5Y5
Phone: (905) 788-2674
Internet: <www.soleilpublishing.com>

LES ÉDITIONS SCHOLASTIC
175 Hillmont Rd.
Markham ON L6C 1Z7
Phone: 1-800-625-8583
Internet: <www.scholastic.ca/editions>

LIVRES, DISQUES, ETC.
#405 - 450 Rideau St.
Ottawa ON K1N 5Z4
Phone: 1-888-320-8070
Internet: <www.livres-disques.franco.ca>

QUÉBEC LOISIRS
6150, route Transcanadienne
Saint-Laurent QC H4T 1X5
Phone: 1-800-361-2441
Internet: <www.quebecloisirs.com>

RENAUD-BRAY
5252, Côte-des-neiges,
Montréal QC H3T 1X8
Phone: 1-888-746-2283
Internet: <www.renaud-bray.com>

To find other helpful web sites visit CPF French Software
and Internet Address List on the Canadian Parents for
French web site at <www.cpf.ca> click on “Resources”).

Throughout Canada, organizations like Canadian Parents for French and Francophone associations sponsor
camps for students. There are SUMMER DAY CAMPS for elementary children, RESIDENTIAL CAMPS, activities
such as cycling trips, and even summer FAMILY CAMPS. For more information, contact CPF (see pages 134-135)
and your nearest Francophone association (see page 123).
Here are just a few of the best known residential summer camps in Quebec which specialize in programs for
non-Francophone children:
BEAUVALLON VACANCES
INTERNATIONAL
286, Rang de l’Église
Henryville QC J0J 1E0
Phone: (450) 299-2506
Internet: <www.beauvallon.com>

BISHOP’S COLLEGE SCHOOL
Director of Summer School
80 Moulton Hill Rd.
Lennoxville QC J1M 1Z8
Phone: 819-566-0227
Internet: <bcschool.qc.ca/SummerSchool/sschool>

CAMP ÉCOLE KÉNO
4959, rue Lionel-Groulx
Saint-Augustin-deDesmaures QC G3A 1V2
Phone: 1-800-925-4198
Internet: <wwwcampkeno.qc.ca>

CAMPS TROIS-SAUMONS,
MINOGAMI, and
MUSICAL ACCORD PARFAIT
11, rue Crémazie est
Québec QC G1R 1Y1
Phone: 1-888-699-9091
Internet: <www.camps-odyssee.com>

CENTRE NAUTIQUE DE L’ISTORLET
100, chemin de l'Istorlet
C.P. 249, Havre-Aubert
Îles-de-la-Madeleine QC G0B 1J0
Phone: 1-888-937-8166
Internet: <www3.sympatico.ca/istorlet>

CAMP OUAREAU
(girls aged 8 to 15)
2464 Rte 125 S.
St-Donat QC J0C 2A0
Phone: (819) 424-2662
Internet: <www.ouareau.com>
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LANGUAGE ADVENTURE
IN FRENCH
Stanstead College
450 Dufferin
Stanstead QC J0B 3E0
Phone: (819) 876-7891, ext. 246
Internet: <www.stansteadc.qc.ca/scla/main.html>

For more on camps in Quebec contact the
QUEBEC CAMPING ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 1000, Station M
4545, ave Pierre-de-Coubertin
Montréal QC H1V 3R2
Phone: 1-800-361-3586
Internet: <www.camps.qc.ca>

Contact your nearest Francophone association (see page 123) to learn about French clubs and organizations in
your area. For example, cubs/scouts and brownies/guides are often available in French.
High school students and graduates might want to contact the FÉDÉRATION DE LA JEUNESSE
CANADIENNE-FRANÇAISE, the umbrella group for the Francophone youth associations in the provinces and
territories. Phone (613) 562-4624, internet: <www.fjcf.ca>.

BILINGUAL DEBATES take place under the auspices of the various Debate and Speech Associations.
LA DICTÉE DES AMÉRIQUES is an international French dictation competition which helps promote proper
usage of the French language and contributes to the influence of French on the world scene. Internet:
<www.dicteedesameriques.com>, phone: (514) 521-2424, mail: 100, rue Fullum, Montréal QC H2K 3L7.
LA DICTÉE PAUL GÉRIN-LAJOIE (P.G.L.) is a French dictation contest and educational project for
elementary Francophone and immersion students. It brings together young people from Canada, the United States,
and Africa, culminating in a televised finale in May. The activities encourage awareness about environmental issues
and promote sharing and solidarity with children from third world countries. Registration deadline is normally
November 30. Teachers should write for class kits to La Dictée P.G.L., Fondation Paul Gérin-Lajoie, 465, rue SaintJean, Bureau 900, Montréal QC H2Y 2R6, phone: 1-800-363-2687, Internet: <www.fondationpgl.ca>.
LE CONCOURS D’ART ORATOIRE is a public speaking competition organized and sponsored by some
branches and local chapters of Canadian Parents for French. For more information, contact your provincial/territorial
branch (see pages 134-135).
SCIENCE FAIRS: In many communities, immersion students have the opportunity to present their science fair
entries in French, thanks to sponsorship by a university French faculty, Francophone association, or Canadian Parents
for French.
VERBATHON: Games designed to enhance the learning of verbs and grammar. Internet:
<www.verbathon.com>, phone: (651) 317-0424.
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Many communities throughout the country break up the long winter days with an imitation of Québec City's
annual celebration, LE CARNAVAL D'HIVER, with its lovable snowman mascot, BONHOMME. LE FESTIVAL
DE LA CABANE À SUCRE (“sugaring-off party”) is celebrated in early spring in many Canadian communities. For
more information, contact your nearest Francophone association (see below) or Canadian Parents for French branch
(see pages 134-135).
THE ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE offers, in addition to its language classes, a variety of cultural and social
activities. The non-profit association has offices in most major cities. Check your phone book or <www.af.ca>.
NATIONAL FRANCOPHONIE WEEK is celebrated each March. A multitude of activities, celebrations, and
festivities highlight the diversity of the Francophone community across the country and its contribution to Canadian
society.
FRANCOPHONE ASSOCIATIONS
For information about cultural activities in your area, contact your nearest Francophone association:
ASSOCIATION FRANCOYUKONNAISE
302, rue Strickland
Case postale 5205
Whitehorse YK Y1A 4Z1
Phone: (867) 668-2663
Internet: <w3.franco.ca/afy>

FÉDÉRATION FRANCOTÉNOISE
5016 - 48e Rue
Yellowknife NT X1A 1N3
Phone: (867) 920-2919
Internet: <www.franco-nord.com>

ASSOCIATION DES
FRANCOPHONES DU NUNAVUT
C.P. 880
Iqaluit NU X0A 0H0
Phone: (867) 979-4606
Internet: <www.nunafranc.ca>

FÉDÉRATION DES FRANCOPHONES DE TERRE-NEUVE
ET DU LABRADOR
265, rue Duckworth
Saint-Jean NF A1C 1G9
Phone: (709) 722-0627 or
1-800-563-9898
Internet: <www.francophonie.nfld.net>

FÉDÉRATION CULTURELLE DE
L’ÎLE-DU-PRINCE-ÉDOUARD
5, ave Maris Stella
Summerside PE C1N 6M9
Phone: (902) 436-6936
Internet: <www.ssta.org>

FÉDÉRATION ACADIENNE
DE LA NOUVELLE-ÉCOSSE
54, rue Queen
Dartmouth NS B2Y 1G3
Phone: (902) 433-0065
Internet: <www.fane.ns.ca>

SOCIÉTÉ DES ACADIENS ET
ACADIENNES DU
NOUVEAU-BRUNSWICK
702, rue Principale, bureau 204
Petit-Rocher NB E8J 1V1
Phone: (506) 783-4205 or
1-888-7222343
Internet: <www.saanb.org>

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNEFRANÇAISE DE L’ONTARIO
66, rue Isabella, bureau 104
Toronto ON M4Y 1N3
Phone: (416) 595-5585 or
1-866-866-2236
Internet: <www.acfo.ca>

LA SOCIÉTÉ FRANCOMANITOBAIN
383, boul. Provencher, bureau 212
Saint-Boniface MB R2H 0G9
Phone: (204) 233-4915 or
1-800-665-4443
Internet: <www.sfm-mb.ca>

ASSEMBLÉE COMMUNAUTAIRE
FRANSASKOISE
220 - 3850, rue Hillsdale
Regina SK S4S 7J5
Phone: (306) 569-1912 or
1-800-991-1912
Internet: <www.fransaskois.ca>

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNEFRANÇAISE DE L’ALBERTA
8527, 91e Rue, bureau 303
Edmonton AB T6C 3N1
Phone: (780) 466-1680
Internet: <www.francalta.ab.ca/
acfa/provincial>

FÉDÉRATION DES FRANCOPHONES DE LA COLOMBIEBRITANNIQUE
1575, 7e Avenue Ouest
Vancouver BC V6J 1S1
Phone: (604) 732-1420 or
1-888-730-3322
Internet: <www.ffcb.bc.ca>
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Take folk dance lessons in French, or just enjoy the entertainment! Contact your provincial or territorial
Francophone association (see above) or Canadian Parents for French branch (see pages 134-135).

There are just too many to list! Those mentioned in this book are known to work especially well with immersion programs, but do look for other exciting opportunities—for example, drummers from North Africa who will
perform or give workshops in French.
Entertainers often send information on their performances and upcoming tours directly to immersion schools or
to Canadian Parents for French (see pages 134-135). Contact your local Francophone association (see page 123) for
information about other entertainers in your community and province.
ANNE GLOVER . . . . . . . . . . . . . storytelling, incorporating English and French, Sign Language and string games
20 San Jose Ave.
Victoria BC V8V 2C2
Phone: (250) 360-2101
Internet: <www.anneglover.com>
CARMEN CAMPAGNE . . . . . . . concerts for elementary students
c/o Pierre Gravel International
Phone: (450) 372-7764
Internet: <www.carmencampagne.com>
CHARLOTTE DIAMOND . . . . . “Hug Bug” music for preschool to grade 4 students
Box 58067
Vancouver BC V6P 6C5
Internet: <www.charlottediamond.com>
JACQUES DUCHESNEAU . . . . (JACQUOT) concerts for elementary students featuring his original music as
33 Ridgewood Rd.
well as workshops for teachers on using music to teach language
St. Catherines ON L2R 3S4
Phone: 1-800-461-3644
Internet: <www.jacquot.net>
GÉRALD LAROCHE . . . . . . . . . musician and visual artist; concerts, workshops, recording, cartooning,
370 Desautels St.
painting workshops
St. Boniface MB R2H 0J7
Phone: (204) 231-0907
Internet: <www.geraldlaroche.com>
ALEX MAHÉ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . concerts for elementary students featuring his original music
39 Dayton Cres.
St. Albert AB T8N 4X5
Phone: (780) 460-9528
Internet: <www.alexmahe.com>
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MATT MAXWELL . . . . . . . . . . . concerts for students aged 6-14 with music designed to enhance language
RR 1, E-43
learning
Bowan Island BC V0N 1G0
Phone: 1-800-668-6288
Internet: <www.muffineducational.com>
GILBERT PARENT . . . . . . . . . . (LES BÛCHERONS - The Lumberjacks) traditional music, dance, folklore
4228 - 89 St.
Edmonton AB T6K 1B9
Phone: (780) 450-4051
Fax: (780) 450-4047
MARC TARDIF . . . . . . . . . . . . . magician-comedian; performances based on scientific facts and the Francophone
4036, des Cèdres
culture
Cap-Rouge QC G1Y 3T5
Phone: (418) 563-6498
Internet: <www.marctardif.com>

Many school board, college, and university continuing education departments (as well as their credit departments) offer French language courses at various levels, from beginning to advanced. Some school boards include
special “French for immersion parents” courses. You might also ask your local Canadian Parents for French chapter
(see pages 134-135) or Francophone association (see page 123) for information about local courses. For more
information, see “Study English and French in Canada!”, <www.langcanada.net>.
If there’s sufficient interest in your school or community, a parent group could hire a teacher and organize its
own evening courses.
DISTANCE EDUCATION courses are another option. One example is Athabasca University at
<www.athabascau.ca>, which offers a number of French courses. Visit the Canadian Association for Distance
Learning at <www.cade-aced.ca> and the Réseau d'enseignement francophone à distance du Canada at
<www.refad.ca> for links to their member organizations.
The non-profit association ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE has offices in most major cities. It offers courses at all
levels in a variety of formats, often including Saturday classes for children. Check your phone book or <www.af.ca>.
Look in your telephone directory YELLOW PAGES under Schools-Language or Schools-Private. (Beware
promises that seem too good to be true: a language is a large and complex body of knowledge that cannot be acquired
“by magic.”)

- see “Audiotapes, videotapes, CDs, and films” beginning on page 119.

Because of the Canadian Francophone market, many well-known games and toys are available in French, such
as Speak ’n’ Spell, Monopoly, Careers, electronic educational toys, and many more. Ask at your local toy store or
teachers’ store or check in retail catalogues. (Note: To enjoy Scrabble, it’s important to find a French version of the
game. Not only are the accents important, but the frequency of use of the various letters differs between English and
French.)
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Internet
The Internet is multilingual. Here are just a few addresses, in addition to those mentioned elsewhere in this
chapter, to get you started:
<www.2learn.ca> – support for teachers and students
<www.cpf.ca> (click on “Students”) – the Canadian Parents for French “students’ zone”
<www.cpf.ca> (click on “Resources”) – sites re French second language learning of interest to parents and
educators
<www.fjcf.ca> – La Fédération de la jeunesse canadienne-française
<www.franco.ca> – explore the Canadian francophonie
<www.schoolnet.ca> – Canada's bilingual SchoolNet/Rescol
<www.toile.qc.ca> – a directory of Quebec sites

In addition to the universities and colleges (CEGEPs) in Quebec, there are Francophone postsecondary
institutions in a number of other provinces as listed below. Some also offer programs especially for non-Francophone
students.
FACULTÉ SAINT-JEAN
8406, rue Marie-Anne Gaboury (91 St.)
Edmonton AB T6C 4G9
Phone: (780) 465-8700
1-800-537-2509
Internet: <www.fsj.ualberta.ca>

COLLÈGE UNIVERSITAIRE
DE SAINT-BONIFACE
200, avenue de la Cathédrale
Saint-Boniface MB R2H 0H7
Phone: (204) 235-4408
Internet: <www.ustboniface.mb.ca>

UNIVERSITÉ LAURENTIENNE
935 Ramsey Lake Rd.
Sudbury ON P3E 2C6
Phone: (705) 675-1151
1-800-461-4030
Internet: <www.laurentian.ca>

COLLÈGE BORÉAL
(various campuses in northern Ont.)
21, boul. Lasalle
Sudbury ON P3A 6B1
Phone: 1-800-361-6673
Fax: (705) 675-2370

UNIVERSITÉ D’OTTAWA
550 Cumberland
Ottawa ON K1N 6N5
Phone: (613) 562-5700
Internet: <www.uottawa.ca>

COLLÈGE UNIVERSITAIRE
GLENDON
2275 Bayview Ave.
Toronto ON M4N 3M6
Phone: (416) 487-6710
Internet: <www.glendon.yorku.ca>

UNIVERSITÉ DE MONCTON
165 Massey Ave.
Moncton NB E1A 3E9
Phone: (506) 858-4443
1-800-363-8336, ext. 2
Internet: <www.umoncton.ca>

COLLÈGE DE L’ACADIE
(six locations in NS and PE)
C.P. 8
La Butte NS B0W 2L0
Phone: (902) 769-3904
Internet: <www.ccfne.ns.ca>

UNIVERSITÉ SAINTE-ANNE
Pointe-de-l’Église NS B0W 1M0
Phone: (902) 769-2114
1-888-3ÉTUDES
Internet: <www.usainteanne.ca>

ROYAL MILITARY COLLEGE OF CANADA
PO Box 17000 Stn Forces, Kingston ON K7K 7B4
Phone: (613) 541-6000
Internet: <www.rmc-cmr.ca>
For more information:
STUDY ENGLISH AND FRENCH IN CANADA! – <www.langcanada.net>
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WHERE TO GO AND WHAT TO DO: A GUIDE FOR BILINGUAL YOUTH – <www.cpf.ca> (click on
“Students”)
COUNCIL OF SECOND LANGUAGE PROGRAMS IN CANADA – <www.cslp.com>
The ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES OF CANADA provides a directory of universities and information about scholarships and exchanges. 350 Albert Street, Suite 600, Ottawa ON K1R 1B1, phone:
(613) 563-1236, internet: <www.aucc.ca>.
Check also with your provincial/territorial government department responsible of postsecondary education and
with individual postsecondary institutions for bursaries, fellowships, grants, and scholarships for students studying in
French or in their second official language.
Many universities offer students the opportunity to take one year of postsecondary education at a university in
another province. Information is available through department offices at participating universities.
Don’t limit your search for postsecondary French programs to colleges and universities! For example, the
NORTHERN ALBERTA INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY offers a two-year diploma program in Administration des
affaires (business administration). NAIT, 11762 - 106 St., Edmonton AB T5G 3H1, phone: (780) 471-7400, internet:
<www.nait.ab.ca>.
The following programs for secondary and postsecondary students will give you a sense of the possibilities. In
addition, EXCHANGES CANADA offers an extensive list of exchange opportunities, youth forums, and much more
at <www.exchanges.gc.ca>. The DEPARTMENT OF FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND INTERNATIONAL TRADE lists
international exchanges and internship programs at <www.dfait-maeci.gc.ca>. And some provinces offer Quebec
exchanges for high school students through their departments of education—ask your French teacher or contact your
provincial or territorial department of education listed on page 135. Finally, see the list of “miscellaneous” opportunities at the end of this chapter.
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE MONITOR PROGRAM . . . . . . .
Director, Official Languages Programs
Council of Ministers of Education, Canada
Phone: 1-877-866-4242
Internet: <www.cmec.ca/olp>
for the program contact in your province/territory

Part-time program: postsecondary students attend
an educational institution and work 8 hours/week in
in schools in another province.
Full-time program: postsecondary students work
25 hours/week in another province.

SUMMER LANGUAGE BURSARY PROGRAM . . . . . . . Postsecondary students can obtain financial
same contact as for the Official Language
assistance to attend summer programs in their second
Monitor Program (above)
official language. Names of qualifying institutions
are also available from this address.
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE FELLOWSHIPS . . . . . . . . . . . . Allow postsecondary students to study in their second
Contact the relevant government department in
language for one or two semesters.
your province or territory.
AFS INTERCULTURE CANADA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
1290, rue St-Denis, bureau 600
Montréal QC H2X 3J7
Phone: 1-800-361-7248
Internet: <www.afscanada.org>
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Academic year, semester, and summer programs in
30 different countries and Quebec for 15- to 18-year
olds. Also programs for adults aged 18-20 and
opportunities for families to host exchange students.

CANADIAN CROSSROADS INTERNATIONAL . . . . . . . Work as a volunteer in a developing country.
Internet: <www.cciorg.ca> for more information and
regional office contact information
CANADIAN CULTURAL EXCHANGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Students aged 15-18 can study abroad while living
FOUNDATION
with a host family. Also opportunities to host
170 the Donway West, Suite 408
foreign students.
Don Mills ON M3C 2G3
Phone: (416) 447-0612
Internet: <www.intoexchange.org>
KATIMAVIK . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Port of Montréal Building
Wing 3, Suite 2160
Cité du Havre, Montréal QC H3C 3R5
Phone: 1-888-525-1503
Internet: <www.katimavik.org>

Groups of participants aged 17-21 spend 7 months in
three different provinces working as volunteers on
local projects. They improve their second-language
skills by taking part in language workshops and by
speaking with other members of their group.

NACEL CANADA . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Discovery Tours, Écoles Sans Frontières, and hosting
#208 - 8925 - 82 Ave.
of exchange students. Some scholarships available.
Edmonton AB T6C 0Z2
Phone: 1-800-661-6223
Fax: 1-800-837-4988
Internet: <www.nacel.org/canada
PERSPECTIVES EDUSCHO LTD . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Quebec educational excursions for school groups
191 Castor St.
from grades 6 to 12. Emphasis on direct contact with
Russell ON K4R 1E1
local residents.
Phone: 1-800-718-1785
Fax: (613) 998-7094
Internet: <www.perspectives-edu.com>
RENDEZ-VOUS CANADA EDUCATIONAL . . . . . . . . . . One-way group cultural visits to select
PROGRAMS
destinations across Canada.
a division of SEVEC (below)
Internet: <www.rvc.org>
ROTARY YOUTH EXCHANGE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Academic year and short term exchanges for students
Internet: <www.rotary.org/programs>
aged 15 to 25. Also opportunities to host exchange
or contact a Rotary Club in your community
students.
SEVEC YOUTH EXCHANGES CANADA . . . . . . . . . . . . Reciprocal home-stay exchange program for groups
Society for Educational Visits and Exchanges in Canada
of students aged 11-18.
57 Auriga Drive, Suite 201
Nepean ON K2E 8B2
Phone: 1-800-387-3832
Internet: <www.sevec.ca>
SUMMER WORK STUDENT EXCHANGE . . . . . . . . . . .
2000 McGill College Avenue
Montréal QC H3W 3H3
Phone: 877-843-6161
Internet: <www.emplois-ete.com>
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For six weeks students aged 16-17 work in another part
of Canada in their second official language while living
with a host family. University students supervise the
participants and run a program of activities.

STUDENT WORK ABROAD PROGRAM
Travel CUTS/Voyages Campus
Internet: <www.swap.ca> or
their office at a university campus near you

Earn money abroad while practising and improving
your French.

EF HIGH SCHOOL YEAR ABROAD
ORGANISME SÉJOURS ÉDUCATIFS
FRANÇAIS (OSEF)

There are French magazines for every age and interest. Here are just a few:
POMME D’API . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . somewhat like “Turtle” magazine; ages 3 and up
BABAR . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stories, comics, activities; ages 7-10
LES BELLES HISTOIRES . . . . . . . . . . . . . . illustrated short stories; ages 7-10
J’AIME LIRE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . stories, comics, and educational games for ages 8-12; 10 issues/year
ASTRAPI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . science, nature, health, history; ages 8-12
LES DÉBROUILLARDS . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . science, technology, and nature with a lighthearted approach for
ages 9-14 <www.lesdebrouillards.qc.ca>
JE BOUQUINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . cartoons, stories, entertainment reviews, etc.; ages 12-16
OKAPI . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . current affairs magazine relevant to teens; ages 12-16
QUÉBEC SCIENCE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . science magazine suitable for grades 9 and up
<www.QuebecScience.qc.ca>
for the above and many others contact:
Abonnement Québec
525, Louis Pasteur
Boucherville QC J4B 8E7
Phone: 1-800-667-4444
Internet: <www.abonnement.qc.ca>
LE JOURNAL DES JEUNES . . . . . . . . . . . . a twice-monthly current affairs bulletin for teens; a teacher’s
Phone: (204) 235-0248
guide is also available.
Internet: <www.franco-manitobain.org/jdj>
SÉLECTION DU READERS’ DIGEST . . . . the French version, suitable for grades 9 and up.

100, boul. René-Lévesque Ouest
Montréal QC H3B 5H5
Phone: (514) 940-0751
Internet: <www.selectionrd.ca>
L’ACTUALITÉ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . current affairs and news magazine similar to Macleans suitable
Phone: 1-800-361-6670
for older teens and adults.
Internet: <www.lactualite.com>
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CHÂTELAINE . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . lifestyle and general interest magazine suitable for older teens
Phone: 1-888-235-3035
and adults.
Internet: <www.chatelaine.qc.ca>
the above are available from:
1001, boul. de Maisonneuve Ouest
Bureau 1000
Montréal QC H3A 3E1
There are also French or bilingual magazines on topics from art to consumerism to skiing—and much more.
Look in your library or visit <http://globegate.utm.edu/french/topics/magazines.html>.
A French weekly newspaper is published in most major centres in the country—contact your nearest
Francophone association for more information (see page 123). The best-known dailies published in Quebec are: La
Presse, Le Devoir, Le Soleil, Le Journal de Montréal, and Le Journal de Québec. L’Acadie Nouvelle is of interest to
those in the Atlantic provinces, while Le Droit focuses on the Ottawa-Hull area and the Franco-Ontarian community.

For more links as well as internet safety guidelines and cautious regarding the exchange of personal information, visit the CPF French Software and Internet Address List on the Canadian Parents for French web site at
<www.cpf.ca> (click on “Resources”).
BUREAU DE CORRESPONDANCE SCOLAIRE
Ministère de l’Éducation du Québec
1035, rue de la Chevrotière, 28e étage
Québec QC G1R 5A5
Phone: (418) 643-7095
Email: cim.rens@meq.gouv.qc.ca
EUROSESAME
Internet: <eurosesame.com>

INTERNATIONAL YOUTH SERVICE
P.B. 125
FIN-20101 Turku
Finland
Fax: 358-21-2517 134
Internet: <www.iys.fi>

FRANCEWORLD
B.P. 42
10002 Troyes Cedex, France
Internet: <www.franceworld.com>

RENDEZ-VOUS
Internet: <www.elok.com/rendezvous

Check with your nearest French book store. Other sources of French posters include POSTER PALS (see
page 120) and ÉDITIONS SOLEIL PUBLISHING INC. (see page 121).
The OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF OFFICIAL LANGUAGES has bilingual posters which are
available free of charge. Internet: <www.ocol-clo.gc.ca>. Phone: 1-877-996-6368.
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Some computer software may be available through your local French bookstore, or contact your local Canadian
Parents for French chapter (see pages 134-135) or Francophone association (see page 123) to ask about a supplier near
you. For information about French software try SCHOOLNET/RESCOL at <www.schoolnet.ca> and the CPF French
Software and Internet Address List on the Canadian Parents for French web site at <www.cpf.ca> (click on
“Resources”). Other sources of software include:
CENTRE FRANCO-ONTARIEN
DE RESSOURCES
PÉDAGOGIQUES
290 Dupuis St.
Ottawa ON K1L 1A2
Phone: 1-877-742-3677
Internet: <www.cforp.onca>
WIZ ZONE
12755 - 227A Street
Maple Ridge BC V2X 2V8
Phone: (604) 209-8701
Internet: <mystore.xtill.com/wizzone>

LE GROUPE MICRO-INTEL INC.
1200, ave Papineau, bureau 301
Montréal QC H2K 4R5
Phone: 1-800-530-8789
Internet: <www.micro-intel.com>

TRALCO EDUCATIONAL
SERVICES
1030 Upper James St.
Hamilton ON L9C 6X6
Phone: 1-888-487-2526
Internet: <www.tralco.com>

MICROSOFT products support many languages. Go to
your Windows help screen and search on “languages” for
instructions. Check your word processing program's help
function re the availability of a French dictionary for spelland grammar-checking.

In addition to the CBC French-language television and radio stations <www.radio-canada.ca>, the new French
cable news service (RDI) may be of interest to older students <www.radio-canada.ca/rdi>. Many cable subscribers
can also watch TV5, the international French-language service (Internet: <www.tv5.ca>). MUSIQUE-PLUS
television is the equivalent of MuchMusic <www.musiqueplus.com>.
TV-HEBDO, the French equivalent of TV Guide, can be obtained from 2020, rue University, bureau 2000,
Montréal QC H3A 2A5, phone: (514) 848-7000, Internet: <tvhebdo.com>.

There are French-language live theatres presenting Canadian and international plays in most major cities. Look
in your yellow pages, or contact your local Francophone association (see page 123) for more information.
A number of French theatre troupes specialize in performances for students. Ask at your immersion school, or
contact Canadian Parents for French (see pages 134-135) or your local Francophone association (see page 123).
If there is a Children’s Festival in your area, enquire about performances in French.
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TOURISM BRITISH COLUMBIA
Phone: 1-800-HELLO-BC
Internet: <www.hellobc.com>

ALBERTA TOURISM
TOURISM SASKATCHEWAN
Phone: 1-800-661-8888
Phone: 1-877-237-2273
Internet: <www.travelablerta.ca> Internet: <www.sasktourism.com>

TRAVEL MANITOBA
Phone: 1-866-MANITOBA
Internet: <www.travelmanitoba.com>

ONTARIO TRAVEL
TOURISME QUÉBEC
Internet: <www.ontariotravel.net> Phone: 1-877-BONJOUR
Internet: <www.tourisme.gouv.qc.ca>

TOURISM AND PARKS
NEW BRUNSWICK
Phone: 1-800-561-0123
Internet: <www.tourismnbcanada.com>

NOVA SCOTIA DEPT. OF
TOURISM AND CULTURE
Phone: 1-800-565-0000
Internet: <explore.gov.ns.ca>

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
VISITORS GUIDE
Phone: 1-888-734-7529
Internet: <www.gov.pe.ca/visitorsguide>

TOURISM NEWFOUNDLAND
AND LABRADOR
Phone: 1-800-563-6353
Internet: <www.gov.nf.ca/tourism>

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
ARCTIC TOURISM
Phone: 1-800-661-0788
Internet: <www.nwtravel.nt.ca>

TOURISM YUKON
Phone: (867) 667-5036
Internet: <www.touryukon.com>

NUNAVUT TOURISM
Phone: 1-866-686-2888
Internet: <www.nunatour.nt.ca>

PARKS CANADA
Phone: 1-888-773-8888
Internet: <parkscanada.gc.ca>

NATIONAL CAPITAL COMMISSION
(information on the Ottawa area)
Phone: 1-800-465-1867
Internet: <www.capcan.ca>

- see “Audiotapes, videotapes, CDs, and films” beginning on page 119.

ENCOUNTERS WITH CANADA is a series of seven-day programs held at the Terry Fox Canadian Youth
Centre in Ottawa. Students aged 15-17 explore the governmental, judicial, and cultural institutions of Canada. They
meet experts and officials who directly participate in the program through conferences, seminars, group discussions,
audiovisual presentations, case studies, and simulations. Applicants choose from among six themes: Arts and Culture,
Science and Technology, Canadian Experience, Law, Journalism and Communications, or Business and Entrepreneurship. For more information, contact Encounters with Canada, 1805 Gaspé, Ottawa ON K1K 0A4, phone: 1-800-3610419, internet: <www.encounters-rencontres.ca>.
EXPERIENCE CANADA is a three-week program at the Terry Fox Canadian Youth Centre for 16- and 17year-olds with a knowledge of both English and French. The program includes learning about the challenges of
globalization, athletic and cultural activities, visits and excursions, and more. Bursaries available. Internet:
<www.experiencecanada.com>.
The HOUSE OF COMMONS PAGE PROGRAM contracts bilingual high school graduates to work a
minimum of 15 hours a week for one year while attending university in the Ottawa area. An academic average of at
least 80% and excellent language skills are prerequisites. Application forms and further information are available
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from high school guidance counsellors, at <www.parl.gc.ca> or by contacting the House of Commons Page
Programme (Recruitment), Human Resources Directorate, Room 538, Wellington Building, House of Commons,
Ottawa ON K1A 0A6, phone: (613) 996-0897.
The SENATE PAGE PROGRAM is similar to the above. For more information, visit <www.parl.gc.ca> or
contact the Human Resources Directorate, Human Resources Consultant, The Senate of Canada, Parliament Buildings, Ottawa ON K1N 0A4, phone: 1-800-267-7362.
The PARLIAMENTARY GUIDE PROGRAM employs bilingual full-time university students during the
period from Victoria Day to Labour Day. The guides welcome and provide tours to visitors to the national legislature.
For more information, contact your university campus student placement centre <www.parl.gc.ca>, or Information
Service, Library of Parliament, 125 Sparks Street, Ottawa ON K1A 0A9, phone: (613) 992-4793.
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Many schools and school boards hold information nights for parents with guest speakers on a variety of topics
to do with education. Where an immersion program is offered, there are often additional meetings regarding aspects of
second language learning. These are excellent opportunities not only to hear experts but also to ask them your
questions. Watch school newsletters, special notices, and local newspapers for announcements of these events, or
contact your school or school board office.
Support groups for parents interested in French second language education also organize information meetings,
seminars, and conferences. If there is such an organization in your community, your immersion school should be able
to give you the name and phone number of a contact person.
The nationwide volunteer association Canadian Parents for French (CPF) was founded in 1977 to promote and
support effective French second-language learning opportunities. It provides information through national, provincial,
and local web sites, newsletters, pamphlets, books, speakers, workshops, and conferences. To learn about your nearest
community CPF chapter, contact:
CANADIAN PARENTS FOR
FRENCH
National Office
176 Gloucester St., Suite 310
Ottawa ON K2P 0A6
Phone: (613) 235-1481
Fax: (613) 230-5940
Email: cpf@cpf.ca
Internet: <www.cpf.ca>

BRITISH COLUMBIA BRANCH
#203 - 1002 Auckland St.
New Westminster BC V3M 1K8
Phone: (604) 524-4572
1-800-665-1222 (BC & YK only)
Fax: (604) 524-0135
Email: info@cpf.bc.ca
Internet: <www.cpf.bc.ca>

ALBERTA BRANCH
9852A - 33 Ave.
Edmonton AB T6N 1C6
Phone: (780) 433-7311
1-888-433-6036 (AB, NT, NU)
Fax: (780) 433-7306
Email: info@cpfalta.ab.ca
Internet: <www.cpfalta.ab.ca>

SASKATCHEWAN BRANCH
115 - 2 Ave. N, Suite 303
Saskatoon SK S7K 2B1
Phone: (306) 244-6151
1-800-561-6151 (SK only)
Fax: (306) 244-8872
Email: cpfsask@sk.sympatico.ca
Internet: <www.cpfsask.com>

MANITOBA BRANCH
255 Tache St., 3rd floor
Winnipeg MB R2H 1Z8
Phone: (204) 222-6537
1-877-737-7036 (MB only)
Fax: (204) 222-8180
Email: cpfmb@cpfmb.com
Internet: <www.cpfmb.com>

ONTARIO BRANCH
150 Laird Dr., Suite 301
Toronto ON M4G 3V7
Phone: (416) 422-3554
1-800-667-0594 (ON only)
Fax: (416) 422-4669
Email: cpfont@cpfont.on.ca
Internet: <www.cpfont.on.ca>

NEW BRUNSWICK BRANCH
Box 4462
Sussex NB E4E 5l6
Phone: (506) 432-6584
Fax: (506) 432-6751
Email: cpfnb@nbnet.nb.ca
Internet: <www.cpfnb.com>

NOVA SCOTIA BRANCH
8 Flamingo Dr.
Halifax NS B3M 4N8
Phone: (902) 453-2048
Fax: (902) 455-2789
Email: cpf@ns.sympatico.ca
Internet: <www.cpfns.ednet.ns.ca>

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Box 2785
Charlottetown PE C1A 8C4
Phone: (902) 368-7240
Fax: (902) 628-8062
Email: glecky@cpfpei.pe.ca
Internet: <www.cpfpei.pe.ca>
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NEWFOUNDLAND/LABRADOR
Box 8601, Station A
St. John’s NF A1B 3P2
Phone: (709) 579-1776
1-877-576-1776 (NF only)
Fax: (709) 579-0833
Email: lvaters@cpf.nfld.net
Internet: <www.cpf.nfld.net>

QUEBEC
contact the national office
NORTHWEST TERRITORIES AND NUNAVUT
contact the Alberta Branch
YUKON
contact the British Columbia Branch

Information about French programs is available from the following departments of education:
BRITISH COLUMBIA
Ministry of Education
French Programs Branch
P.O. Box 9152, Stn Prov Govt
Victoria BC V8W 9H1
Phone: (250) 356-2325
Fax: (250) 356-6161
Internet: <www.educ.gov.bc.ca>

ALBERTA Learning
SASKATCHEWAN Learning
French Language Services Branch
Official Minority Language
11160 Jasper Ave.
Office
Edmonton AB T5K 0L2
1500 - 4 Ave.
Phone: (780) 427-2940
Regina SK S4P 3V7
Fax: (780) 422-1947
Phone: (306) 787-6089
Internet: <www.learning.gov.ab.ca/french> Fax: (306) 787-3164
As of May 2003, refer to our web site for new address. Internet: <www.sasked.gov.sk.ca>

MANITOBA Department of
Education
Bureau de l’éducation française
#509 - 1181 Portage Ave.
Winnipeg MB R2H 1V8
Phone: (204) 945-6022
Fax: (204) 945-1625
Internet: <www.edu.gov.mb.ca>

ONTARIO Ministry of Education
French Language Education
Policy and Programs Branch
900 Bay St., Mowat Block
Toronto ON M7A 1L2
Phone: (416) 325-9072
Internet: <www.edu.gov.on.ca>

Ministère de l'Éducation du
QUÉBEC
Édifice Marie-Guyart
1035, rue De la Chevrotière
Québec QC G1R 5A5
Phone: (418) 644-0664
Fax: (418) 646-6561
Internet: <www.meq.gouv.qc.ca>

NEW BRUNSWICK Department
of Education
Curriculum Development Branch
French Second Language Consultant
P.O. Box 6000
Fredericton NB E3B 5H1
Phone: (506) 453-2743
Fax: (506) 457-7835
Internet: <www.gnb.ca>

NOVA SCOTIA Department of
Education
Acadian and French Language
Services Branch
Box 578, 2021 Brunswick St.
Halifax NS B3J 2S9
Phone: (902) 424-3927
Fax: (902) 424-3937
Internet: <www.ednet.ns.ca>

PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND
Department of Education
French Programs and Services
Box 2000
16 Fitzroy St.
Charlottetown PE C1A 7N8
Phone: (902) 368-4680
Fax: (902) 368-4622
Internet: <www.edu.pe.ca>

NEWFOUNDLAND/LABRADOR
Department of Education
Language Programs Section
Box 8700
St. John’s NF A1E 5G5
Phone: (709) 729-5133
Fax: (709) 729-4845
Internet: <www.gov.nf.ca/edu/>

NORTHWEST TERRITORIES
Department of Education
Coordinator of French Programs
Box 1320
Yellowknife NT X1A 2L9
Phone: (867) 920-8992
Fax: (867) 873-0109
Internet: <siksik.learnnet.nt.ca>

YUKON Department of
Education
Coordinator, French Programs
Box 2703
Whitehorse YT Y1A 2C6
Phone: (867) 667-8237
Fax: (867) 393-6366
Internet: <www.education.gov.yk.ca>

NUNAVUT Department of Education, Early Childhood and School Services
Coordinator, French Curriculum, Box 1000, Station 960, Iqaluit NU X0A 0H0
Phone: (867) 965-5600, Fax: (867) 975-5605
Internet: <www.gov.nu.ca>
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Francophone parents can also obtain information about French first language programs from:
COMMISSION NATIONALE DES
PARENTS FRANCOPHONES
200, rue Goulet, Pièce 201
Saint-Boniface MB R2H 0R8
Phone: (204) 231-1371, 1-800-665-5148
Fax: (204) 233-0358
Email: cnpf@cnpf.ca
Internet: <www.cnfp.ca>

ASSOCIATION CANADIENNE D’ÉDUCATION
DE LANGUE FRANÇAISE
268, rue Marie de l’Incarnation
Québec QC G1N 3G4
Phone: (418) 681-4661
Fax: (418) 681-3389
Email: infomat@acelf.ca
Internet: <www.acelf.ca>

There are two associations for French second-language teachers in Canada:
CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF
IMMERSION TEACHERS
#201 - 57 Auriga Dr.
Nepean ON K2E 8B2
Phone: (613) 998-0051
Fax: (613) 998-7094
Email: acpi@umontreal.ca
Internet: <acpi.scedu.umontreal.ca>

CANADIAN ASSOCIATION OF SECOND
LANGUAGE TEACHERS
#201 - 57 Auriga Dr.
Nepean ON K2E 8B2
Phone: (613) 727-0994
Fax: (613) 998-7094
Email: caslt@istar.ca
Internet: <www.caslt.org>

For information about bilingualism in Canada and the Official Languages Act, contact:
DEPARTMENT OF
CANADIAN HERITAGE
15 Eddy St.
Hull QC K1A 0M5
Phone: (819) 997-0055
Email: offlang.off@pch.gc.ca
Internet: <www.pch.gc.ca>

OFFICE OF THE COMMISSIONER OF OFFICIAL LANGUAGES
344 Slater St.
Ottawa ON K1A 0T8
Head office: 1-877-996-6368
Atlantic: 1-800-561-7109
Quebec: 1-800-363-0628
Ontario: 1-800-387-0635
MB, SK: 1-800-665-8731
AB, BC, NW, YN: 1-800-661-3642
Email: message@ocol-clo.gc.ca
Internet: <www.ocol-clo.gc.ca>

For the number of your nearest office, look in the blue pages of your phone book under “Government of Canada.”
Other good sources of information about education are:
CANADIAN HOME AND SCHOOL FEDERATION
250 Holland Ave., Room 216
Ottawa ON K1Y 0Y6
Internet: <cap.ic.gc.ca/chsptf>

CANADIAN SCHOOL BOARDS ASSOCIATION
350 - 130 Slater St.
Ottawa ON K1P 6E2
Internet: <www.cdnsba.org>

CANADIAN TEACHERS’ FEDERATION
2490 Don Reid Dr.
Ottawa ON K1H 1E1
Internet: <www.ctf-fce.ca>

LEARNING DISABILITIES ASSOCIATION
OF CANADA
323 Chapel St., Suite 200
Ottawa ON K1N 7Z2
Internet: <www.ldac-taac.ca>

GIFTED CANADA
Internet: <www3.telus.net/giftedcanada>
and the various provincial/territorial associations and federations.
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Many schools have a parents’ resource centre in a section of the library or a parents’ workroom. If yours
doesn’t, consider helping your school undertake such a project. It should include books, videos, periodicals, and
newsletters about various aspects of education, parenting, and student issues (such as substance abuse, children’s
health, sexuality). While developing your collection, don’t forget humour!
Contact the organizations and departments mentioned on the previous pages and your provincial/territorial
teachers’ association for publications suitable for your parents’ library. The following bibliography will also provide a
number of ideas.

Many of the books listed on the following pages may be available through your public library. Try these subject
listings to find more:
Bilingualism
Education
Education - bilingual
French language - study and teaching
Immersion method
Learning - psychology of
Self help
Study skills
For those who wish to review more detailed articles about teaching, learning, and French immersion, university
libraries hold a wealth of information. In addition to the main library, the Faculty of Education might have its own
collection. If you don’t have borrowing privileges, you can always do your reading in the library, or pay for photocopies of particular articles (don’t forget to bring a handful of change). You might want to start with:
Canadian Journal of Applied Linguistics/Revue Canadienne de Linguistique appliquée. Canadian Association of
Applied Linguistics, Institut des langues secondes, Université d'Ottawa, 600 King Edward, Ottawa ON
K1H 7P7, <www.aclacaal.org>.
Canadian Modern Language Review. University of Toronto Press, Journals Division, 5201 Dufferin St., Toronto ON
M3H 5T8, <www.utpjournals.com>.
Mosaic. Éditions Soleil Publishing Inc., P.O. Box 847, Welland ON L3B 5Y5, <www.soleilpublishing.com>
Another source of books and periodicals on second-language learning and bilingualism is Multilingual
Matters, Frankfurt Lodge, Clevedon Hall, Clevedon, England BS21 7HH, <www.multilingual-matters.com>.
On the internet
Most of the sources listed on pages 134-136 provide information through their web sites. Others to get you
started include:
Center for Advanced Research on Language Acquisition: <carla.acad.umn.edu>
Center for Applied Linguistics : <www.cal.org>
Ethnologue: <www.ethnologue.com>
Linguasphere: <www.linguasphere.org>
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Ontario Institute for Studies in Education: <www.oise.on.ca/resources.html>
SchoolNet: <wwwschoolnet.ca>
Second Language Education Centre: <www.unb.ca/slec>
Study English or French in Canada: <www.langcanada.net>
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